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not now the falling snow,

Make the grate fires glow!
With carols loud.

rail

car

as

if he

own-

ed the whole line, and when some

timid

lady asks him, ¢¢ Please, sir, shall

I soon

the

assumption

of

the wearer, as if he must make up by
arrogance what he lacks in grade. The
telegraph operator of a small station at

The happiest day of all the year.
If the winds blow loud without,
Join in their shout!
;
They do but sing with trumpet blast,

$100 a year, the keeper of a town postoffice, or the conductor of a branch rail-

way line four miles in length; these are
they to whom the people must bow down,

‘ He’s come at last!
To give Him welcome, Christmas dear,

and from whom they must take insolent

The heartiest day of all the year!”

airs.

And when the merry day is gone,
And night comes on,
:

If I were a

large

man, I should

often get into trouble, I suspect;

Crown each farewell,

And memory tell of Christmas dear,
That happiest day of all the year.

—Bond.

®

THE BORE.

OHARACTER SKETCHES IN TRAVEL.

The Bore is a kind invention
dence, designed for the

FOSTER.

THE PRIG.

“The Prig is of a genus which grows in

“all climes and flonrishes under all gov:
ernments, but is seen to , best advantage
and under strongest lights in a republican land. We may divide the genus into
three species, distinguished by nu broad
peculiarity of marking. There is the
royal road to learning or not, he conducts
himselfin “a right royal fashion. Democracyis tolerated, but from much
same spirit as the painter suffers the

the
of-

fensive smells of the chemical shops—
because he may draw therefrom contrasting colors. His chief abhorrence is a
false quantity, his steady aversion an
easy conversational style, his fete noir
the fellow who misses the correct pronunciation of a word. He affects the ancients and sees little to be loved in modern works, and that little is what they
~Tave gathered from ‘the olden sources.
He draws his skirts close around him for

fear of contact with vulgar ignoramuses,
and scents the peculiar odor of hitleraises
more = unerringly than
did suffering
Prometheus that ~ of the approaching
ocean nymphs.
He avoids the popular
speaker for fear of contracting his loose-ness of expression, and leans with pronounced inclination towards metaphysics

He himself writes sonnets

abounding in invocations to Love and
Drowsiness, Moonlight and Muses, and
by reading them. to his inner circle of
admirers, solaces himself for their refusal by the magazines. If possible, he
wears an eyeglass and parts his hair in
the niiddle, is always ready with a dogmatic criticism, and is often as successful
in making worthy people uncomfortable
as he is useless in every other particular.
Then there is the Prig Social. He

prides himself on the blue blood which
courses through his veins, the well filled
purse given him by the toil of ancestors,
or the circle into which he has crept and

upon which he feeds as the parasite
on the oak.
‘‘ Acknowledge nothing
good from the plebeian” #5 the motto of
the first division ; ** Poverty has no virtue” is adopted by the second; while the
third scans your visiting list and rates
“you accordingly. The Prig Social would
bo utterly lost without his credentials;
and bereft of his blood record, his dollars

would stand

trial

of proviof patience

Society,

ignorant

hobby-horse

rider.

The only

ways of dealing with him satisfactorily
are, either to make up your mind when
once he bears down upon you, to put up
with him and resign yourself calmly to
your fate, or—to kill him outright. The

the Greek

ter beholding the common

herd

Jupi-

of mor-

tals. To vouchsafe
a word to a man
whom he had not been introduced, to

seen on the streets with student

to
be

B. who

is working his way through the schools,
or to evince an equal regard for one

who

does not visit at Honorable Sipkins’s or has
not 'the entree to the ‘set, classed upper

tén, would be to commit a solecism in

Lastly, there is the Prig Official.
ro

of Prayer, January 4—10,

select

dia, and all or nearly all

of them,

¢—Confession of sin, and humiliation before

God.

Wednesday, January

7—

Prayer for the church of Christ, its min-

world.”

of

the

for

Jhampad,’ Oriya
a

partial

or

course, as he is too old he thinks for more

from

than this.

:

different parts of Bengal and from the
13. Samuel,«Oriya, Santipore, a fine
North-west, are now closing their conferscholar and a modest, hard working man.
ence here. It has been a.gathering of no
He stood at the head of the school on the
little ‘interest. The successors of the
final examination, and bids fair to become
distinguished Carey,Marshman and Ward
a worthy worker in this field. 14. Naare ’pushing on the same grand work
bakumar, a Brahmin Oriya from Santiwhich brought those great men to India
pore, young and of good abilities, but disalmost one hundred years ago. It was a
posed to be lazy. He may have to be
privilege indeed to sit in the conference suspended for
this. 15. Supai, Santal,
with these workers, and to listen te the
from Santipore, a lay preacher of several
plaus they made for the extension of the
years’ standing. Ile, too, is here for a
Redeemer’s kingdom in this dark land.
partial course. His work has been quite
May the blessing of the Lord attend their
satisfactory. 716. Abraham, Oriya, Sanefforts.

:

:

i

tipore, a steady, plodding student, who

The other body of Christians meeting
in this capital during the present week is
composed of Representatives of several
native Christian churches in and about
Calcutta. The object of the meeting is
friendly conference on all topics almost,
at least a great variety of topics relating
to the building up of the church of Christ
in their native land, This conference of
native Christians will do good. I am
told that there was one of a similar - character last year. The prominent brethren
of the several missions in this great city
come together for discussing the chief
points related to

their

work

for

irrelevant, and much time given

has done well.

purpose

18.

19.

Jacob,

as well

can,

come a valuable worker,

he

5.

will

6.

21,

months,

then

kind.

21;

‘Bharat, Oriya, Balasore, was

not ‘one

is a Santal.

We

will

to

have

begin

of

the

the first junior
its

work

are done

next

by serving

God with what we have on hand.

Moses

God

Sent

him to Israel, but he shrank from the undertaking. We sympathize with Jethro’s
herdsman, alone and a stranger, owning
not a lamb that he watched.
He had
nothing but his shepherd's rod cut out of
a thicket, the mere crabstick with which
he guided his sheep. Any day he might
throw it away and cut a better one.

God said :

jg

:

“ What is that in thine hand?

and
He

And

‘With

this rod, with this stick, thou shalt save
Israel.” . And so it proved.
.
.
‘¢ What is. that thou hast in thine hand,
stranger?” ¢‘An ox-goad with which I
urge my lazy beast.” Used for God, and
Shamgar’s ox-goad defeats the Philistines.
‘What is that in thine hand, David?”
““ My sling with which I keep the wolves
from the sheep.” Yet with that sling he
slew Goliath, whom an army dared not
meet.

18,

a

from

became

uneasy and left.He drew no stipend from
the school,but was a pupil-teacher,and as
| sisted me in the secular studies.

full course,and has begun with commendable energy. We hope the school will
be a help to other young pastors of this

was keeping sheep in Midian.

Midnapore, a brilliant scholar and capable
of being very useful, but unfortunately
quite unsteady and easily upset. He; did
finely for several

He wishes to take the

EACH IN HIS OWN WAY.

Blessed

convert

somewhat limited.

All great works

good earnest talker.
useful one here.

a Brahmin

stroke of business,
Two

and for prayer in behall of that work.
Sometimes the latter feature has been the

were passed

prominent and even the exclusive one.

in

different

‘denominations.

or

missionary

meeting,

will,

of

course,

Monday

It

such

lay

people,

exports,

government,

exercises made brief, bright and
There are, also, many

beautiful

es prepared

occasions,

for

such

debate,

as

It is quite

of the band

(all lawyers and

statesmen do this), and then dives down into
his desk for something, that nine times out of
ten, is not there, He finally settles down in

his chair to peruse the Congressional Record,
containing his last speech delivered(?) the day
before, but which

priated,

in

after he had

he

fact,

house,

to have

asked

the first twenty

read
and

noisy

smoking;

cloak rooms.
The irrepressible Fitz John Porter case was

socie-

course, be introduced frequently, and

$32,000,000

and

was another bill day.

lines to an empty

rela-

dition of its women, the state of its

without division

with a wave

_the

foundation for a knowledgeof what is
needed and what may be done. One person may prepare a map of the country,
or of a portion of it ; others may give reports concerning its physical features,
productions, population, occupations of
the

Pension and

some

amusing to witness the supreme importance
that surrounds the average congressman (especially if he be a new one), who has fortunately
caught the eye of the Speaker and sends up his
little or big bill for the benefit of his constituency, and, possibly, posterity.
He hands the
important document, over the heads of two or
three brother members, to the elastic page, who
scampers off with it to the Speaker's desk.
While the clerk reads the title, lie turns
about to crack a joke with some member behind him, to show how simple a matter it is
to save the country, and be at one’s ease,—after
which our honorable friend solemnly moves
its] reference
to the appropriate ccmmittee

facts and general information as may help
to understand the condition of the people
and the work actually being done among
This

(the

of

partments,
The Pension bill could not very
well be cut down lest it eut off some loyal and
crippled defender,—and the latter bill had been
#0 curtailed by out-going Sec. of War,Mc Crary,
that there was hardly appropriation enough
left other than to preserve and keep in repair
the present works of that character.

can not be done without thoughtful,
pains-taking preparation. With this, it
may be made entirely successful. A
very good way is to take up ‘a certain
portion of the missionary field and enlist
as many persons as possible in the work
of preparing themselves to present, at the
concert,

bills

aggregating

deal

originally estimated for by the appropriate De-

In many churches it has been found
difficult to interest the people in the exercises of this service. Members of the
church and others have taken that occasion to visit some other church, or to stay
at home. That such a meeting may be
made interesting, attractive and profitable
hag been proved by a large number of
pastors

arrogating
a good

appropriation

Fortification),

the

again introduced, as it has been nearly every
It will be
session of Congress since the war.
reme mbered that this officer was a Maj. Gen.

in command
Pope during

of an army corps under Gen.
the disastrous shocks preceding

and in the threatening days of the second Battle of Bull Run. The charge was that he dis-

obeyed orders in the face of the enemy, one of

varied.

the highest military crimes, and President
Lincoln ordered a court of distinguished offi-cers to convene for his trial; they found him

Exercis-

which

whose heart

guilty, and Abraham Lincoln;sint

maybe presented by the young people

burned the one and only dekire to save the
union, judging that such examples jeopardized
the country, approved the sentence and dis-

and children with good effect and great
profit. With as much thonght as the importance of the subject demands, a Mis-

missed him from the service.

sionary Concert may be sustained,
at
snitable intervals, in almost any church.

service, aud you will find a way to sustain

it and make it a power for good in yonr
church and congregation.
THE MISSIONARY REVIEW..
By the kindness of a thoughtful friend
we have been permitted to examine

sev-

eral numbers of this excellent bi-monthly magazine, established last year, and
desire to call the attention of our readers to
it. Pastors and all persons interested in
missions will find it full of interesting
matter. The subscription price is $1.50
per year, and Rev. R. G. Wilder, Princeton, N. J., is the agent for receiving
money.
From its pages we glean a
handful of bright thoughts and choice

own money, and not ttade in religion on

were as modest and as honest !

10... Sasi,

credit to themselves on that account.

work

with work, apd the most cheering thing
about it is that nearly all of the students
have really loved and enjoyed work. :| sentiments:
During the coming four months many of
¢ Our Methodist friends announce their
these students will be itinerating preach- purpose to save the heathen with their
ers.—J. L. P.

Would that others of this class

fair scholar, and a
His gift will be a vex)

a few

but we have neither time nor cash for
lazy ones. The term has been well filled

be-

Santipore,

motion of an interest in missionary

The House, or rather the Democratic major-

ty, and other topics which may be
thought interesting or important. These
reports need not be long, indeed, ought
usually to be short.
Singing will, of

He is 28, has been for

Match. - Of the eight six were received,
two falling back into the next year's entrance class. It will be seen that our experience here is by no means unique, but
very much like that of otherschools. We
shall try to be patient with dull scholars,

18, Bengali, was with us less

Rama, an Oriya from

a

C., Dec. 18.

ity, on Friday, accomplished a considerable

the work.

class, which

expected of the Bible school students, be-

9.

been

WASHINGTON, D,

CONGRESS, AND WHAT IT 18 DOING.

tion to other nations; its mission stations, schools, printing-presses, the con-

sixteen for admission

Sam, 22, a

skull was tao. thick.

has

tion al the close of the term, eight

than a week, when he quietly slipped out,
saying that he could not learn what was
cause his

Midnapore,

20.

are married mén. Sixteen of the twentyone presented themselves for examina-

son of our best Santal inspector, a diligent
scholar and a promising
worker. 8.

youth!

seems

thus’ far.

WASHINGTON. LETTER.

G. C. WATERMAN,

Many courts of inquiry

and

propo-

endless

sitions in Congress have followed
to set this
judgment aside, which have been, and prob-

| ‘been so often troubled with the roathing
There should always be prayers for the
and unsteady nature of the Santals that ‘success of the work, and information con- ably will be of no avail.
The only other bill of importance was that:
this fact is the more cheering. May these cerning its progress in some part of the
introduced by Senator Butler of S. C. in the
Santals hold out to the end.
world, and, usually, an opportunity to Senate, modifying the Bayard proposition,
For fear of being tedious we have said contribute to the funds neededto carry it viz: that the legal tender quality of the Treasbut a few words about each of these young
ury notes be taken away on and after Jan. 1,
on. Give your heart and brain to this
| men. All save Nos. 1, 7, 8,9, 10 and 11
1885. This will be supported by many Dem-

Matai, also a Santal teacher,aged -27,

Gyanendra,

Oriya,

victory

REV.

preacher among us for several years,
hardly needs an introduction, for we have
often spoken of him in connection with

- school,

take

Priyanath,

Bhimpore,aged 26,is

BY

MISSIONARY CONCERTS.
This name has been applied to meetings held on Sunday evening for the pro-

them.

leaving with Nos. 17 and 18. One somewhat remarkable fact is this, that of the
five who took themselves away from the

a truly earnest Christian worker, who has
suffered persecution, and profited by it.
7.

and

with us but a few days, coming last and

18, a Santal,
be unsteady.

himself to study

as he

came

years the native pastor of the Midnapore
church, and very faithful in his work.
His opportunities for culture have been

|

excellent family, and capable of becoming
Should he devote

Balasore

Debnath,Santal,

to have got the

faithful workers in the school, showing
real missionary zeal. 8. Dukhu, 25,
tor several years inspector of Santal
schools, a good scholar, belonging to an

work

Oriya,

that have vexed him much, but he

been a lay preacher for two or three years.
He is26,a dull scholar,but one of the most

very useful. 4.
Kisun,
smart, but disposed to

Rasik,

a truly clever man, and one of the most
promising in the school. He has trials

vain

I shall

Joseph, Oriya,Bala-

went with Joseph. ‘He could never make
a scholar, but seems earnest in the work.

Christ,

to

17.

sore,has been a licensed preacher for several years. We hoped he came for the
full course, but he suddenly left at the
end of his second week. He has good
abilities and should make more of them.

talking on fancied themes that are not before the meeting at all, yet I have no
doubt the outcome of this meeting will be
good. It does these people geod to come |
together and talk over the great themes
belonging to the evangelizing of theirown
native land, and to p)an concerning the
perfecting of agencies having that end in
view. . Holding conferences of this sort

1880, is as | He is a fair scholar.

fullows : * Sunday, January 4—Sermons,
on the ¢ Fullness of Christ's Salvation.’
Monday, January 5—Thanksgiving for
the blessings of the past year, and prayer
for their continuance, Tuesday, January

upon all flesh, and the conversion

He is

a lay

has been a. teacher in the jungles and
seems in earnest to be and do something.

manners, and do violence to the immuta- Jdsters, its growth in grace, and its enble laws of good society. ‘He keeps. his largement; and for revivals of religion
eyes ever upon the casket, and seems ut- throughout our country. Thursday, Janterly oblivious to the quality of the jewel uary 8—Prayer for Christian education ;
within, Externals are his gods; the fair for the family and institutions of learnand costly inward furnishing counts for ing; for Sunday-schools and Christian
nothing. = When you weigh him in just associations: Friday, January 9—Prayer
balances he proves to be a puff of air in for nations, rulers, and people; for peace
an elaborately chased shell, an artistic and religious liberty. = Saturday, January
10—Prayer for home. ‘and foreign mis:
crust beneath which the cook has forgot- sions ; for the outpouring of the Spirit

ten to place the solid meat.

from Santipore, a new convert and
preacher, comes

NO. 52

MISSION. WORK.
CONDUCTED

a good scholar, and disposed to improve

12.

1879.

school

Santipore,

during this week. The Baptist Missionary Socjety has many missionaries in In-

fair specimen of the ordinary Santal.

‘The programme adopted by the United
States Evangelical Alliance for the. Week

in the

Sambhu, 17, Oriya, from

24,

his opportunities.

home, and for this

the aversion of the party, and the especial delight of himself. He is a thorn in
the side of newspaper editors, preachers
and busy men of all kinds, The Bore is
impertinent, for surely it is the hight of
impertinence for 4 man to think his company so desirable that he makes no’ excuse for thrusting it upon one. It goes
without saying that he is lazy, and in
nine cases out of ten you will find him an

DECEMBER

Two important bodies of Christians are
holding their annual meetings in this city

them in order as their names stand on our
register, the order of admission to the
school. First comes Suryja, a Santal from
Brimpore, a fine scholar, aged 18, quiet
and faithful to his work. His name means
sun.
May he
shine.
2. Dharma,
another Santal from Bhimpore, who has

. He looks upon the lowly born, the honest
jn

11.

terview with his well meant but prosaic
ing, the pest of the Temperance

H.,

be happy to see him back

INDIA LETTER.
CALCUTTA, Oct. 28, 1879.

narrations of your merits and capabilities. Ile is the dread of the social meet-

outside the door of honorable recognition.

as we may imagine

N.

and reminding mankind that there is
probably a better world ahead, where
+ Bores shall bore no more.” He is in
-is a-new thing among our native breth‘society what the mosquito is among inren, and. there will be much improvement
sects ; with a hum quite as persistent and
in future. For one I ‘Heartily hope ‘the
monotonous, and with the like fatal perannual conference will be kept up.
severance in revisiting the spot. first
The first term of the Bible school closed
alighted upon. To him all times and
on the 17th instant. Our work im that
seasons are alike propitious,
with this
“exception, that he scents a finer
and more department is now finistred for this year:
luxurious aroma, when vour blood boils It is hoped that the school will: begin its
second year some time in March next,
most and your whole nature seethes with
the more than ordinary aflliction he is after our itinerating season is over. A
full report of the school's work this year
causing you.
He will follow the light
will appear in our next annual report. I
with the keenness of the Jackal; and
[A
:
.
*
may
now, in compliance with the suggeswhen you have scarcely set your lamp
and composed yourself for the evening's tion of a friend, give a brief sketch of the
work will provokingly open the door and students who have been in attendance.
During this term- there have
been
ensconsce himselfin your easy chair for a
smoke and a chat. Or he will time his twenty-one admissions to the class. As
call just as you are ready fo *‘ go out,” was stated several months ago, this yedis
and will chain you to your room, while work has been ‘all preparatory to the
Of these twenty-one
distracting visions of croquet parties,and regular . course.
sweet tele a tetes dance before your eyes. young men two have been Bengalis, nine
He imprisons your hand just as the dox- have been Santals, and ten Oriyas. * Our
ology closes, and slowly tells you all you mission churches have been represented
have said, while a half seat distant are as follows in the school: . Balasore has
bright warm faces which you long to ap- sent three, Midnapore four, Santipore
proach and greet. Ile takes the seat in seven and Bhimpore seven. I am very
front of you and your friend, turns around happy to say that not one student has
half-fuce, and for the rest of the journey been sent away from the school this year
your delightful chat is relegated to the for any reason whatever. But Iam very
doubtful coming time, rendered more sorry to have to report that five of the
took
doubtful by the evidently good lungs and wwenty-one. who were admitted
inexhaustible talk-fund of your torment- themselves away for one cause and
or. He meets you in the street, and another, as will subsequently appear.
wishes to introduce you to a friend, and
I shall now give each of these young
himself absorbs the precious time of in- men a brief introduction to our friends at

forever

poor, the comparatively unknown with
some such complacency and mingled pity

DOVER,

for if and though there is much said thatis very

there is anything makes my blood boil it
is when some ¢¢ oiled and curled Assyrian
bull” forgets that he is a public servant,
and assumes the petty insolence of a
public master.

May blessings more than earth can tell

or his.calling cards

of the

donned, the greater

Christmas welcome, Christmas dear,

“and poetry.

nature

be at N.?” brings the color to her cheek
"| and the tear to her eye with his loud,
rough ¢* Keep your ears open and you'll
know when you get there.” The smaller
the mantle of authority which he -has

Round about the chimney crowd,

G.E.

his whole

not you are really mistaken,and have ven-

the aisle

~ OHRISTMAS.

PROF.

in the

tured to ask a favor of the Grand Vizierof
the Turkish Court. He swings through

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1879.

BY

ass

temerity to request a
letter of advice”
and ¢* Haven't you a name? Then put it
there,” brings you to think whether or

~The Woming Star.
Heed

deems

the

grates of the bank at which you have the

D.D.,

BREWSTER,

REV. A. H, HULING.

Terms 1—$2.00 per year, if paid
in

he

like

changed. He growls out of a six by
eight post-office window at you whenever
you dare to disturb his serene llighness
by venturing to ask for your letters, and
ends by slamming the” window down in
your face before you have turned away.
He snarls like a toy autoerat from the

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

Dover, N. H.

STAR,

quite as common as other mortals, until
you put the mantle of some brief authori-

ISSUED BY THE

To whom all letters on business,
money, &e¢., should be addressed, at
Aa All communications designed
should be addressed to Editor 7'he

MORNING

I should

¢¢ What is that in thine hand, disciple?”
¢¢ Nothing but five barley loaves and two
small fishes.” *‘Bring them to me;
Give

Hert to God.”

And the multitude was

ted.
:
« What hast thou, Dorcas?” # My needle.” Use it for God, and those coats and
garments keep multiplying,
and are
clothing the naked stili.—Bible Student.
0-0-6
>

“FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH.”
A shepherd had driven part of his flock
to a neighboring fair, leaving his dog to
watch the remainder during that day and
the next night, expecting to revisit them
the next morning, Circumstances prevented his returning home till the morning of the third day. His first inquiry was
whether the dog had been visited. The
answer was ‘‘no.”
* Then he must be
dead!” replied the shepherd, with a tone
and gesture of anguish, * for I know he

was too faithful to desert his charge.” He

instantly repaired to the heath. The dog
had just sufficient strength remaining to
crawl to his master’s feet and express

his

joy at his return, and almost immediately
after expired. * Be thow faithful unto
death.”— Episcopal Recorder.

|

borrowed capital. . . . Doing mission
work on other people's money is a good
deal like saying grace over a pair of
chickens which strayed into your yard
from a neighbor's coop.”—Christian at
Work.
.
:
¢ Christianity is missionary, progressive, world-embracing.

Ifit ceased to be

missionary, it would cease to exist.”—Max
Muller.
“ A minister in Georgia walks thirty
miles each week to fill his appointments,
and works two days in a brick-yard to
support his family.”—Sunday Magazine.
¢¢ Life is the cause of organization, and
not organization of life.”—J, Cook.
* Hence, mere organizations can never

ocrats and a few Republicans and muy pass
both houses.
Senator Vorbees offered a resolution in the
Senate that a committee be appointed to investigate the cause of the negro exodus from the
Southern States and of course will be utilized
for democratic capital.
On Tuesday,
Senator Windom: offered au
amendment
as follows: that the committee
shall also inquire ‘whether the said exodus
has been. caused by cruel or unjust treatment
or the abridgement of personal and’ political
rights; also that if any action of Congress is
necessary to secure to every citizen all the
rights guaranteed by the Constitution; and, as
to the practicabilty of providing a territory for
the use and occupation of persons desiring to

emigrate thereto, in order to secure a free, full
and peaceful enjoyment of their

constitutional

rights and privileges.”
Fiery Ben. Hill, of Ga.,on Wednesday, antagonized the whole business, bill, amendment

and all,—and it is just ‘possible tbat this usually impetuous Senator foresees no benefit to~
his party or section of the country by un investigation,
even of the widest range.
The
amendment was defeated on Thursday by a
strict party vote and the resolution will probably pass. The Pension bill as it came from
the House was passed by the Senate quickly,
the President’s signature will speedily make
it a law, and the 200,000 pensioners need have
no, concern on their own immediate account.

THE NEXT PRESIDENT.

:

The National Republican Committee met in
this city on Wednesday to name a place and
date, where and when the next President of

the United States should be nominated.
Of the five prominent
Chicago had enthusiastic

places mentioned,
adherers, and wus

most favored by the Blaine advocates

and op.

legislation to which they are prone often
injures and depletes the very life which
originated them.”—Miss. Rev.
*“The Moravians continue to show
much of their early zeal, devotion and
selt-denial in the work of missions. Leav-

posed by the Sherman element.
Saratoga, N..
Y., where would lic Conkling’s chance, was
opposed by everybody else. Philadelphia and
Indianapolis bad ardent claimants, and Cincinnati, also, that would help Sherman.
But the
latter was not to be thought of by the Blaine
people, on account of the very
unpleasant
memories of 1876.
The Grant element did not care generally.

ing the

where the convention was to meet.

evangelize the world,

easier

fields

and

to

the

other

excessive

laborers,

they seem to seek out the hardest, most
neglected, and out-of-the-way parts of the
world for theipand Jeiseverin
ef8. . But wiith faith in God and God’s
truth
Tabor on in hope. They are
said to number only sixteen thousand
members in all Europe, and last year
raised $85,000 for foreign missions,”—
Miss. Rev.

“Missionary reports from Mexico indicate thut the Romanists are becoming
thoroughly alarmed.
Some statements
translated from Romish papers by Dr.
Butler, are as follows, viz. :

¢It.is necessary that the Catholics rise
resolutely and make a general, rapid and
voluntary movement in defense of their
beliefs. To-day, unfortunately, the Prot-

estants come with a subvention, and-their

teachings are extending throughout the
whole country. They circulate their writings at the lowest prices, even give them
away, sometimes in tracts, sometimes in
papers, which is their favorite method of
sowing the bad seed ; and, sad to

say,

in

exchange the Catholic weeklies and dailies are dying off for lack of subscribers
to sustain them. Protestantism is Lecoming truly alarming among us.’ "—Miss.
Rev.
:

Chicago is-

selected, and is a Grant boom first, and for
Blaine second, with Sherman a good chance
possibly, and Conkling nowhere.
The time set is a little earlier (Wednesday,.
June 3, 1880,) and Senator and Ex-Secretury of’
War, Don Cameron, of Pa., seleoted: as. the

chairman.
He is known to be first for Grant, and gener-

ally understood to be second for Blaine;
We wonder if, as at Cincinnati, in 1876,
another Ingersoll, or he himself, again, shall
electrify the moving, excitable mass of men
that assemble on such occasions; or another
Frye mount the platform, and while l deploring
the defeat of a magnetic candidate, appeal in
eloquent.tones for a unanimous support of the

successful nominee.
We reiterate our sentiment of
that ¢ Vicksburg and Appomattox
names,” which, together with the
the world” annexed, may be the

1880.

last winter,
are magical
* eircnit of
talisman for

5

;

Mild weather here at the capital; no ice, no
snow, the thermometer ranging from: 86° to

45°, with an occasional dash below the freezi
point, which people hereabouts
weather.
Plats of green grass can

the sunny

knolls

surgounding

call col
Be seen on

the Executive

Departmeénts—and the fir and
hemlocks in the
parks look pearly as fresh and deep green as in
early spring.
,
Eruiorr, ;

-

\
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8 Department.

of Herod and thus frustrated
¢ Into their own counlry another

As we do not know the route by which

Sabbath-School Lesson.--Jan. 4.
QUESTIONS
(For

AND

NOTES

Questions

BY

see

PROF.

Lesson

J. A.

they came,

HOWE.

Papers.)

THE INFANT MESSIAH.

EYL LET

DAILY

READINGS.

The wonderful Child. Isa.9:1-7.
I'he Lord’s Christ. Ps. 2.
The Annunciation. Luke 1: 26—33.
The song of the angels. Luke 2: 1-20.
Simeon and Anna. Luke 2: 25—38.
The incarnation. Phil. 2: 1-11.

The infant Jesus.

Matt. 2: 19-28.

GOLDEN TEXT:
“ For untous
born, unto us u son is given.”

a child is
Isa.9: 6.

Matt, 2: 1-12,

The lessons for 1880, for the first half
of the year, are in Matthew, for the last
half, in Genesis.
« Now when Jesus was born.”
More

accurately translated thus: ‘ And having
been born.” ¢¢ In Bethlehem of Judea.”
means
‘ house of
Bethlehem of Judea

tinguish it from Bethlehem

bread.”
to dis-

in

Zebulun.

It is six miles south of Jerusalem.
The home of the parents of Jesus

Nazareth ; but they had gone

to

was

Bethle-

hem to be enrolled for taxation, and here,
* in a manger, Christ was born.
Herod died March, 750, A. U. C., that
is, from the building of the city of Rome.

- Christ
before
earlier
When,

was born within less than a year
the death of Herod, four years
than the received date of A. D.
in the 5th century A. 'D., time

first began to be reckoned from the birth
of Christ,

fixed

four

the

date.

years

of

too

his

birth

late.

was

Herod the

Great, the
founder of the
Herodian
family, an Idumaean, a Jew in religion,

began to reign

714 A. U. C.

energetic, unscrupulous,

which they
only so far
order to go
‘Practical

He was an

cruel

Samaritans

monarch.

on

Gerizim,

and
established
heathen worship
in
Caesarea.
‘¢ Wise men from the East.” From the
‘ far East” that is, from Persia. These
wise men are called, in the Greek, Magi.
They were a learned class devoted to
medicine,
sciences.

astrology

and

‘ Where is he?”

other

occult

Astronomy

reports

that in the year 747, there was a conjunction of the planets Jupiter and Saturn,

three times in the same year.
were

astrologers,

and

The Magi

this remarkable

conjunction excited their wonder, and led

them to associate it with

event.

some

Many nations were then

ing the coming

of the

Prince

sfgnal

expectof Peace,

and from the Jews because of the distinctness of their prophecies to that effect. ‘Inthe east.” In the eastern sky.
“Worship.” Homage. ** Troubled.” With

political fears.” He feared the

+

do

not

know

that

by

each quarter, instead

fore:

effect

of

of one,

as

hereto-

’
FIRST

QUARTER.

. The Flight into

.
.
.
.

t—Matt. 2: 13-23.

Jesus Baptized by John—Matt. 3: 1-17.
The Temptation of Jesus—Matt. 4:1-11.
The True Disciples—Matt. 5: 1-16.
The Truly Righteous—Matt. 5: 17-26.

. The =

Eve
48.

and

the

whether the rite can be

Temper—Matt.

5:

. Giving and Praying—Matt. 6: 1-13.
. Our Father's Cure—Matt. 6: 24-34.

. The Saviour’s Golden Rule—Matt. 7: 1-14.

14. The False and the True—Matt. 7: 15—29.
. Review of the lessons.

. Lesson selected by the school.
.SECOND QUARTER.

. The Power of CRrist—Matt. 8: 18-34.
11. The Invitation of Christ—Matt.

. The

1: 20-30.

Wiles} and the Tares—Matt. 13: 24-30;

-43.

y

. Confession and’ Cross-bearing—DMatt.
18-28
May 2. The Transfiguration—Matt. 17: 1-13.
. Jesus and the Young—Matt. 19: 13-26.
. The Marriage Feast—Matt. 22: 1-14.
. The Judgment—Matt. 25: 31-46.
Gethsemane—Matt. 26: 36-50.
. The Crucifixion—Matt. 27: 35-50.
. After the Resurrection—Matt. 28: 8-20.
. Review of the lessons.
. Lesson selected by the school.

16:

might

not be

known by the Jews, and suspicions
awakened.
‘¢ Diligently.”
‘¢ Exactly,”
is the more liberal term.
¢¢ Sent them to Bethlehem.” The place
was only six miles away. ¢ Bring me
word.” The exact spot where Jesus was,
_ Herod wanted to know, that he might
secretly send and kill him. ‘That Imay
come and worship him.” As a Jew,
.Herod might say this without exciting
suspicion, for the Jews had for

centuries

longed for the Christ to come; as a king,
he regarded Christ as a rival. * And,
lo!” This marks the event as very wonderful. * The star * * * * came and
stood over where the young child was.”
Over the spot where the child was. The
difficulty of determining a special locality by this means, shows that this guidance was miraculous.
:
‘« They rejoiced.” They rejoiced because they knew that now they should
realize the object of their long journey.
* *“Inlo
the house.” The holy family had
moved from the manger to some friendly
habitation. ‘Saw the young
child.”
Great and memorable sight it was. Who
might not envy them? ' But.it

is

written,

** we shall see him as he is.”
;
“And fell down and worshiped him.”

‘Not religiously, but loyally, as subjects
of this new king. ‘‘ Opened their treasures.”
(Chests
or
bags.)
Oriental
usage required of them
to make presents
to the kingto whom they paid, homage.

~-Gold." “This-was a -mark—of riches.
“ Frankincense.” A resin of bitter taste,
but fragrant odor, obtained by making an
incision in the trunk

genus Boswellia.

of a tree

of the

Tt was chiefly used as

Christian

before

‘‘into the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost.”

must mean, Close

1: 1-3; 2: 4-8,

11. The Fall and the Promise—Gen. 3: 1-15.
. Cain and Abel—-Gen. 4: 3-15.
25. The Covenant with Noah—Gen. 9: 8-19.
. The Cal of Abram—Gen. 11: 31—32;
1-10.

:

Christ commands it. John did not receive
his authority from Christ. He did not so
much as know him when he commenced ;
neither did he administer baptism in the
Christian form. He immersed his disciples
into repentance, but that does not make
it the Christian rite which is immersion

tists; for they do not affirm it.

THIRD QUARTER.

12:

8. Abram and Lot—Gen. 13: 1-18.

. Abram and Melchizedek—Gen. 14; 12-24,
. The Covenant with Abram—Gen. 15: 1-18.
. Abraham’s Intercession—Gen. 18: 16-33.
. Lot’s Escape from Sodom—Gen. 19: 12-26.

2. Trial of Abraham’s Faith—Gen. 22: 1-14.
. Review of the lessors.
. Lesson selected by the school. ~~
FOURTH

of the

No

other

immersion can be Christian baptism.
Hence John’s baptism can not be the rite
which Christ commanded the church to
practice. Our author says, ** Baptists affirm that it was; Pedo-baptists deny it.”
He can not mean Free Communion Bap-

01d Testament,
. The Creation—Gen.

of the Father, and of the Son, and

The question in dispute is whether
John’s baptism was a Christian rite, i. e.,

QUARTER.

Then he

Communionists

affirm

it, and Free Communionists deny it. By
his own admission Free Baptist writers
are with the latter, except himself, we
suppose, else there would here be no
ground of controversy between us. Close
communion ground, however, is a hard
place to defend free communion.
But

here is where he pluces himself with an

entire surrender of argument,

and

says,

““ We accept John's baptism as Christian.”
To show ihat the above construction is
. Jacob at Bethel—Gen. 28: 10-12.
and no misrepresentation, we
. Jacobs Prevailing Prayer—Gen. 32: 9-12; correct
30.
. Joseph sold into Egypt—Gen. 87: 1-5: quote Robert Hall who is good I»ptist
i
a
EP
2 authority-and who says, The baptism
. Joseph in Prison—Gen. 39: 21-23; 40: 1-8.
of John was the baptism of repentance or
. Joseph the Wise Ruler—Gen. 41: 41-57.
‘ Joucob sad his Brethren—Gen. 44: 30-3¢;
reformation as a preparation for the ap45:1-8.
28. Jacob and Pharaoh—Gen. 47: 1-12.
proaching Kingdom of God."—¢ Christian
Dec. 5. The last Days of Jacob— Gen. 48: 8-22.
. Last Days of Joseph—uen. 1: 14-26.
baptism was invariably administered in
. Review of the lessons.
. Isaac’s Prosperity—Gen. 26: 12-25.

10. Jacob and Esau—Gen.

27: 22-40.

26. Lessons selected by the school.
40+

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
:
Atthe Rhode Island State Sundayschool convention, at Providence, Novem-

Lutheran church, in Springfield, Ohio,
has 1,100 scholars enrolled, with an

his interest

body which is given for

only command on the subject.

. The Infant Messiah—Matt. 2: 1-12.

is taken from the Greek, not from the
Hebrew Old Testament.
Hence the vari-

ation between the verse as quoted and the
one in Micah.
”
“ The princes of Ju
Princes are,
by a figure, put for the towns of princes.
* Juda” is the Greek form of Judah.
*“ Privily
called.”
Secretly
called

=

Holy Ghost.” Here is the form and the
authority of the rite; and this is Christ's

New Testament.

months.
Twenty-seven hold
teachers’ meetings.
Thé
Sunday-school of the

that

11.

ber 10, reports were presented

from 143

schools, with 2,470 officers and teachers,
and 19,716 scholars.
Of 128 of these
109 are open the year round; five, eleven
months; six, ten months; two,
nine
months ; five, seven months ; and one, six

regular

English

average attendance of 800, of whom

of it, were with respect to Christian bap200

ing appointed by hiffi, where he formed

baptism was simply a baptism ‘into repentance differing only as to whether it
be a repentance confessed or enjoined.
He says farther, ‘The mention without
comment of Christ's baptism in immediate connection with the record of John's
baptism indicates the similarity of one to
the other,” There is but very little said
on the subject, which can not be accountInternational Lessons,to begin with 1880, ed for only on this ground.
He speaks of
the New Testament has the first half of
Christ's commission as ** the passage conthe year. The series opens with the taining the only command
of Christ to
Gospel of Matthew.
In our columns baptize.”
I
°
eh
.
Professor’ Kendrick will continue his * Bro. Baker asks, *If
John's baptism
critical notes. President Hurst, of Drew was not Christian,
what was it?” The
Theological Seminary, will give homi- Bible answers this question.
It was the
letical comments.
Mr. Trumbull will “baptism of John,” or ** John’s
baptism.”

thém into one class, distributing among
them Bibles, Testaments, and lessonpapers. Then they took up the International lesson, and it was recited for the
So
in that neighborhood.
first time
pleased were they that a Sunday-school
was organized with good prospects.
In the plan of the second course of

suggest, as hitherto, applications of the It was neither Jewish nor Christian,
but
lesson teachings. Faith Latimer will go intermediate between the two. John's
on with her hints to primary teachers. mission was introductory, preparatory

.
Professor Hall will: add illustrative orien- He was the forerunner of Christ,
sent to
talisms, and Miss Pearce her supplement- prepare the way. ¢ He was not
that
al questionings. Bible lights, the lesson light, but was sent to
bear witness of that
frameworkor surroundings, blackboard light.” As his mission was
preparatory
hints, and eclectic side-lights, will also be 80 was his baptism, His was a new,
era.

given. And there will be no lack of
in

the

line of lesson

not been baptized by immersion.
can not be

established,

then

re

How much does it cost your church to
keep its Sunduy-school running? The
school is worth what it costs, The

who had

If this is so, why not accede to Pedobaptist churches, without recognizing
their baptism at all, the right of private
judgment which we claim for ourselves,
and on the ground that they are. sincere
in their belief and practices, invite them
cordially to cur communion on the principle established by our denomination
long ago, which we have already quoted.
With our knowledge of these churches,
membership is prima facie evidence of
Christian character. This is what we do
in regard to other doctrines.
Look at our brother's inconsistencies
as apparent in his summary, The first
we do not object to, but the second, third
and fourth are very incongruous.
Notice
them. ¢ Every Christian should belong
to some church,” Baptist or Pedo-baptist.

He had just said ¢ emphatically” that no
‘body of Christians is a church proper,
Scriptually constituted, whose members
have not been baptized,” by immersion, of
course.
The
majority
in
Christian
churches have not been ; and yet

he

rec-

ommends Christians to join them, rejoices to be in their “good company,” and
quotes them as authority because they require sprinkling” before membership.
Does he acknowledge sprinkling to be
baptism? He must in order to make
their testimony. valid!
The third is equally absurd.
‘The
church general is the aggregate of individual churches.” This excludes all true
Christians who are not members of some
church, true or false, and includes all
members of nominal churches, whatever

may

be

their character.

We

that the church universal

consider

consists

of all

true Christians—one body with Christ the

head, as Paul expresses it.

This

agrees

with Webster and with the several Bible
dictionaries which we have consulted.
Then to put the ‘Lord's Supper under
the superintendence and administration”
of churches which are no churches is also

absurd.

The fact is the position is un-

tenable—the definiiions are at fault—they
are churches.
Let us go back to our text book, the
Bible Lkklesia, church is mentioned in
only two-passages in the gospel, and in
one of these, if not in both, in a generic
sense ; and literal baptism only in one,
and

this

incidentally,

except

in

refer.

ence to John's baptiSm.
It is evident,
then, that Christ did not give us any form
of church organization preceded by baptism during his ministry.
After the resurrection he gave us the
Christian rite in form,

und

the

Afterwards

we have

the

disciples

duties

church officers pointed ont which
we fail to find

it stated

of

imply

some kind of church organization,

but

anywhere

that

is simply

re-

baptism ** is always to be required” ante-

rior to membership.

It

quired as an independent Christian duty.

incensein religious rites. * Myrrh.” An
aromatic
gum of a similar kind, used as rate of, say, two cents a week for each back from the dead and commissions
his
a perfume
and as an. ingredient in oint-

disciples to carry forward his work.
The Close Communionists desire to establish the evangelical charaoter of
John's baptishf, or the baptism of Christ's
first disciples, in order to make it a neces-

sary

°
~

qualification

for

the

communion,

as it is not, deviations
:

Now which,is F. Baptist ‘doctrine and
polity?

ing with fervent and strangely impres.

We profess to be a consistent I.’ sive tones.

Baptist, and

to adopt a theory cousistent

with the Bible and our established usag¢s, and when any one takes exceptions to
our Bible position, all we ask is that he
will give us the proof-texts that will overthrow it, ¢* To the law and to the testimony.”

We do not apprehend any trouble in
maintaining our honor and self-respect in

the

ence, he knelt dotvn over his blanket,
and prayed in his own language, speak-

presence

of

other

denominations.

We sustain our doctrine of baptism as an
orderly antecedent of the Eucharist, in
distinction from close communion Baptists, who make it a necessary qualification, and from the Pedo-baptists, who
substitute sprinkling on their own responsibility. We treat them as fellow-Chris-

per, than it has to do with

our

marriage, our

our

recreation, and

our

business,

profession
not

and

even

half so much as

education, honesty, integrity and Christian character have. It is not even mentoned in their connection, and why should

it be forced into this discussion? We
might say that it should be antecedent to
everything excepting repentance
and

faith, because Christ commands it imme-

diately, Tot this is not the question. Its
anterior relation to church membership
and the Lord's Supper is more conventional than authoritative. Ingham, who

has probably studied this subject more

than any other modern writer, says, ‘1
have no knowledge from Scripture, or any
authentic source, that baptism recognizes

or seals church membership,” and we add,
much less the ministry or deaconship.
We assure the Bro. that, as far as our
theory is concerned, denominational ties
and land-marks are perfectly safe, and so
are the Christian rites. We are unwilling, however, that elose communion arguments should be advocated in our denominational

if they have

paper

unanswered,

any influence, will

which,

tendto

the pastor

Association was held, said his

of

pulpit had

been re-consecrated; that the vision of
that man before that great assembly,

agonizing in prayer on behalf of his

own

As to our

only

people, could never be effaced,
Dr. Roy, the white speaker, dwelt on
our cruelty towards these other races,
Indian

brother,

we

had

made a record of shame.
As to the Afyican, it was the agony of blood that made
us cry out, ‘‘ We are verily
guilty con-

cerning our brother.” Our a
brother, under cover of a national treaty,

came over the ocean to try the sunny
slope of our country only to receive
treatment that belies our Christian civ.
ilization.

tians ‘“ of the household of faith,” and we
expect the same treatment from them,

and have always received it.
We have never denied the professional
character of baptism, that it is ** the outward sign of regeneration,” but it has no
more to do with *“ the ministry, the deaconship,” and we had almost said, with
church membership
and the Lords Sup-

Dr. Goodwin,

the church with whom the mecting of the

REV.

SAMUEL

SHAW.

Rev. Samuel Shaw died st his home

Washington,

Iowa,

years; 5 months and

Oct.

15,

12 days.

born in Epping, N. H., and

ii

aged

86

He was

in the

26th

year of his age he decided to seek his fortune fn Obio.

In a revival among the C.

Baptists, held in 1829, he was converted,

and, being possessed of a good education,
he soon felt it his duty to preach. Ie
immediately went to work, and a revival
soon followed, which called for his ordination. Bro. Shaw up to that time” had
paid no attention to Calvinism, and did
not know that he differed with the Baptist church until he was questioned on
particular election. He believed in free
salvation, that man's will was free,and he
also believed in free communion, which
compelled him to identify himself with
the Freewill Baptists. He was ordained
by the Freewill Baptists in 1830, and labored from that time in Ohio, and was
very successful until 1837, when he moy-

ed to Illinois, and claimed to be the first
Freewill Baptist preacher in that State.
{One brother says that Eld. Carlton passed
through this State before Eld. Shaw moved there, but that Eld. Shaw was the first

who

came

to stay.)

The

then sparsely settled, and

country

was

the preachers

had to travel a great distance to meet the
At that time the
people were generally poor, and had not
et learned to do much for the preacher.
ut he traveled Jreat distances without
money in his pockets. He gathered and
organized the Walnut Creek Q. M.
When I first knew Eld. Shaw he was
physically strong, and could endure a
great deal of hardship. - Soon afterwards
wants of the people.

he was

thrown

from

a wagon, and

was

Cripp ed for ; the balance of his days; yet
lead away our membership, nhtwithstand- “crippl

ing there are more important doctrines
that distinguish us.
But here let the
matter rest.
EASIER

10 0) GO Girea

in this condition he traveled quite

sively, and with very meager

exten-

pay, for

he

loved his work which God had assigned
to him. In 1850, he became pastor of the
Rl
Fiatt church, and remained there until he,
with his family, removed to Washington,
receiveded byb:
well receiv
Towa; in 1865. He was well
the Fiatt church, and also by the outside
the mis- element, and the church prospered, and
attention. - there were any accessions. Soon after
he moved away
returned on a visit, and
Board a requested to keep he his
standing in the Fiatt

A STRANGE SCENE.

© BY MRS. M. M. IL WILLS.

More and more, year by year,
sionary cause is attracting public
The late meetings of the. Am.

Syracuse, and the Am. Missionary A

i-

ation at Chicago, are characterized
best, most

and

interesting,

enthusj

they have ever held. During the Wellnesday evening session of the Miss. Ass.
there occurred a most impressive and
never-to-be-forgotten platform scene, as
described by an eye-witness, one which he

presumes has never beef

America,—four speeches were
Christian

Chinaman,

made by a

a Christian

Negro,

a Christian Indian, and a Christian white
man.
Gee Gam,
the first speaker, wasa
Chinaman from
California.
He was

dressed in the picturesque Chinese cos-

tume and wore the national queue. He
is described as speaking ‘* with ext reme

tranquility of manner, as if his mind had

inherited the undisturbed

serenity

of the

ages. Ie related the story of his conversion with touching simplicity.”

Rev. Mr. Saunders, the negro, now a
wissionary among the colored refugees
of Kansas, recited the story of his life as

church, and

said

to the

writer,

** When

Jeu hear of my death, I want you to call
iatt church together on its monthly
meeting day, and preach my funeral ser-

mon.”

"Father Shaw was a positive man,

but was

tender-hearted,

kind

snd

affec-

tionate ; and yet when wrong needed rebuking he would not shun duty, He was
one among the first to speak and vote

against slavery, and was

well calculated

;
teachers;as the writer
can testify.
Father Shaw was a
minister of the Gospel, a
citizen, a
good neighbor, a good
husband and a

good father.

While we mourn his death,

we rejoice in hope of meeting

him again.

PETER

CHRISTIAN,

REV. JABEZ FLETCHER,
. Re. Jabez Fletcher was born in Gray,
Me., July 2, 1800, and was converted, under the labors of Rev. Benjamin Manson,
in 1824. He came to Dixmont in 1825,
where he lived until his death, May 18,"

1878.

Betsey

He was joined in murriage to Miss
B.

Tasker,

June

10,

1827,

by

whom he had eight children, six of whom
Neither do we believe that + The ordinaare living. Soon after his marriage he
ry and Scriptural mode of making the
requisite confession and covenant is by a slave, a soldier, and a Christian con- comme) nced holding
petings;, and was
baptism.” Which confession and cove- vert, his remarks eulisting frequent ap- ordained at the Prospect Q. i} at its June
session, 1833, in a barn near his own
]
nant are meant,.Free Baptist, Baptist, plause.
John Big Elk, an Indian of the Omaha home in Dixmont, helongiag to Dea. A.
Methodist or some other? And which
Whitcomb.
He was much in labor ever
mode of baptism? The most ordinary in tribe, wore an ordinary suit of black after, and faring the 45 years of his minpractice is sprinkling. This definition cloth, but had a blue blanket wrapped isterial life was known and esteemed all
can not be based on Scripture nor on cus- about his waist, extending down to his through Eastern Maine as a devoted minister and true man.
His early ministry
tom and tradition; for they require a feet. His hair was long, stiff, and black, was spent for the
most part in’ Dixmont,
bis
frame
large
and
his
face
copper-colo
r- Prospect, Waldo, Monroe,
verbal confession.
Brooks, and
A formal organization was not needed ed. He spoke only in his native dialect on the islands along our coast, where his
but
with
impressive
deliberation. His labors were attended with marked sucat first, but in the course of time there
cess, fruits of which still remain.
was a demand for it. ‘When, particular speech, as interpreted, was substantially
Bro. Fletcher was one of the early and
as
follows
:
churches and
different denominations
fast friends of the Star, having taken it
**
You
Chicagoans,
[ thank you.
IfI from the first until his death.
arose, each would naturally and necessaHe was
could speak your
rily adopt its own confession of faith, a paper. 1 will language, I would read also one of the foremost men of his time
tell you what good to advocate all the
moral questions, and
covenant and by-laws which it had a per- things God has told me.” I do not know
often at the
fect: right to do, in harmony with the how to read, but what words God has and a seeingexpense of old friendships,
of his support.
spirit and precepts of the gospel, them- told me are words that I will tellto you. . As a husband and father he was kind
and
At the creation there was no grass. God indulgen
t, and yery industrious when at
selves being judges. This right makes wants us to know what he did
at first in home ; buts0 much of his time was
given
Pedo-baptist and Quaker churches Chrismaking the world. At first there was to the
work of
with small
retian churches, though they adopt some darkness, and then God made man and muneration, thatthe hechurch,
became involved, and
things - which we: consider unscriptural, the animals, but it was dark and God for Hing years he had to battle for bread.
made light. I stand before you. Do
the last few years he has owned his
their consciences and not ours being their
ou think God did not make me ? When But
home, free from debt, and his wife is
guide; and, until we are perfect, we are
¢ made the world he made the lands, comfort
ably provided for in her remainat least under obligation to respect . their When God made you, he
gave you op- ing Sears.
pony
to
know, but when: he
consciences, This is the glory of our
e Bro. Fletcher was a brother indeed, and
privileges that we can worship God ac- me he did-not causeme to know. much. remarkably free from any feeling of jealWhen God made-me I was wandering to ousy
towards his hrethren in. the miniscording to the dictates of our own con- and fro like a wild
animal; I did not try. In Q. M. counsels
he was careful
sciences, without molestation, On these seem to have much sense, much mind.
and discreet, of an excellent spirit, and

principles we can recognize Pedo-baptist
churches, and say without violating con-

and the communion, we can
worth is shown
by the annual outlay for its expenses.
course, and not violate both.
There are churches which do not pay died for them and left them, and to adopt
In ‘regard to * deviations”
more for their Sunday-schools than at the a spiritual religion. Hence Christ comes -able, it depends entirely on
church’s estimate of its

scholar—a dollar a year for every scholar
| on the list. Only think of it!
The aver-’
age boy—at least in the city—needs more
_ ‘4 Being warnedof God in a dream.” than
that amount to keep him in peanuts
The Magi slept in Bethlehem, but how and pop-corn.
Which
ought to
long they stayed there, we have no be the larger—for peanutsoutlay
and pop-corn,
means of knowing. God kaew the plans or for piety? —8. S. Times.

If this

the Lord's

established, but
are admissible,

The way that you have heard God's word
came notto me.

I heard how kind God

disinclinedto contend unless some moral
principle

was involved.
was to, you, and ‘I heard your words.
As he
the close, he felt:
1thonghtmy blanket
was full of mud, and more and approached
more drawn, towards the Isl[ tried
to get it off, but I could not
andI ands, where his. ely labors, were so
threw it Log
Tfound 1 hi ad P thrown
tirown abundantly blessed.
His mind was clear,
away my old life. My friends, the and
he looked back over his long and
words
Ihave heard about God: make me useful life, regretting
love all and wish all to love, me. When not done more for the only that he had
Master. He, was
not take (his I hear his words, itis like looking
at a in usual heaith until shortly before.
his
ghoa light. 1 hope that from time to death,
when he fell su denly, at Dea.
me I may walk among you and have {| Whitcomb'
being allows, where he was ordained in
whether the light. The first thing to be talked about 1833, and after lingering four weeks, sank
is
and his word. It is the onl ¥ | in death, saying :
“still see the bright
*‘ No uncir- thing to be
talked
about,

science and consistency that all Christians should conscientiously belong to'|
some church and help spstain the Eucharist. But if we believe that baptism by
immersion is essential to membership

study from competent and distinguished

contributors.— Z%mes.

1879.

began immediately to use it with the
the name of Jesus, while there is suffi- term church which is
frequently emcient evidence that John's was not per- | ployed in the Acts and Epistles,
either |
formed in that name.” He goes on to generically, embracing all
Christians, or
show that the baptism of Christ's disci- specifically, meaning at
first the assembly
ples was not the Christian rite which of Christians worshiping
together; and
Christ afterwards instituted. He says in this is all the organization then existing
.
conclusion, ¢ Having proved, I trust, to Peter says to the assembl
y on the day of
the satisfaction of the candid reader that pentecost, including no doubt
among the
baptism, considered as a Christian institu- “men and brethren” addressed; ‘some of
tion, had no existence during the person- John's and Christ's disciples
, “Repent and
al ministry of our Saviour, the plea of our be baptized every one of you in the
name
opponents founded on the supposed priori- of Jesus Christ for the remissio
n of sins,”
ty of that ordinance to the Lord’s Supper and three thousand obeyed him.
** And
is completly overrnled. . . . It now ap- the Lord added to the church
(or assempears that the original communicants at bly of his children) daily such
as should
the Lord’s table, at the time they partook
be saved.”

are adults. The school organized, last tism precisely in the same situation with
July, a mission school in another part of the persons they (our opponents) exclude.”
R. Ingham, the great modern Baptist
the city, which already has 300 teachers
writer
on this subject, after stating that
and scholars.
The Lutheran Observer
John's
baptism
is a baptism into repentance
says; *‘ This is, if we niistake not, the
largest as well as the most efficient Sun- says, ‘‘ Adhering to the primary meaning
of ess the baptism info repentance is bapday-school in the General Synod.”
tism not into the experience but into the
A church without a Sunday-school was
profession of repentance which every one
found recently in Arkansas by a missionwho knew John’s baptism of repentance
ary of the American
Sunday-school
Union. - By visiting the people at their knew to be its character.” This author
quotes more than a hundred commentahomes, he induced them to attend a meettors and critics who agree that John's

special ' articles

24,

Supper was introduced to men
not received the Christian rite.

BY J. M. B,D. D.

8. 8. LESSONS FOR 1880.
you; this do in remembrance of me.”
All who take an interest in the ha
The second was introduced after\the resschool lessons, are beginning to inquire
urrection, in Christ's final Diioein to
for the new schedule, which is as follows.
his disciples, *‘ Go ye therefore and disciple
Two lessons are left blank at the end of
all nations, baptizing them info the name

the news on the Jews, and on the future
of his family. * 4ll Jerusalem.” ~The
chief men of the Jews were ‘¢ troubled”
in the sense of excited.
‘* He demanded of them.” They were
versed in the prophecies that related to
«Christ.
‘ Christ.”
The Messiah, the
anointed One.
** For thus it is written.” The quotation is from Micah 5: 2. The quotation

them,

BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER.

returned. Their return was
different as was necessary in
around Jerusalem.
Lessons.

DECEMBER

and justify themselves in excluding the
members of those churches who have

As we have said before, no rite can be
binding
only as far as it is based on an
1. That the incarnation of Christ makes
express
divine
command. This will not
reasonable supernatural signs.
II. That Gentiles as well as Jews have be disputed. All the rites of the Jewish
dispensation that were obligatory came
an interest in Christ.
IIL. That ambition, cruelty, selfishness directly from the specific command of
are dangerous elements of character, in God. :So a Christian rite must depend on
the specific command of Christ. We have
high places or low.
but
two of these, the Lord's Supper and
IV. That the rising of the star of
Baptism.
The first was introduced at the
Christ in the soul is a matter of rejoiclast time Christ ate the passover with his
ing.
:
V. That God will ever protect his disciples, just before his crucifixion, to be
observed after his death and in commemown.
oration of it. He gave the vite and- said

He rebuilt the temple at Jerusalem, built
another for the

we

STAR,

Communications,

¢ This is my

Notes and Hints.

Bethlehem
It is called

them.
way.”

MORNING

rule is divinely appointed.
cumeised person shall eat of it,” the pass-

over. Repentance and faith are divinely
established conditions of salvation. In

those cases no deviations are allowable,
So it would be in the relation of baptism
to the Lord's Supper if it were divinely

things decay like wood
the only thing

To see you
but I want
not call us,
door. Let
Instantly

Other
'That is

decays.

that is new

all

the

time,

all, my heart feels very glad,
to see you again. If God did
we would not have opened the
us pray.
:
turning his back to the audi-

light ahead.”

man.

his closed the life of a truly good
But

the close is not blackness, for

we see the bright tints shining Sirugh,
and know that on the other side is perfect
day, His funeral was attended by Rev.
W. Andrews, his successor in the

ate:

pastor-

JAMES Boyp.

ro

I§ IT TENABLE?

|

“{

BY REV. J.C. STEELE,

111.
If there is a spirit in the church

which

can justly override the most sacred ordinances, the church can dispense with baptism and communion, if not with mar-

riage and other matters which are generally regarded as binding, for an ordinance which the church can

override

the

church can dispense with. If that can be
obedience which has not God's command
for it, then the things which the church by
ecclesiastical authority substitutes for the

THE, MORNING STAR, DECEMBER 24, 1879,

Which are commanded are unchangeable ;
the things which are inferred are not subject to law, as to time, place ‘or circumstance. The command is to immerse the
believer.

© When,

where

and

under

ion among themselves.

serve all things

whatsoever

I huve

nor example, for God ouly knows what
obedience and worship will please him
and when he has given both precept and
example,4o deviate from both is to make
that obedience which is without precept
or-command.
Such liberty supposes God knew not
what was

necessary,

accuses

God's

or-

rr

BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER.
BY REV. O. E.

BAKER.

Iv.
As a fitting conclusion of what we have
to say on the matter of communion, for
the present, we propose a remedy for
most of the friction occurring upon this
question. We propose the unity of Liberal Baptists and Regular Baptists, upon
the ground of church independence,—
each church

majority

to deterwnine

vote,

whether

for

itself,

it will

open or restricted communion,

by

practice
and

how

open or how restricted. From our last
article, and the points presented in the
Issues, it might seem that the points of

all circumstances, unadaj ted to all times.

were too many and too considerable for
such unity ; but the peculiarities of a denomination are a system of principles, or
tenets, hinged upon some one, and this
one disposed of, all the rest share the
same fate. Campbellism, for example,
for example, affirms to baptismal regener-

what the law he gave would enjoin un-

der the varying circumstances which
would attend the growth, progress and

continuance of his church.

These ordi-

nances beinga part of our worship the
liberty claimed presumes to substitute in
worship that which is human for that
which is divine; to perfect a divine law
of worship by human additions and substitutions and in a positive law where the
reason for our worship is because God
commands to place the reason for the

>

difference between the said Baptist bodies,

ation, and then adds

to

this,

and

must,

denial of Spirit influence, Spirit witness,
experimental religion, call to the ministry, and virtually of providence and prayer. Take away the initial proposition and
all the others disappear with it. The

theory of uncoliditional

election necessi-

A great many people are constantly
carping about ‘¢ high-priced ministers.”
Itis a theme upon which the secular
press delights to dwell. But they do not
stop, says the Standard, to

inaugurate the union measure, by union,
organic union among themselves, and
then intensify and press the larger sunity
we have named. It is an end worthy of
thought, earnest prayer, and persevering,
untiring exertion.

as Lord Dundreary, and John

plays thirty weeks annually
Talmage preaches for

10, read ‘They

recognize

the last word read invalid?
Chay

AGT

AA

and co-

&c.

For

:

CREE

DEBAUCHERY AND STARVATION.
Captain Sands, of the schooner ¢ Pauline Collins,” recently arrived at San Fran-

cisco. from the Arctic Ocean, brings a
shocking account of debauchery and starvation which he found at St. Lawrence
Island, in the Behring Sea. It appears
that Arctic ‘“ traders ” go to the istand loaded with rum, which they barter with the
fishermen ; that the fishermen, so long as
the liquor lasts, give themselves up to
debauchery, the sequel of which, their
food supplies becoming exhausted, is
starvation,
Almost the entire population
of the south-eastern end of the island had
perished of starvation. A party landed
trom the ¢¢ Collins” and were horrified to

population. It is an ignominious greed
which characterizes the business of rumselling the world over. Alcohol, injuri-

to be allowed anywhere to exist.—Selected.
-

tion of the law of God

one side, since they

foreign to it, instead of leaving it the

who are sprinkled feel no further obligation, althouzh God's law stands the same.

simple expressive thing itis,—a disciple’s

As the law stands, every believer is to be
immersed, or symbolically buried when

he believes. * As the spirit of the church

and Regular Baptists sufliciently agree
upon the essential import of this rite? So

contends

it seems to us.”

he is uot to be buried at ull,

not

even baptized ‘when he believes. The
law demands the ‘baptism of believers
upon

their

own

faith,” as

liberty

claims

tual

remedy

But if not, still
remains

aguinst

an

effec-

disunion,

in the recognition and acceptance,in good
{ faith, of two facts, viz.,

1st.

they are to be sprinkled upon the faith of | vital questions of doctrine

That on all

and

practice,

others and are placed where, upon their that of the Supper exceptéd, these severown faith, they can not obey the law as al Baptist bodies are agreed. And 2d,
enjoined. The law enjoins disciple and That on the communion matter every
baptize, liberty says sprinkle and disci- properly constituted, orderly, Baptist
ple. There is no intrinsic value in a cer- church, the world over, has the power
~ emonial law, but-as-a-test between Christ -and-has-the
right, nothing in-its doctrine
and Antichrist it’ is all-important. Posi- .or polity to forbid, to determine for ‘itself
tive laws in themselves may be valueless,
the matter of free or restricted communbutas tests of man’s disposition to his ion. Let all evangelical Baptist churches
Creator they are all-important.
Had agree to this one thing, and the union of
Adam eaten of all the trees of the garden all'in one may be completed at once. At
before a law forbidding to eat of the tree the last General Conference of F. W.
of knowledge of good and evil (whatev- Baptists, just after the close of the ‘meeter the

result

otherwise),

Adam

would

have remained sinlgss.
:
To sprinkle blood upon the door-posts
one day previous to the command to
sprinkle the blood would have wrought
no good; to have refrained, no evil; the
next day to sprinkle that blood was life,
to refrain was death. - Unlike moral laws,
which huve eternal principles of truth
and right in them and therefore are perpetually binding upon all moral creatures, ceremonial laws are binding only
‘in the thing demanded, the way enjoined,
and the time appointed. The obligation

be seen, espc-

cially destructive in the cold clime of the
Arctic regions. It is a deadly enemy,
which, for “drinking purposes, odght not
I.

i ab’

THE POWER OF SYMPATHY.
Once
I knew a workingman,

an

interview

with these Baptist brethren and President
Cheney, in which were reported by these
gentlemen the fraternal utterances just
before made in the Conference, responded

to by

course.

President

Cheney

They said, freely,

and

ourself of

* The

differ-

ence between Regular and F. W. Baptists
were more seeming than real,” and they

called him, a flower, or a bit of ribbon, a

{fragment of crimson glass, anything
white

that

counterpane,

and give color in the room. He was a
quiet, unsentimental Scotchman, but never went he home at nightfall without
some toy or trinket, showing

membereil the wan face
when he came in.

he

that - lit

1 presume

had

up

he

re-

so

never

said to, a living soul that he loved that
siek-boy-so-niueh. Still he went on patiently loving him. And by-and-by he
moved that whole shop into positively
real but unconscious fellowship with him.

man’s hat, where he found

them;

so

he

understood all about it. And Itell you,
seriously, that entire pottery full of men

of rather coarse fiber by nature grew quieu as the months drifted, becoming gentle

and kind, and some of the ungoverned
ones stopped swearing, as the weary
look on their patient fellow-worker’s face
told them beyond any

mistake

that

the

inevitable shadow was drawing nearer.
Every day now somebody did a piece of
his work for him, and put it up on the
sanded plank to dry; thus he could cowe

So, when the bell
the “would be glad to witness a union of the later and go earlier.
law the only, the complete and perfected two.” We proposed to our fraternal tolled, and the little coflin came out of
the door of the lowly house, right around
rule of obedience. God's pleasure is brethren that the present was a good the corner out of sight there stood a hunknown because revealed. The nature. time, and they just the men, together dred stalwart workingmen from the potdesign, objects, proper mode are known with such F. W. Baptists as would join tery with their clean clothes on, most of
only when revealed and known as re- them in the effort, to set the ball rolling, whom gave a half-day of time for the
privilege of taking oft their hats to the
vealed. To add anything is to add to di- and we proposed the foregoing plan and simple
procession, filing in behind it,
vine Jaws ‘commandments of men,” to venture Mo pledge that the F. W. B. and following across the village green to
take anything away is to take away, by would fuvorably entertain such a proposi- its
grave that small burden of a child,
human authority, a divine law. The gen- tion from the larger body. But the time which probably not one of them had ever
eral command in all ceremonial laws, seemed not to have come for so radi- seen with his own eyes.—Sunday-School
Times.
which are shadows, is given to Moses, and cal a measure, as it was considered to be.
"
oOo
. through him to us all. *¢ See thou do all The Regular Baptists had already ‘more
“PAY JOHN WILLIAMS."
things as it was showed thee.” Institu- of the liberal element than was comfortaAt
a
church prayer-meeting not’ far
tions, unlike truths, do not beget others ble.” We. thought that possibly, as in
and do not beget changes in their own medicine, the small potion ‘might give from Boston, a man whose credit was not
the best, and who was somewhat noted
nature.
The law of baptism stands more discomfort than a good full dose. for his failure to meet his obligations,
precisely where it did when Christ en- So we still think. Now pray, what hin- aruse to speak. The subject for the evenjoined it,
God bas not changed
it, ders the acceptnnce’of this: plan? Reg- ing ‘was, ** What shall I do to be saved?”
and the church has not; changed it, but ular Baptist churches always have ¢laini- Commencing in measured tones he quoted
the passage,‘ What shall I do to be savthe spirit in the church has made substi- ed and been allowed this right. »Reégular ed?” He paused, and again more emtutions. Every addition is Antichristian, Baptists have both the exclusive and! the phatically asked the question, ‘What
to obey is solely in the lawgiver, and

Papal

in tendency and must be estab- liberal element in their body ati present,

lished by authority of the church and not and always have had. We affirm that
of Christ, It must rest, upon human as- such an action would be Baptistic| historsumption, be bornof human presumption, ic, rational,
Christian.
We believe
>and be defended by human tradition.
‘moreover it would-be an act of wise pol~The calling such things -libersl names icy, the most honorable, agreeable, prof“or frittering them away under * mere cer- itable method of bringing about what will
‘emonies,”. ** non-essentials,” . ‘*abstrac- yet have to come, ‘by ‘one method ‘or
tions,” ** shadows,” the dignifying of .the another. . It takes no prophet 'to foretell
contrivancesof nen under. ¢“ as useful,” that the spirit of the age is dgainst'an ‘ex“¢ decent,” ‘‘ agreeable,” «safe and pru- | clusiveness in the 'commutiion which recdent arrangements,” will pot change the ognizes one sect as being «the only valid
word. enjoined nor make the things di- Christian church on earth, and limits’ the

week she plays.

shall

'T

do

to

be

saved?”

Again,

with increased solemnity and impressive-

ness of manner, he repeated the momentous inquiry, when a voice from! the as-

gembly, in clear and distinct tones answered, ¢* Go and pay John Williams for

“theyoke of oxen you bought of him!"
'

'Thé remainder’of the gentleman’s ad| dress.
was not reported. All present ap,preciated the. fitness of the unexpected

word in season;

and were

hearing a lengthy

saved from!

exhortation

Secretary,

WM.

Scituate, R. I.

Lectures

gressive.
dressed to

All
communications,
Dover, N. H.
.

Terms per year
“7

from .a

‘swindler’s lips.
The incident has led us to think that

there are
a good many people who, before they make much progress in walking
vine of which the Lord says ¢ Who hath Lord’s Supper to that one sect, excluding | in the way of salvation themselves, or
guiding others therein, will have to ** Go
Tequired these things at your hand”? I the whole of Christendom besides.
1t is a fact we are pained to annotince, and pay John Williams,” or John = someprotest against the assumption of the prebody else, the money that they honestly
“ rogatives of God. Against the principle’ that the theory of restricted’ communion owe them. There is no man shrewd
. that the church hath power to change a denies that any other than Regular Bap- enough to pursue a course of dishonesty
ceremonial law somewhat.
The things tist cliurches, are orderly Baptist, scriptur- and trickery, and still retain the favor of
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above the English, have the privileges of the lower
general

of the

Mission, and Education Societies, also the
report of the Financial Secretary, which

Confession of Faith and Church Covenant,
greatly enhances the: value of the book,
and yet we offer it at the old price, only

REEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,
WATER.
BURY CRNTER, VT.
Courses of study are English, Scientific, and

the

the
and

contains a brief statement of the doctrines
beld by the denomination,
and our general
usages 10 church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
ef dectrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

the

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FUJI
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
’
J. A. Hows, Sec.

in

for

including

reading.

.

he

1880.

Register, which contains the calendar

reports

The Register
contains, in addition

of 10 weeks each.
Fall Term Begins August 25,
1879. Winter Term begins Nov. 17, #79.
Spring
Term Begins Feb. 2, 1880. Summer Term begins
Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26. Send

charges.

Register.

We are now ready to fill orders

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family

courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Jolegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State. ExXpenkes
less than in any other of like grade. Four terns

extra

$

2.00,

Butler's Commentary

without

Dover. N, H,

85 cts;

by thie same author;—Prot:J. J. Butler, con.
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hamp-

course,

G8.

cents; postage, 9 cents.
The Treatise

$1.60

:

COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL
further information address

-

The Minutes of the General Conference
The old price of the Register has always
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every
session,
and the bound volumes embrace |
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions. 75 -been-ten cents per-copy,—or —eleven—cents

3, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1830, Summer term begins Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,

ATES
—For

doc-

ig mostly statistical, showing what each
church and each State has done for the
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
above causes during the year, and so it is
ive the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
not only a Register but altogether it is a
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
YEAR-BOOK.

history.

cal, Scientific eourses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. . Expenses low.
Fall term
begins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins Nov.

REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

histor.

our

B-

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century ot our existence
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

for Catalogue to

Certificates,

Mass.

postage, 10 cents.

: Educational. 4

ton, N. H.'
Rev. A. B.
principal, with eight associate

a

of

For sale also by
FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Madison 8t., Chicago,Ill.
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LorHROP & CO., 82Franklin 8t..Bosten,

Choralist
.
A few copies left, cents 20. Postage 6 cents
The Book of Worship
only a few copies left, All gilt edge, $1.00.

vainly seeking relief from private practitioners, and all at a very slight expendi-

For

contains

brief notice

I. D. STEWART,

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents; postage, 2 cents.

tive Pellets have completely restored persons who had spent hundreds of dollars in

June 13, 1880.

Gilt,

Postage 9 cents each.
postage 4 cents.

which

and a

Of Dr. G. T. Day,
25 cts.
s¢ «J, L.
Phillips,
25 and 35 cts.
The above named books are sold hy the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
or on receivin,
fhe books.
|
Send youro: ers to

Series, for both adults

is for less than four months at

co, $1.10; Morecco

statement,

Church Members’
Engravings

25 cents:

will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. .Paymen in advance. Discontinued when time expires. Sample copies sent free.
;
The Psalmody
is the demominational Hymn Book, extensively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc-

the

9

Printing Establishment is a brief historical
statement, &c. Published by order of the Gen
eral Conference, and for gratuitous distcibution.
Blanks
Marriage Certificates,
10 cts, doz.
Q- M. Cor. Messengers! Certificates, 6 *
¢

Payment always in advance, discontinued when

of the International

1,00; postage,

On Faith & Covenant is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a desirable church covenant.

time expires, and no commission allowed on mon-

been

study,

trinal basis,church polity and institutions,

ad.

families

medicines

On Denomination,
ical

The Little Star and Niyrtie
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each, =
35 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one address,

0
02

cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred,

$2.50
$2.20

»

80
¢“

were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7

and pro-

should

looks
f8, postage 02

Tracts

The Morning
Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its

volume.

postage3

;

Cts.

Freewill Baptist Publicatios.
fifty-third

25 cts.;
.

Sunday,

poTiant points of Bible

ey sent,
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers

support, have

IT Conbanns

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
lent book for- all who would * search the Scriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most im-

;

and children, are Tried monthly, at therate of
100 copiesto one address for $6.00. If the orde

to

>
for ministers.

STORY of Jesus. = 218,01
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,

D,

The Lonest workjugmer
of the country,
many of whoin haveMarge and increasing

in

‘the shop with the opening of day. He
managed, however, to bear each evening
to thé bedside of the ‘wee lad,” as he

of them u distinguished theological pro-

tists, we were favored with

gets $10,000 while pretty
Miss Neilson
makes over $150,000 a year ;( and Fannie
Davenport earns $1,000 a
Week, every

invalid

The workmen madé curious little jars and
tea-cups upon their wheels, ‘and painted
diminutive pictures down their sides before they stuck them in corners of the
kiln at burning time. One brought some
fruit in the bulge of his apron, and aning in which fraternal recognitions had other scme engravings in a rude scrapbeen exchanged by a representative Con- book. Not one of them all whispered a
gregationalist, two Regular Baptists, one word, for this solemn thing was not to be
| talked about. They put them in the old
fessor, and Prof. Dunn for the F. W. Bap-

ary, and
Maggie Mitchell earns $30,000
to $50,000. Dr. Cuyler works hard and
faithfully for $8.000 a year,
and Dr.
Hepworth for-$5,000 while Dién Boucicault has just finished a seagon as the
¢«¢ Shaugraun” ete., at $3,000 4 week, and
his managers scold him in/
the public
prints because he would not( play longer
at the same price. Dr Pottqr, of Grace
Church, has $10,000 and a parsonage;
the eloquent Dr. Tiffany has ($10,000; the
once vigorous, now venerabld, Dr. Chapin

He wrought at his trade

would lie out on the

No

ture.

with exemplary fidelity, being always

the

Price

714]
children.

LESSONS tor Every

Ridgeville, Indiana.
a
APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
For particulars address the Principal,
:
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE,

a potter

by business, who had one small

child at home.

dress

pages,
;

Sabbath School
are for adults and

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The
Fall Term
will commence August 26, For catalogue ad-

Joe

sufferers from the great financial pressure
find ‘“two hundred and fifty corpses in under which we have lahored for the last
one field.” Everywhere the scene was few years. Diminished wages have not
frightful. The captain speaks of seeing been attended by a corresponding diminuthe dead in huts, and mentions one little tion in price of every thing which the
girl, *“stiff in death, with her head resting workingman needs. Rents, fuel, food, and
on her hand, while the body leaned over clothing, are cheaper, but these do not
the remains of a whale.” The contraband constitute all his necessities. It is some“traders” elude the ‘‘revenue-cutters,” - times necessary for him to employ a lawyer
and ply their infamous business for the or a physician, yet the fee rates of physisake of gain, regardless of its horrible cians and lawyers are as high as they were
in ¢ flush ” times. Yet cheap medicines are
and destructive results with the native as
necessary as cheap rents or fuel. Cheap

ion question comes of attributing to the
Lord’s Supper. significations and offices

expression of affectionate remembrance of
his crucified Lord.
Might not Liberal

and

a book of 113
cents.

Sec.,

Lewiston, Me.

Owens

Winkle and earns $120,000.
The scholarly and gifted Dr. Storrs has $10,000 sal-

.

84, Star Dec.

A. M. JONES,

for $90,000,

$12,000,

but useful for all church emer.

Jefferson plays forty weeks at Rip Van

Near the beginning of paragraph

operate with P. taptists and Quakeis,”

$15,000

G.

Minister's Manual,
just issued, designed especially

8.
ase

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order ofEXercicee: for ig ki; a dozen
|
different
meetin
;
Form
and
Suggestions.
term
be,
August 24, 1880.
The
of Order are comprehensive, and yet
A first-class school.
Three complete courses ol very Rules
concise and well air
3
in
n
study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
es’ English and
fages all the important parliamentary rules of deClassical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
De tive bodies, Price, Flexible Leather, 76
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
cents;
|
Lyndonville, Vt.
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
paper covers, 10 cents,
is one of the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
;
Church Records
J. 8. GARDNER, Hncipal,
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
Whitestown, Oneida
yw N. ¥
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, SabAYE
ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H. bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonRooms for self-boarding and board in private
Resident Members, and abont 200 pages of very
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
nice paper, for the records of the church, Price
$3,00, including postage.
En lish and Classical.
For further information
a
88 the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A, M."
Biographies or
Geo.T,Day,
- - AB,
6
00
ICHOLS LATIN S8CHOOL.—The special work
William Bmr, - '- 70?
05 ”»
of the school is to prepare the students for col
Daniel
Jackson,
50
2
05 »
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor.
John Stevens, - - - - 50
»
04
ough & manner as possible. ' Expenses are moderChristian Baptism
\
ate. Send for a Catalegue.

t

while E. A. Sothern earns over

God.
This liberty presumes to set the obliga-

by the Spiriv
of | much
of the difficulty upon the commun:

the

YNDON
LITERARY ' INSTITUTE.—J.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
sistants.
’
Winter term be, ng December, 2, 1879.
term
ng March 9, 1830.

Beecher gets $20,000; Edwin Booth,
$100,000 a year. Dr. Hall, of‘ Fifth avenue,
and Dr. Dix, of Trinity, get $15,000;

ous everywhere, is, it will

worship in the spirit of the church; in--

consider

ors:

them, all the several bodies, nieet in convention, as has been contemplated, and

tates a new version and rearrangement of
faith, repentance and regeneration. So,

+; stead of the gommand

+e

A COMPARISON,

value aud the cost of the Preparatory
process by which a few ministers reac
them, ‘and increasing, and will yet be a position where they can command these
heard and felt.
rs
:
: high salaries, which, compared with the
Let Libéral Baptists be consistent in their sums received by men who minister to’
the amusements of the people, are small
advocacy of open communion. Lei them indeed. The New York 7ribune makes
withhold all sanction for Pedo-baptism, the following comparison of the amounts
and be Baplists worthy the name. Let received by prominent ministers and act-

CORRECTION.

dinances of being only a part of what is
necessary, and makes the ¢/iurch and not
God a law-maker or, periector of that
which is defective, inap licable, under
Sinful, since dangerous in some climates,
because the law-maker understood not

We are glad that

no law

not.”

com-

claimed by Stanley,
&e. hath neither precept

for the world to come. It is best to settle
up, square up, and pay up, and then it
will be in order to talk in the prayermeeting.— Christian.

men may be better than their theories,and
but the law of common sense, which for- that theories are subject to ‘the crucial
bids injury to health but urges convénient test of intelligent progressive thought.
haste. Better by far never be baptized if We are far from attributing to all, to a
health forbids, and opportunities do not majority, even, of Regular Baptists the
come, than to “carry strange fire before evils involved in close communion. A
the Lord which God has commanded us spirit of liberality is wide-spread among
what circumstances comes under

There is a specious lie under the plea
of liberty. The letter of the gospel law
commands of God can be obedience.
‘does not kill if a man obeys it literally.
God is revealed in his ordinances as He can not obey literally without fuith
angry for doing either more or less than and the spirit. If he obey it as the comhe commands, Even in the command to mand of Christ because he would obey
baptize, which oyght to be sacred because the command of God and not of men, he
among the closing words which Jesus will find it is ¢ he who loveth me keepspake to his disciples, and which he spake eth my sayings and will touch not, taste
by full authority from God, Jesus says, not, after the commandments and doc‘teaching them (the disciples) to ob- trines of men.”
manded you.”
** Whatsoever” includes
disciple and baptize,
This license supposes the church can override the commission under which the church goes
forth to preach and baptize. This liberty

God in this world, or a good hope of glory

ally constituted churches, and not only
forbid inter-communion between them
and other denominations but no less forbids to all other denominations commun-
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a complete

board of assistants, Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Piocipal, or E. 8. Tasker, Secretary.
*
Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.
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EST VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution.
offers to students important and peculiar advantages. For particular
information, send for a circuto Rev. W COLEGROVE, LL.
D., President.
ARSONFIELD

SEMINARY.

Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent

assistants, College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and. Scientific course of study for both sexes.
Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50
per
week.
Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
Tuition

aul, Toor rent free to thosu proparing for the
ministry.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2;
Winter term Nov. 25.
For further information address the Principal.
TILTON

COLLEGIATE

ton, Muscatine Co.,

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

Iowa.

This

Institution

is in ap unusual flourishing condition with a much
orcad aiendance. Prepares Students for College,

mal

Institution

a

specialty,

& PACIFIC R. R.

' Elective

studies, Music and Drawing, receive special attention.
Religious
and
thorough.
Location

healthful.

logue.

Expenses

moderate.

Send

for

Cata-

Address, D. M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.
and

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi.
ness,

scientific

schools

or

the

J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal.
articulars,

address

the

principal,

AYES, Sec. T' 'rustees. ! 4 wh
‘W. Lebanon, Me, July 25, 1878.

best

colleges.

or

ELIHU

For further

RE GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio.
The ‘college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each. Third termbegins Jan. 26.
The courses
of study are
the
No rmal,

Commercial,

College Preparatory and two College

courses, viz. : €lassical
and Scientific.
ner
Board, (including room’ rent) $2,15 per week.
For further intormation apply to A. A. MouULTON, A.M. Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.

get “Fina
coll.
buildingsin the Northwest.
iltiony nelden
and library fees, only $15 a year.
$ 2 to
a week. Schol.
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cen
arship for Commercia: cou ge, u imited time, $30.
“Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.
TKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary dnstruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The. Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
r full catalogue.
address the Principal.
IRVING B. SMITH.
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{8 positively the only

ve you a

worth, or Atchison

ILLSPALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Collegi
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music
and Art
artments. Elective
studies. Admits
both sexes.
Thorough and che
fluences.

Omaha,

i

Bluffs,
for Two Dollars
and Fifty

Cars,

double

LeavenCe

ollars for
ora section,
be the pleasure of
mn OYing yous meals, while passing over the beautig Pruiribsop THmols and Jo J in one of cup magen!
I]
8
nt
Cars
that.
accompany -

in hrough Brnress Tent. a

oh get an entire meal,

as good ag is served in any first-class hotel, for
‘ ‘seventy-five cents ; or you can order what you like,
and pay for what you get.
Appreciating the fact that a majority of the people
refer separate apartments for different purposes,
and the enormous passenger business of this line
warranting it,) we are Bleasad to announce that this
Company runs its P.
CH BLEEPING CARS for
Sleeping purposes, and its PALACE DINING CARS
for Eating purposes.
One other great feature of

ransfers are avoided at Counci
u
avenworth and Atchison, connections
in
Union de;
I
THE PRINCIPAL
R., R. CONNECTIONS OF THIS
GREAT THROUGH LINE ARE AS FOLLOWS :
Af CHICAGO, with all diverging lines for the East
an

oun.

At ENGLEWOOD, with the Lake Shores Michigan
Southern and
Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago R. Rds.

At WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, with Pitgsburg, Cin-

ee

tr

with

hl

Tiinols Contra)

Be I.

-

Abbouacwith PLP. & JP. J. ABE 0. gw
i, Midland; bnd T., P. & W. Railroads.
At ROCK ISLAND, with

Western Union IZ. Ii. and

Rock Island & Peoria Raitronds,
i
At TEN
with the
Davenport & Northmn
‘
At WEST

LIBERTY,

with

Rapids & Northern if. R.
ASGRINNELL,
At

the Bwilington,

Cedar

with Central R. R. of Towa.

DES MOINES,

withD. M. & Ft. Rodgelt. R..

pigumt
ath lain th Enon,
At COUNCIL

BLUFFS, with Union P:

MBS
2
N, W
Rapids
Northern RLR. |
At OTTUMWA, with Central

RR.

ur]

R. R.

of

sedar
=
Town; Bt.

Louis, Kan. City’ & Northern
and C., Bi & Q. K. fds.
At KEOKUK,. with

T.

Wabash. and Bt. Louis
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d W

Keokuk JW. 1 Hae

:

At BEVERLY, with Kan. City, 8t.J. & C. B.R. R.
At ATCHISON, with Al
ka & Santa Fo;
Atchison & Neb. and Cen. Br.
Pacitic TE
At LEAVENWORTH, with K. P. and K. Cen. i. Rds.

CARS
n th
h to PEORIA, DES MOINES, COUNCIL, BLUFFS,
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4
"
ATCHISON and LEAV.
known as the “Great Rock Island Route,” are sold by all
Tickets via this Line
Ticket Agents In the Uni ted States and
rmation not obtainable at your home ticket office, nddress,
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KIMBALL,
Gen'l Superintendents
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FILLING THE PEWS.
As our

Aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
&c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

WISHES AND WISHES.
There is a host that we would like to
see.
It is composed of that multitude of
all classes who embrace the closing of the
old year and the beginning of the new as
the time for repairing their. morals: It
would include the clerk who promises
himself that he will

steal

no

more,

the

business man who means to get along the
next year without cheating, the young
men and the old who renounce the use: of
tobacco and intoxicants, the professed
Christians who agree to keep better control of their tenfper, and all that large
number that means in any respect to mend
its ways.

Only a small part of this

host

is in our town and exposed to our view.
Seén year after year, many of the same
old faces would re-appear in the company,

and it would be the same old bad habit
that the same persons would be still professing to set their faces against.” For
many of these resolutions are mere

ropes

of sand.

:

What a pathetic spectacle, what a

life-

drama, it is : the conscience, faithful
' ringing its admonitions to the last,’
the old elock in the burning tower
sank amid the flames while it was

and
like
that
yet

striking ; and the human will, weak,

and

offering only its feeble resistdhce
the burning sins that envelop it.

against

But there is encouragement in the spectacle. The person who renews the pledge
this year that he failed

10

are

now

carried

or,

examine candidates, pass the elements at
the Lord's Sapper, and gather the collec-

Editor.

on business, remittances of money,

churches

the office of deacon and elder is too often
a small affasr in comparison with that of
the superintendent. They do little but

DECEMBER 24, 1879.

G. F. MOSHER,

keep

DECEMBER

24, 1879.
4

The Morming Star.
WEDNESDAY,

STAR,

through

the last does a much more creditable
thing than ne would do if he passively
accepted defeat. Take away from humanity the office and influence of these
new resolutions—broken however often—
and you remove the very steps from that
ladder by which the hosts of heaven have
ascended thither,
In this respect the closing of this year

tions.
They ought to do a world of work
over and above this ; but as a rule they
don’t. , If thera is any division of work in
the church, the pastor ought to fill the
pulpit and

the

church

officers

ought

to

fill the pews.—Rev. A. F. Schauffler in
The Golden Rule.
|
If the condition of things indicated in
the foregoing extract could prevail in all
our churches, it would certainly be a great
blessing to pastor and people. The pastor would be relieved of a great deal of

work which he now feels compelled todo,
and which might often be done quite as
well, perhaps éven better, by others. The
officers of the church would be greatly
benefited in their own experience by the
efforts made to “fill the pews.” The
people, at large, seeing the*-interest and
enthusiasm of a working church, would
naturally conclude that there must be
something worth working for inside of
such a church, and would be attracted by
the very love of enthusiastic endeavor. The

contagious

influence

of such

would excite everybody

to

examples

activity,

and

the work of the church would go forward
with an earnestness prophetic of success.
Some ministers are greatly averse to
inviting people freely and urgently to
come and hear them preach. To them it
savors strongly of self-glorification, and
they can not easily put themselves in the
position of seeming to advertise their own
wares,or of ‘blowing their own trumpet.”
‘This may be an unwise and unnecessary
squeamishness, but it does influence many
preachers, and church officers may do
much to relieve and help such men. It
takes but little time to invite non-churchgoers whom you may meet casually, to
come to church, and if this

is

done

with

tact and discretion, many will be induced
to accept the invitation. =
:
A few men and women in any

church,

utable. It panders to the lowest tastes
and breeds moral and spiritual corruption,
It often ferments discord in the home, in
the
church
and
in
the community,
and it
is
sometimes
accused,
and

we think justly, of being sustained in
part by black-mailing. As an agency for
evil, the Sunday paper of this character
is to be placed beside the dram-shop and
the brothel. Indeed, these three things
are closely allied in their nefarious work
and help each other in it. A Sunday
paper of this character will live and
thrive, when a respectable one, so called,

would starve and die.
But what are the pleas made in behalf
of the Sunday newspaper? There are
those who argue that its publication
should be placed upon the same level as
the distribution and sale of certain articles
of food on Sunday morning, such as milk,

brown bread and baked beans. While
these things may not be altogether justifiable, and we make.no apology for them,
the ordinary mind will make

an

distinction between them and the
paper. Moreover, it is said that
the work on the Monday morning
usually done on Sunday. If this
does one wrong justify another?
it is by no means a necessity that
labor be performed upon the

morning paper.

obvious

Sunday
much of
daily is
be so,
Again,
Sunday
Monday

Tu the best regulated

offices, we are informed, the work

at twelve o'clock on Saturday

ceases

night and

it is not resumed until past that hour on
Monday morning.
So then these pleas
are frivolous and go for nothing.
The duty of the Christian as relates to
the Sunday newspaper is plain and unmistakable. He should not patronize it,
plead for it or even apologize for it.
Washing his hands from all connection
with it, he should give his voice and influence against it. If we mistake not, the
times demand a most forcible resistance
to this encroachment upon the sanctity of
the Sabbath.
Those who reside in our larger cities,
where the pernicious influence of the
Sunday newspaper is seen and felt, have
abundant evidence of the correctness of
the position which we bave taken. Ii is
a question respecting whiclfno Christian
or philanthropist can be” reasonably in

both sides of your sheet, if you can possibly avoid it.
P. 8." Certain postal cards that we
have sent out to news-gatherers are to be
used in reporting denominational news
only.
:
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ANNOUNCEMENT.

The Printing Estab-

lishment wall publish next week
a volume
of sermons

by Freewill

Baptist

minis-

Baker,
G. H.Ball, C. A. Bickford, W.
H. Bowen,
J. M. Brewster, J. J. But-

ler, R. Duan, A. L. Gerrish, A. Given,
B. F. Hayes, A. L. Houghton, J. A.
Howe, A. H. Huling, J. A. Lowell, C.
S. Perkins, P. W. Perry, J. L. Phillips,
O. D. Patch, E. W. Porter, G. S. Rick-

er and G. C. Waterman. The volume
contains about 300 pages, is legibly printed, neatly bound, and will be sold at $1.25 a copy, postage paid, or five or more
copiesto one address,

$1

each,

paid at the end of the
may be sent in at once.

express

route.

Orders

BRIEF

NOTES.

We present below the first installment of
a paper on Bates College, the concluding portion of which will be given next week.

If the

Independent

must

smoke,

can’t

it

keep its pipe and example away from the chil.dren’s sight? See its Christmas number. What
a contrast!
A group of sweet, pura children,
and above them an old man polluting the atmosphere with tobacco smoke,
And he can’t

the

Christmas

: merry

one.

for each one nay

While we say all this, we recognize

be a

the fact that these are Sunday newspapers

i
Lah

Jb dh am on

Tue Lire oF Davip Marks.

We can

no longer fill orders for ‘‘ The Memoirs
of the Life of David Marks,” as the “sap-

- ply.is now entirely exhausted. We have
a few copies that have been in the hands

as good as and even better,in their general
character, than the week-day issues from
the same offices. But such papers as

these are evils for the reasons which we
have suggested. Their presence is calculated to draw attention from the legiti-

mate work of the Lord's day and thwart

days before the marriage and révival
notices, and in ‘the next place we must
copy a portion of the latter notices,

since

they were written partly on one side of
the sheet and, partly on the other."
Friends, please direct all business matters to the publisher. They may be sent
in the same envelope,of course, with items

for publication, but Jet them be written
on separate sheets of paper. Next, do

Bates College would continue to satisfy

that need.
its friends.

I think that is the wish of all
Again, I have thought that

double that sum.

It has

received,

I

be-

nostications were omitted in the number
of 1833, Whether this was because there
was not much weather expected that

year, or the diviners, through had luck in
previous guessing, had become discour-

aged, does not appear. But they returned
to it again in subsequent years, and kindly informed us when to take along our
umbrellas, overcoats and mittens; but
unfortunately, just when generally per.

whomsoever

well-endowed

colleges,

and

to

sustain

the Theological School, it has been
obliged to incur a debt of £50,000. When
Mr. Bates's subscription is paid, there will
be, the President says, above this debt,

a

appear

monopolized that useful appellation.

These columns afford not only useful
lessons, but certain severe problems.
Has any one noticed, that while the For-

eign Mission column ‘is fairly sustained

from the St. John on the east, to the Mississippi, and even beyond, on the west;

how soon and effectually the Home

Mis-

sion and Educational columns fade out after leaving New England? And not recovering themselves again, except perhaps the home column, in a few in-

stances, say

in Illinois

and

Wisconsin,

but the Educational column never; never! Otherwise than these exceptions did
ever anybody set eyes on a more desoIate and pitiable waste than is here ex-

ors.

The

University of Vermont,

with

81 students, has 8, while Tufts, with 53
students, has 12. In fact, there is not a

college in New England, which has so
few teachers in proportion to the number
of students. We must not forget that the
funds of many of the New England colleges have been largely increased recent-

in
that apparent desert, if it does anybody
else. .
:
Poni
But by way of suggestion it will be noticed, that there is a great disparity between the charities of different churches,
“greater than due credit would warrant.
There are churches here represented as
having given largely, when in fact they,
#8 churches,

have given but meagerly in-

deed, the amount being made up by in1 dividual bequests, or otherwise. I sugThe Register for 1880,
gest that in case individuals by will or
otherw
ise make special donations of a
This ever welcome periodical comes to
us much enlarged, and quite as much im- certain amount, say a hundred dollars or
proved. It will, if it continues to grow, more, it be noticed in connection with the
This
become at last u denominational * Year church to which they belong.
would be fair, and more nearly equable.
| Book,”
as it should be, setting forth our anAgain, I suggest, if this is to become,
nual work in all feasible departments of
Christian and moral enterprise. I have tak- as I hope it may, our * Year Book,” that
en pains to compare it with the issues of some space be given to our Sundaylong ago, say with that of the year 1833, school work, the very nursery of the
a copy of which is before me. Forty-sev- church—something by way of showing
en years,—what have they done for us? the results of our schools, the number of
The number for that year is small in our periodicals published each year, the
size, and scantily supplied with denomi- number of books sold, and the number of
national
intelligence,
containing
less
than one-fourth as. much matter of all

churches and parsonages built, etc. Some
of these items perkiaps may not do us

The column of communicants foots
up 25,000, agafnst .77,000 as at present,
withea correspondingly less number of
ordained ministers. The record of general benevolence is meager
enough.

real facts so that we may not *‘ think of
ourselves more highly than we ought to
think ; but to think soberly”—and so aim
at progress and improvement.

kinds, as the present.

The sum total on missions is as follows :
“Quite an interest has been manifested

by several of our

brethren,

within

past year, in the cause of missions.

the

Eld-

er John Buzzell has already received do-

much credit, but it is well to know

But here it is, as it is, with its man

nations, to a considerable amount, for the

purpose of aiding a mission in India,” ete.
There are reported several * charitable

societies,” some of State, and some of Q.
Meetings, to the objects and results of

which we have no clue, with a single exception. The New Hampshire Society
purports to have been instituted for *‘raising funds to relieve needy ministers.”

This, I think, was ‘what

they

were

for

generally, and a very worthy object it
wis, The Farmington (Me.) Q. Meeting had a “Freewill Mission Society,”
the object of which is not given. Doubtless home work, and exclusively home at
that.

As to institutions of learning,

this

is the sum: ‘‘ An Academical school has
been

commenced

at

Parsonsfield,

Me.,

the

excellences, and few defects, with its 160
pages, and all for ten cemts. A marvel
of cheapness. If the printed edition is
not swept off at once, that will be another, and even greater marvel.—J, ¥.
En
oo SOS

Meeting of the Ex. Oom. of the Education
Bociety.

It will be remembered that the following resolutions were passed in Olneyville
last October at an adjourned meeting of
the Education Society :
Resolved, 1. That. this Society raise
$35,000 for a centenary fund—$25,000

in

New England, to be ‘appropriated to the
Theological School of Bates College, and

$10,000 west of New England, to

propriated

be

ap-

to the Theological School in

connection with Hillsdale
Collece.
2. That we
instruct
the
Executive

Committee

of

the

to tuke all necessary
this fund.
y

Education
measures

Society

to

raise

A meeting of the Executive Committee
duly called by the President of the Soei-

with the expectation of an act of incorporation at the next session of the legislature, A suitable building has also been
erected for its accommodation.”
But it is time to tarn to the present
number, with its goodly proportions, and
its brimming contents of denominational

in these resolutions was held at Lewiston,
in the vestry of the Main St. church, on

If I were to notice some of the later ad-

meeting of the Society, and at an hour so
late as to preclude the possibility of discussion such as’ measurés of so great
importance certainly merit, after an ex-

intelligence with which every family in
the denomination should be familiar.
ditions, aside from the record of Benevo-

ety, to act upon the instruction contained
the fourth day of this present month.

consideration

olutions were

of the fact

that

passed at an

the

In
res-

adjourned

lent and Literary institutions, I should tended conference the Commi
ttee unanispeak, perhaps, of the *¢ Alphabetical List ~mously voted to *‘ author
ize and instruct
of Ministers” with references to their the Presid
ent of the Education Society
church relations, a very useful feature, to call a specia
l meeting of the Society
at least to some of us. This was intro- in connection
with the next session of the

duced for the first time in 1876.
Also
the ‘‘Cbronology”
of denominational
events and items which accompany the
Calendar columns, introduced, I think,

New England

Convention,

for the

pur-

pose of giving further instruction to this
Executive Board touching the action
taken by the Society at the last annual
of meeting in Olneyville, R. I., respecting

doubtful.

But unquestionably, it is an

improvement on the items of intelligence
which forraerly-occupied in part the same
space. I refer of course to the guesses at

showers,

or wind,

those days.”

or

thunder,

* about

the raising of a centenary fund.”
It is

hoped,

and, indeed, believed,

that this action of the Board will be satisfuctory to

all concerned.

The

best

measures pertaining to large institutions
are seldom reached save after thorough
discussion, and certainly none of the
members of the Education Society and
no friend of our institutions of learning,

I observe that these prog- ! canbe aught but desirous of
such disre

CH

They

hibited? But it will not always be so.
Bowdoin, with about the same number of This exhibit is not going to
satisfy intelstudents, has 12 professors and instruct- ligent brethren and sisters
who live

be of such
obtain a collegiate education,
j
difficult finding, in case any particular
. The claims of the Theological School one is wanted, that
their much utility is
are so evident that we must all acknowl-

But the Sunday newspaper is, in its or- obituary : they must always be copied ; tain a school in which our: peculiar de~ and we trust that it will continue to do so
dinary character, sensational and disrep- ‘and finally, do not write in any case on nominational views are taught. I believe
in the generations to come.

conceived.

this work efficiently? It is confidently here, as they should, in condensed
form,
expected, the President says, that Mr. but sufficiently full to give a good
idea of
Bates's estate will pay the whole of his our work in these several department
s of
subscription before long. But during the Christian effort. In this form
they will
five years which it took to raise the amount be read. You can hardly suppos
e that
necessary to secure Mr. Bates's last sub- any man or woman
will have this periscription, and during the two additional odical hanging over the mantel
piece, or
years which Mr. Bates's executors have kept somewhere equall
y accessible, 365
needed to settle his estate, the college days, without being read
more than once
has not been standing still. Steadily, 10 bic
dpa then those columns of reface of every discouragement, it has kept ceipts)\ so systematical
ly arranged, and
on its way, and it may be honestly said intelligibly paraded, with the
single exof it, that it has been successful in its ception of the absence of
honorable competition with the other der, show one of the
New England colleges. It has a recog- teristics of our worthy Financial Secret
anized place among them. But in order ry, who would certainly be called a methto compete successfully with older and odist if a Christian denomination had
not

the very existence of a Freewill Baptist for the first time, last year.
Many
college has been a eontinued incitement these, however, are of so little geperal
to the young men of the denomination to interest, and so
scattered as to

‘of agents,sand
are somewhat defaced, the grand purpose for which it was deedge them. That, of course, must be
that we will sell at a discount. The life signed. At best, then, the Sunday paper not write items of church or other news: supported by the denomination alone.
of that
man still impresses this generation,
on the reverse of a sheet containing an We can not expect that others should +us2

ofthe Congregational schools, has at least

fund of $250,000. But to enable the colspit without its going directly on to the chil- lege to keep the ground it has gained, it
dren’s heads.
Let us be thankful that the must have a fund of not less than £300,whiskey bottle at least. is kept out of sight.
000. Itis obvious, that for the college to
Santa Claus neither smokes nor drinks.
maintain the sharp but honorable compeReferring to an article on an inside page on
tition with other New England colleges,
* What Nine Presidents say about the Irra- the number
of its professors must be intional Animals of the Independent,” it may be
creased.
I
find that the catalogues of
added that the
Independents *¢ scholarly
other colleges show a much greater force
young man” returned to the subject last week,
and attempted to substantiate his first state- ‘6 instructors in proportion to the numment.
A pretty strong case is made out,which
ber of students. For instance, comparbecomes less serious when the Independent ing only the
collegiate
departments,
repeats that the evolution to which it refers
Bates has 143 students and 6 professors,
must always

Denominational Hetos,

that

\

that thus far the college has received directly from the denomination for support
of the Theolegicat School, only $25,000.
But $100,000 is the least sum "which
ought to be thought of as a fund sufficient
to maintain a Theological School in New
England. * Bangor Seminary, the smallest

lieve, $100,000 within the last year.
ters, entitled DOCTRINE AND Live. It #; The college, with the Theological haps it would have
been better for us to
will contain twenty-three sermons, and is School, is doing a work which no other
"have
left
them
at
home.
meant to embody the culture and faith
college in New.England could do, and a ~ Butthe great new feature of the present
of the body of ministers to which the auwork for the Freewill Baptist denomina- number is the Reports of our Benev
olent
thors belong. The contributors to the
tion which could not be effected in any Associations. A most happy idea by
volume are Revs. D. H. Adams, O. E.
other way. - How can it continue to do

willing to do this helpful work and on the
be held and taught in harmony
lookout for favorable opportunities, may
with the Christian faith.
do an’ amount of good little short of wonJoseph Cook recalls Horuce Bushnell’s anecderful.
dote of Daniel Webster, that, a few years beIn addition to this incidental work,every
foge his death, having a large party of friends
church ought to have some systematic doubt. We say, and believe we express dining with him at Marshfield, he
was called
the views of thousands, let this nuisance,
on by one of the party as they became seated at
is like the closing of all the others.
Our? method of canvassing the adjacent neighreaders furnish their. quota to the host. ] | borhood for the purpose of inviting to its like others of the same class, be banished. the table to specify what one thing he had met
- with in his life which had done -most—for
Finally, fo clear our own skirts; let"
him;
They would break away from the bad services those who do not attend church
or had contributed
most to the success) of his
add
that
an
advertisement
of
the
Sunday
"habit, whether in the realm of outward or Sunday-school anywhere. This work
personal history. After a moment Webster react or of mental activity, that is gradually is, of course, more necessary in cities and edition of a daily paper that lately appear- plied, The most fruitful
and elevating influenslaving them. Here is our helping large villages than in rural districts, but ed.in these columns -came there by an ence I have ever seemed to meef with
has been
hand. From the boy or girl who would is proper and profitable anywhere.
In oversight, and is not likely, nor any like my impression of obligation to God.”
pursue the truth to the man of years who this work, the cardsof invitation and lists it, to appear again.
+0
would turn from evil, we hail you with df church appointmentz, now so common,
STEALING A LEGISLATURE.
The Maine ed for probate—the first ever
filed there. - The
joy and pray for your triumph. See how will be found useful.
:
Executive has completed its programme,
document was entirely in Chinese characters,
the seeds of wrong yield deadly fruit.
This work should not be confined to
and has withheld certificates of election and as none of the clerks in the office could
See how the fruits of righteousness are church-officers and canvassing commitread that language, the contents
life and peace. May the Father awaken tees. Everybody should take a part in to the Legislature from enough persons were unknown until the services of of the will
a translats
who were clearly elected, and given
3 all to a lively sense of these things, and it. The church is not organized for the
or could he procured.
There are on record in
certificates
to
enough
persons
who
the same office wills in Hebrew, Arabic, Latin,
elp us to forsake the evil that would en- minister, or the deacons, or the ** leading
clearly
not elected,
to give French, German, Russian, and in many other
snare us.’ It is only as you pay due heed members,” but for all the people. In its were
tongues. Now comes Chinese; and the stidy
thereto that we can sincerely wish for affairs they should be interested. For its a large Democratic majority where a of this
language seems likely to be of some
Republican
majority
legally
exists.
It
is
you or that you will be likely to experi- prosperity they should work. To its sucpractical use in this country at once.
reported
that
certificates
of
election
have
ence a happy new year.
cess they should contribute, in one way
But while you are reading this, the or another, and this they may do by actually been sold at a dollar each, only
it seems that the purchasers were all
“Christmas bells are ringing, joyfully cele- * filling the pews.”
Democrats. The whole transaction is in“brating his birth through whom alone the
When the people come,be sure that they
“life of righteousness shall receive its re- receive a prompt and cordial welcome. famous, and the perpetrators of it have
Bates College.
linked their names with a deed that deward. Out of the humblest circumstances This should not be leftto chance. It should
I.
- came the central figure of all history. be provided for, either by the voluntary serves to be recalled hereafter—both the - I have not been able to withdraw my
names
and
the
deed—with
about
the
same
Out of the humble spheres in which we service of suitable persons, or by a comfeeling as that with which good citizens mind from the subject of Dr. Cheney's
mittee appointed for the purpose. Attendaily
move
shall
come,
through
recall the name of Arnold and histreason. last communication to the Star. I am
faith in him and obedience to his will, tive and competent ushers should be in Why go through the formalities of an thoroughly convinced that the prosperity
the glorious life whose dazzling bright- attendance. It is not enough that the
election, if the Governor and Council are of Bates College is essential to the life
-ness the natural eye can n-t behold.
sexton should open the dvor and say, to make up the Legislature as they and growth of the Freewill Baptist dePractically,
this paper will find its read- ‘Walk right in and take a seat anynomination.
:
please?
;
:
O00
ers-in the midst of the Christmas festivi- where.” This is just what strangers do
Is the college entitled to the support of
ties.
It is the season of gladness. Gifts not like to do.
A little courteous attenFRANCIS PARKMAN ON WOMAN
Svur- the denomination? When the college was
pass from friend to friend, mirth, musie tion just here is the bestinvitation to come FRAGE. Ina paper by Francis Parkman organized in 1863, the Freshman class num;
and song rule the hour, and amid all, the again.
in the January number of the North bered 8. The class of the next year num“wreaths of myrtle and ivy, of evergreen - Some years since we spent: a Sabbath American Review, reviewing the argubered 5, and in the fall of 1865, when the
rand holly, keep perpetually; fresh the with a deacon and prominent member of ments in favor of woman suffrage by five General Conference niet in Lewiston,
memory of the world's Redeemer, the gift a large and prosperous church in a New writers in the November number, the there were in the three classes then in
of God to man. What a glorious time it England city. At ten o'ciock our host! author reasons that when the great mass coliege, 20 students.
Dr. Cheney said at
is! Recalling Washington Irving’s mus- started for the church, saying that it had of womankind demands the right of suf- that time, that he believed the time would
ings, surely he who can turn coldly away been his custom, from the organization of frage, it will be accorded; but with all come when there would be 100 students
from contemplating this felicity of his the church, to beearly at the meeting- the agitation of this question during sev- in the college, but that he himself should
fellow beings, and can be gloomy and re- house, with other brethren, for the pur- eral decades, the female sex he says is not see the day. After 14 years, we find
pining when all around him are so joyful, pose of giving strangers and new-comers still content to be represented in political there are in the college proper 143 stumay indeed have his compensations, but a cordial greeting, and of seeing to it that affairs by their male relatives. Never- dents, about the same number as in Bowhe lacks those genial and social sympa- they were promptly and courteously con- theless, women may exert a very great doin or Colby. This rapid grewth is unthies that constitute the very charm of ducted to comfortable seats. It was a power in the commonwealth.
If they are paralleled in New England colleges.
wise investment of time, as well as a kind sound in body and mind, adds Mr. Park- And not only in numbers, but in character
Christmas time.
These days of merry-making are to is- and thoughtful act of Christian courtesy. man, impart this soundness to a numer- and scholarship Bates College takes good
and rear them to a sense of rank among those of New England. It
sue in the busy, working, sober days of An more ways than we have time to men- ous offspring
the new year. That is why we have tion, church officers and church members responsibility and duty, there are no na- is a fact to be appreciated that the moral
grouped the two occasions together. In may help to “fill the pews.”
tional evils that we can not overcome.
character of the students is exceptionally,
O00
ror
PUP
SPY
* 49+
the midst of the former do not forget that
good.
Then, too, it is doing a ‘work esTHE SUNDAY NEWSPAPER.
the latter are close at hand. Ulysses ran
To CONTRIBUTORS. We are prompted to pecially for the poor.
Among the devices of comparatively re- this writing by just now receiving a sheet
upon the rocks while he listened to the
Probably one half the youog men who
songs of the -syrens. His fate will be cent origin is the Sunday newspaper. It of ordinary letter paper on which was have been educated at Bates would not
worse who attempts the voyage of life is in no sense a necessity. Hitherto the written (1) an obituary, (2) two or three have obtained an education elsewhere.
without due heed to the moral perils that world has done without it. The Saturday marriages, (3) a report of revival meet- Tuition and other expenses have been
attend him. We wish we could reach the evening daily brings news as late, with- ings in the writer's church, (4) the names kept extremely low, and tuition has
spirits ear of every reader, and whisper in a few hours, as the Sunday morning of two new subscribers to the Star, and been freely givente all worthy students
there the great lessons taught by him paper. So then this new claimant for (5) an order for a half dozen Registers. who could not afford to pay it. Hon.
whose life embodied both the philosophy patronage has been called into existence Probably the writer called it economy of George G. Fogg, of Concord; N. H., a
and the realizationof that condition that by no real exigency, but by a disposition paper. We-call it an imposition on edit- graduate of Dartmouth, one of the
was proclaimed in the first Christmas song to rob God and a desire to obtain filthy ors who are already overworked. In the warm friends and generous patrons of
—*¢ Peace on earth,good will to men.” In lucre. Its existence is a violation of the first place, we must copy the orders for the college, said at the commencement
the sincere seeking for those conditions, Lord's day, since it necessitates Sunday
the Star and Registers and send the items dinner a year ago last summer, that
through Christ, is comprehended all the labor, is the occasion of Sunday traffic, to the publisher's room where they be- the great educational need of New
philosophy of a renewed nature and a and causes increased Sunday travel, even long. In the next place, we must copy England was a college where the sons
soul’s redemption. In honest,cheerful striv- to the running of extra railroad trains. the obituary upon a separate sheet of of farmers of moderate means could afing for those things that shall make the new A wrong in itself,it leads to wrong doing. paper, since it goes to the compositor two ford to be educated, and that he hoped
year a happy one, we sincerely wish

%

THE MORNING
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of this
real.
ly the
work

ucation Society is doing for the work of
theological

instruction

in our

colleges

abroad.”
The 1st church in Brunswick

all that it should do, and if not, how it
may

do more,

should

always

weakness is, we feur, more fanciful than
Perhaps, if each church should use wisestrength still left in it, a much larger
might be done both at home and

be live

for the Master.

is also a healthy,growing interest in the Bruns-

tion. To rest satisfied with past achievements is to suffer retrogression and decadence, Mr. Fernald, in his last annual

report given before the Education Society, well says, ¢ The relations of this
Society to the colleges in general, and to
their Theological Departments in par-

church in Monmouth,
Rev. J. W. Carr writes from Danforth:

ticular,

ave such,

that

the

question

Professorships

in Theology

of
as a

to the colleges and to the denomination,
is one of grave practical importance.
The prompt and liberal response of all
our people to such a movement would
give new
vigor
to our Theological
inducements to the

men to avail themselves

New

young

North Carolina Freewill Baptists.

erence

as follows:

due.

spent at Wooten’s Academy,
which Rev. Joseph
Miller is
church has not been very long
yet it has a membership of 120.
house 18 a temporary building,

for his

Baptist con-

Nov.

paid

salary.

The

society

has

new organ, the vestries have

30, was

La Grange, of
pastor.
This
organized, and
Their meetinglocated about a

half of a mile south-east of the village. They
expect to build a larger and more substantial
house soon.
.
“From here I visited Rev. Ellis Dixon, who

to work with a will, and

under way.

a

been improved,

was

held

with

Shady Grove, Union Grove,a church at Kins-

work.

ton and Saul’s Chapel, all. of which are large

roomy

around

him all

work.

It may

minister

can

dwelling

house,

that is needed

be a mystery
serve so many

and

has

to carry on his

to some, how a
churches

and

at

the same tire see after the affairs of bis farm.
Each pastor nominates an Elder, if necessary,
whom the church elects to assist him. Thus
the pastor may be absent a month, or longer,
and the assistant Elder carrys on the meetings
and attenSs to all other affairs pertaining to the
church.
On reaching Bro.Dixon’s, Thursday evening,
the 4th inst., he announced to a company, who

had gathered at a neighbor’s, on a wedding occasion, that I would preach at Shady Grove the

following

evening.

notwithstanding

At the "appointed

time,

the short notice and its being

in the country, there were some 200 present.
Bro. D. organized this church ten years ago
and has preached for them ever since. Their
house of worship is newly constructed and is
larger than any of the others I have seen in the
conference.
.
“Union Grove church held its last quarterly

session on Saturday and Sunday, the 6th and
7th inste. Their Chapel Is built somewhat after<he style of that at Shady Grove, larger and
better than most of the others. Owing to rain,
the Conference was not opened until 6 o’clock,
Saturday, at which time there were over 100

members present.

At the close of the business

session a sermon was delivered and the Lords
Supper celebrated.
On Sunday, Rev, Charles
Luggs preached at 11 o'clock and the writer at
2.30. The services at 7 o’clock were conducted

by Bro.

L. 8. Hill, assisted

by Rev.

Crocket

Bess. There were not less than 500 in attendance all day Sabbath.
The meeting house is
located ina pine forest, and to see some fifty

or sixty

vehicles and

as many

more

horses,

with a company of people here and there, eating dinner out of their baskets, reminded ong of
a camp-meeting.
Such was the behavior that
one, standing off a short distance in the pines,
could not tell that any person was near.”

B. F. Fox.
Goldsboro, N. C.
T

Ministers and Churches.

of the

the

extension

MARKHAM

has

been

holding

don Free Baptist church.
About 25 have been
converted anc reclaimed, and still the good
work goes on.
Massachusetts.

The fifth anniversary of the organization of
the Mt. Vernon St. church, Lowell, and rec-

ognition of the pastor, will

be celebrated

appropriate exercises next Sunday
day.
New

and

bors.

by

Mon-

Maine.

Q. M.

at

The public meeting of the socie-

ty occurred on Wednesday evening, Dec. 10,
and although the weather was unfavorable, yet
there was a véry good attendance. : A business
meeting was called on Thursday morning at 9
o'clock. Through the kindness of Prof. C. C.
Rounds, Principal of the Western State Nor-

mal school, the ladies met in one of the rooms
of the school building. They had ample time
to mature plans for a Q. M. organization,which
having been effected, we listened to reports

season of earnest pleading with God for the de-

sired object was led by Mrs. Newman, of
Weld, A strong interest was also manifested
for our important work/at Harper's Ferry;
and some were making
efforts to furnish a
the

Theological

School

building

at

Lewiston. Rev. J. Burnham Davis, pastor of
the Farmington chureh, together with his excellent wife, are hard at work not only in their
own’

society,

but

also

in

the

surrounding

churches, some of which are very weak.
~

we

much

encouraged
;

by the

in singing, exhorting and calling from house to
house. Omens of great good abound.
The
whole town is moved to think and talk about
the meetings.
The jurches appear to be
awakening to duty.
The temperance meetifgs

are again successful. Some are finding Christ
at home. Sabbath-school bas doubled. God is
at work here.

:

Pennsylvania.

Friday before the second Sabbath in

Keb.

N. A. BREWSTER,

Harrisburg:

in Columbia still continues.
At the last

session

of the

Meigs

Q. M., held with 2d Rutland church, measures
were adopted with a view of erecting a centennial church within the bounds of the Q. M.

Clerk.

next year.
The Berwick church recently had two

sions, one a Rev. C. R. Davis,

who

acces-

comes

to

Some

One

pair of boots or shoes saved every year

by using Lyon’s Patent Metalic
ers.
—
M

Heel Stiffen-

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

Liberty, is doing
a good work for the Master
in the Harmony Q. M. That Q. M, met with a

sad Joss a few weeks since in the death of Rev.
A. P. Marmon, one of God’s true men, who
has been called from labor to reward. May an

Safe Bitters, writes tous:

PRESCRIPTION

Consumption

denomination.
Rev. Addison Jones, of Marion, has resigned that charge, and contemplates
securing a field in the East. That church is

Bronchitis, Catarrh,

Asthma,

ence can be addressed to

for

and

O.

pastor.

Correspond-

Rev. B. F. Zell is laboring with the Larue

and Pleasant
reaches

us

Grove

that

churches.

Le: contemplates

moval to the city of Springfield.

Intelligence
an early re-

The

Lord

is

blessing his work.
:
Rev. W. C, Hulse has accepted a call to the
Blanchester, Pleasant Plain, and
Mainville
churches, and has entered upon the work with
his usual energy.

Lung

FREE

Dr. J. A. Sherman,
mand for his

and all Throat

all Nervous

.

*

*

*

*

CHURCH'S MUSICAL VISITOR.

It is the best Blood

Price,

25

cents;

$1.50 a year with premium.

O.

G.

IF" Warner’s
-Safe
Remedies are sold
by Druggists
and
Dealers
in Medicine
everywhere.

Subscription,

‘Aay-Be sure to send for the Holiday
VISITOR,
and have it sent to musical friends.
Address

JOHN
66

W,

CHURCH

Fourth

Street,

& CO.,

Cincinnati,

And 805 Broadway, New York.

O.

H H.WARNER & C0,

52120

Proprietors,

Beant Hasic Books

Rochester,
a

Ee

rs

rg

=

GOSPEL HYMNS COMBINED

Pertaining
to
Persons,
Places
and Things, with
Key, including

Jy/

: Embracing all the Songs in No. 1, No.2 and No.
3, duplicates only being omitted.
The songs are

numbered consecutively, and make

Collection of favorite

Sacred

Ae—

;

wind

Gi

De-

signs, Bible

Stud-

ercises,

and

Prayer

Outlines.

duction by J. H. Vincent, D. D.

Editions:

Musie Edition.
Words Only.
Board Covers, 60 Cts. | Paper Covers 10 cts

10c. additional by

Black-board

ies, Concert

Songs ever issued.

- Popular

gy

ANTED—Salesman—for each State. Salary 875
to $100 and expenst8.
Goods sold by samples.
LABELLE MANUK’G Cov, Chicago, Lil.
3t51

FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS!

The Largest

N. Y.

g#~Send for Pamphlet
and Testimonials.

mail. | 3c additional by

-|

466 pp.

Ex-

Meeting

Intro-

$1.75 by

mail.
Immensely popular.
A single agent has
acturally soldI over 700 copies.
Agents wanted.

E.B.T REAT,

46eow

mail.

Publisher, 805 Broadway, N. Y.

*

Almost everybody will be glad to
preserve, in
substantial bindings, the songs which have proved
of 80 much value in the great religious gatherings
under Messrs.

A $10 Gold Mounted +
volver fur $2.50 (7 shot)

Pettegrew,

|

uses extra long
ridges, createst

For this purpose we have prepared two
[Aus editians, Su superior papers bean= |
tifully bound, for Holiday Gifts.

Limp Cloth Edition,
Heavy white paper,

for the

Publishers’

Fine

Chea

ES.

(no cast iron)’ the workman.

They are nickel-silver

ted and engraved in the most elegant manner.

The fact that it costs $2 to engrave a revolver

ot

Edition.

Cig
the order, will send free a box
| not give the cartridges
whea it is

order it for
to

at in A

.
.

ship the best ever put into a pistol.

You oan sell this revolver for $10 in your own town.

it differs from the description.

13tl0eo]
111
|

Rhowa world.

=—="GET

aie.

Your uibney returned if

Over 2000
of these revolvers were soldin 10

days, - Buy a gead one while you are about it,

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73Randolph Street, Chicago.

SWATCH

$

3

G

wood, the metal all Enclish Steel,

75 ¢. | Heavy tinted paper, $1

Your Bookseller will
you, or send

.

fS

e barrel
A
y rifled, and the cylinder is fluted, something never Stoutped in cheap revolvers. The stock is rose-

Fuil Board Cloth.

10 Cetits Additional if sent by Mail.
Ask

care
barmain

ever offeredin Revolvers.

BICLOW & MAIN,

consequence

Purifier, and stimulates

every function to more healthful action, and is
thus a benefit in all diseases,
In eliminating the impurities of theblood,the
natural and necessary result is the cure of Serofulous and other Skin Eruptions and Diseases,
including Cancers, Ulcers and other Sores,
Dyspepsia, Weakness of the Stomach, Constion
Di
General Debility, ete., are
cured by the
Bitters.
It is unequalled
as an appetizer and regular tonic.
It is a medicine which should be in every family, and which, wherever used, will save the
payment of many doctors’ bills.
Bottles of two sizes; prices, 50 cents and $1.

"

Handsomely Illustrated Poem by Rexford, and
full page group of *‘ Great Tone Poets.”
The
X-mas souks by Sullivan, Danks, Root
and San.

C. STRONG

Address,

& CO., Milwaukee, Wss.

A YEAR and expenses to BEGAE:
Outfit
Free. Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta,
.
y19

TH

of the de-

will be at his Bos-

and

HIS'BOOK on Rupture gives the most reliable.
proofs from distinguished professional gentlemen,
clergymen and merchants, of his successful practice and popularity therefrom throughout this
country and the West Indies.

The afilicted should

selves.

read

it and

inform

Y= Worwss Exaismon :

them-

FoR

:

ls THirTEEN YEARS ¢

‘Itis illustrated with photographic likenesses of

extremely bad cases

before

and

mailed to those who send 10 cents.

after

cure,

and

$5 PER MONTH FOR

12 MONTHS,OR $6.75 &/
PER QUARTER FOR -={{3

DR. J. A. SHERMAN,
Boston Office; 43 Milk Street.
Principal Office, 251 Broadway, N. Y.
13t43

;

Y

Everybody

Should See

SANTA CLAUS,

Holidays | Newest and Best Gift!

BY W. HOWARD DOANE.

The ‘ Vidi” Polyautegraphic

"HIS BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CANTATA can
be produced with or without costumes, and

prove a most attractive Evening

Tato
at the Holiday
Sougs, Duets, Choruses, ete.

Ninth

Street,

New

York.

7-stop

Organ,

San.
rgan, omyOn ae
a0

.

\

da; oi

CATALOGUE

trial.

Numerous
ink), and in the hands of a child at the

~ The
.

FREE

U.S. PIANO C0,163 Bleeker Street, N. Y.

Commente
on’rsthe entire
Scrlpoures.Gn
one vol.) ever published.
Price, 83.75.
& C0., 66 N. 4th 8t., Phil’a., Pa.

2eon$3 Printing Press
10645

an

.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc, FULLY
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free.

VANDUZEN

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

“1yl

:

handsome RETRVINES of Birds, Ferns, Scrolls, &c.,

all for 15¢, postpaid, stamps taken.
& Co., West

aven, Ct,

Those who wish to Use or Sell

(To be patented—With Duplicate Slides, Drawer, Ink, Washer, Dryer, Instructions, &c.)
Double Postal,
yy

75¢c.; 2
p . Ladies’ Note, $1.25; 2
’
Pg
Cap, $6; pty

pp. Com'l Note,

. R. Folio, 812.

$2.50;
’

4

2 pp. letter,
84;
Po,
vidi

For Introduction, the First Order from any place, at Dealers’ Disconut, 25 # ct.
ders free by Mail.

FOR CHILDREN,

YOUTH,

AND

Retail Cash Or-

SCHOOLS!

A. Fascinating Stimulus in Penmanship and Composition:
POLYAUTOGRAPHIC TABLETS, 5x3 Inches, 3 cents; 6)¢x4) 50 cents. Any size or shape desired
(uncased) at One Cent per square Inch.

[

0.

YVidi”

POLYAUTOGRAPH

46

47

Beekman

CO.
St., New

York.

REDUCTION IN PRICE!
Before selecting your-Sunday-school

Helps

for 1880, send for free samples of our

periodicals: The National Sunday School Teacher ; The National Quarterly ; The

N ELEGANT PRESENT. ~The New Floral Autograph Album, Gilt-bound, 48 pages, with
Bocemsdes

first trial.

Best and Cheapest MS-Multiplier,

CHEAP

Eg SE eT

Beautiful,

“VIDI” POLYAUTOGRAPHIC CABINET:

and Maps.
) 018 Pages, 475 Illustrations

BRADLEY, GARRETBON

and

Will not waste thoir time and stick up their kettles and kitchens * mussing” with crude Newspaper
Reci
8, but will send at once for the Most Perfect Thing made, at the Least Possible Cost—
which is, withqut dispute, the

»

WANTED

ce

of MS, Circulars, Notices, Cards, Invithtions,) Law Papers, Reports, Lessons, Mwasic,
Drawings, ete , ete., Rivaling Photography
in delicate exactness, with ordinary materials(except

73 Randolph Street, Chicago.
New

articles produ

Instant Fac Similes

Musical En-

Season.
Over 20
Full directions for

most effective rendering.
Sent Postpaid on receipt of 25 Cents.

Complaints,

13tdbeow

*

’

A SUPERB
NUMBER.
The Holiday VISITOR is the most attractive ever printed. Contains original articles from a dozen of the foremost writers on musieal topics.

. Prints cards labels &c. (Self-inker 18 unger sien
For business or pleasure
oro!
\

from practice, having
an East India missionvegetable remedy for
cure for Consumption

Single copies 5 eents.

%

Moody and Sankey.

Rev,

personal services,

*

for music.-lovers.

and in New York on Saturdays, Mondays
Tuesdays of each week, till further notice.

Cured.

ing, I will send free to all who desire it, this recipe, in German, French, or English, with full directions for preparing and usiug.
Sent by mail
aper,
by
addressing with stamp, naming this
Rochester, .
Ww. W. SHERAR, 149 Powers’ Block,

y

in

*

Ee,
rami

ton office on-Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays,

mesm—

after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands ef cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows.
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer-

N.Y,

11

Rupture.

Affections, also a positive and radical cure

Nervous Debility

*

AGENTS For the Pictorial Bible Commentator,

For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood,
and all disorders brought on by in.
discretion or excess. Any druggist has the ingredients. Address DAVIDSON
CO., 78 Nassau
8t., New York.
1y28

An old phvsiciah, retired
had placed in his hands Li
ary te formula of a simple
the speedy and permanent

J. A. Snyder, Marion,

Safe Bit.

i

Elisha be in waiting to receive the fallen manWe are sorry to learn that the feeble state

‘ I shall never travel in

that climate without your Safe Pills and
ters as a part of my outfit,

CO.'S

1879.

Price $4 per hundred;

*

.

76 East

,
SENSIBLE CANADIANS.
Mr. Gadbois, of Brockville, Canada, after being.
cured of a prostrating malarial disease contracted
in Texas, by means of Warner's Safe Pills and

therefore destitute of a

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

4148

who is now employed as pastor of the Big Island church. Bro. A. H. Whitaker, of East

**

&

(ristma$ Selection

BIGLOW & MAIN,

li

= as

ders: popular song *‘ The Day When Youw’ll Forget Me.” Piano Music by 8. G. Pratt, and a lovely
Woodland Culm” by Schneider,
A rare treat

ruff, of Pomeroy.

will

us from the Christian Union denomination, and,

tle.

**X

Mr. Warren P. Otis, of Ipswich, Mass., to Miss Caroline C. Osbourn, of Rochester, N. H.
In Lisbon
Falls, Me, Dec. 10, by Rev. A, L.
Morey, Mr. Charles H.-Palmer, of Exeter, N. H., and
Miss Cynthia A. Hackett, of Lynn, Mass.
In So. Strafford; Vt, Nov. 26, by Rev. B, F.Jetferson,
Mr. Eugene Still and Miss Clara Clogston, both of
Strafford, Vt.°
In Salisbury,
O., Dec 2, by Rev. S. H. Barrett, Mr.
Isaac Alkire, of Harrisonville, and Miss Jennie Wood=

T

Business Fotices,

|

Stories for Girls,

CHURCH

Mrs 8 T Bennett, So St George, Me
2)
Rev N J Nelson, Lawrence, Mich
Rev F P Wormwood, E Corinth, Me
2) .
Mrs LD Vickers, MeArthur, O
2)
Mrs G S Jaquith, Wrights Cor, Ind
Revd C Steele, Attica
NY
(2)
“JW Carr, Danforth, Me
2)
“J Rodgers, Green Oak, Mich
“, AJ Eastman, Farnumsville, Mass
©
“* L B Potter, Lansing, Mich
2)
i
“ D B Newell, Kennebunk, Me
* E Crowell, W Bethany, N Y
Mary A Batchelder, Box 578, Haverhill, Mass
E PBS Hylton, Willand, Carter Co, Ky
2)
J N Robertson, Monroe, Me
2)
Rev N C Lothrop. Bristol,
NH
H Parker, Bartlett, N H
[05]
Rew A Losee, Atlantic, Pa
* H W Morse, Adams Peak, Kansas
W T Holland. Ellington,
NY
Rev J M Langworthy, Ames,
NY
* LC Chase, Tamaroa, Ill
% J Malvern, Haverhill, Mass
2)
“ L W Raymond, Harrison, Me
* (C8 Frost. StJohusbrry, Vt

J. M. CARLOCK, Clerk.

A

Stories,

Editorials on Current Events,
Two Hundred Short Stories,
Letters of Foreign Travel,
Valuable Papers on Health,
Brilliant Sketches, Poems,
Anecdotes and Incidents.
Subscription Price, $1 75. Specimen copies sent free. Please mention in what paper you
read this advertisement.
Address YOUTH’S COMPANION, Boston, Mass.

T P Miles, Lierick, Me

by

Davis,
Alcott,

« A. Stephens.

Stirring Tales of Adventure,

Married

“We are looking forward and hoping for better
FoND DU Lac Q. M.—Held its last session
days. Bro. Dungee,from Alabama,has assumed | with the South Prairie church, Nov. 7. On
the work of pastor among our colored brethren
account of bad weather and bad roads, there
was a rather small delegation in attendance.
in Harrisburg.
Bro. A. A. Myers has been
all these
inconveniences
here for two weeks laboring with good success. Notwithstanding
those that did attend, we think, enjoyed the
Those of our number who have been lukewarm: meetings very well. Rev. P. Jaquith and
have been awakened to active work, and othBro. E. W. Webster administered the word of
God unto us with good acceptance, and at our
ers have been brought to a knowledge of the
social meeting in the afternoon Saturday, sixty
truth. Bro. Drake, our pastor, has continued
witnessed for God. Communion service on
the meetings, and we believe that many more
the following Sabbath administered by Revs.
J. Westlake and P. Jaquith.
will be brought to Christ.”
Next session with the Fond du Lac church,
Within the bounds of the Rockdale church,
in Fond du Lac, Feb. 13; 1880.
Pa., the Lord has of late revived his work,
G. MANSFIELD, Clerk.
and quite a number have put on the new life.
A branch has been organized of said church. | SONS CREEK Q. M.—Held its Aug. session at
A few bave been baptized, and others stand as
the Ducket school-house.
The exercises were
candidates for baptism, and we think in all opened by singing and prayer by Bro. Geerthere will be twenty or more in this new
hard. A full delegation was present.
Bro.
branch church in a short time. Rev. A. Ward
Bennet was received into the Ministeriul Con.
helped in the meetings a part of the time, and
Charge given by Bro. Cavner.
we hope ere long to see a good work of grace
SONS CREEK Q. M.—Held its Nov, session
in the place where the church proper holds its with Union church,
Bro. Hutsell was elected
meetings,
moderator.
Preaching by Bros. Geerhard and
——
di
Holman.
A full delegation was present. The
a
meeting lasted five days, during which time
Western.
Bro. Holman was received into the ministerial
conference.
There were seven conversions
Ohio.
and six additions to the church.
:
revival

Serial

MAIL.

_At Strafford,
Blue Hills,

MIDDLE CANEY (Ks,) Q.M.—Held its Nov.session with the Science Valley church near Winfield; Cawley Co. The weather was pleasant
and there was a good attendance of the brethren and sisters, The business was done in
harmony.
It was determined to arrange for a
division of Hie Q, ¥- at the May session, at
which time it is hoped that all interested in
division will be present.
The meetings for
worship were of great interest and profit.
Altogether it was one of the pleasantest meetings which we have ever had.
Next session with the Plumb Valley church,

assisting a part of the time, and Bro. Dennis.
and wife and Bro. Wilson; of Pike, a few days,

from

meet-

: Quarterly Meetings,

of Rev. R. J. Poston’s health has necessitated
in the Q. M. Several of the ladies from dif- his resignation of the Springfield church, and
ferent churches expressed deep interest in our we ledrn he contemplates an early removal to
benevolent causes. Some very interesting let- Virginia. That church is in a good cenidition
ters were read, one from one of our workers in having had two accessions recently. One, a
India requesting prayer for a special object. A | minister who comes to us from the Christian

in

Many are inquiring the way, which

and they are
ing.

from the five societies already organized with-

room

Kansas.

E. P, Whipple,
Rebecca
Harding
Louisa M.

The variety and worth of its contents will make it a repository of the choicest
literature ; a library of tales, travels, adventure, history and biography ; a “ Companion ”
for the school, the study and the fireside.
t will give

Forwarded.

BY

ed by Rev. Wm. Jones and Rev. J. D. Huling,

York.

writes

Bro. Coffeen, pas

Among these are

T, Fields
Mul
James Parton

Chandler

.

T Pugsley, Cornish, Me
Rev
Fryer, Holton, Mich
J P Underhill, E Aurera, N Y
J M Matthews, Burlington, Vt
2)
P Hugg, M iddlepett,
Ohio
Clara T Deering, 10 Deering St, Portland, Me
H Ward Johnson, No Gray, Me
Rev A H Morrell, Harpers’ Ferry, West Va
Rev J Baker, Epsom,
Rev J C Ward,
Pretty Marsh; Hancock Co, Me
P E Pate, Lake Vill,N H
Rev G B Cutler, Kingston, M ‘ch
Rev J Westlake, Greenbush, Wis
Rev § H
Hubbard, Rutland, Ohio
Rev J H Baldwin, North Royalton, Ohio
Rev J B Davis, Farmington, Me
HAE Jaguish, Lyons Mills; Mich
=
| Rev O KE Baker, Waterloo, lowa
Mr Richardson, Woolstock, Iowa
Rey A M Totman, Box 42, Aurora, Neb . (2)

hope may find the Lord precious,and many are
awakened to a sense of their need of a Savjour. This is a new church recently organiz-

It is now just two weeks since revival meetings began in Attica. Ten or twelve profess
conversion, and several are reclaimed.
Others
are seeking to enter the straight gate. A deep
seriousness pervades the meetings. The pastor bas preached, Rev. Bro. Knapp, of Dale,

A correspondent

and its pastor....Bro.

Books

Rev. Wm. Jones and Rev. J. P. Henderson
huve recently held a protracted meeting with
the church in Turkey Creek, Chautauqua Co.,
which resultedin ten or twelve additions to
the church, and more are expected to follow
soon. The Lord abundantly blessed their la-

revival meetings about three weeks in the Lyn-

the church.

Farmington

for

Harriet Beech:
James
J. T. na
we,
Sarah Jyintor Kellogg.
von

Jerry 3 F Miller-J F
McCaller—J § Mowry—S8 D
M—N' P Morse—A H Millman—W H Neal—-P M Moore—Mrs B Noorey—8 E
Odle—A B Pike—W Pierce—I D Phillips—B Penney—
C Putney—W Phillips—A W Preston—F A Palmer—A
A Paige—H Perley—R E Prescott—W B Reed—S H
Remick—F W Rogers—Redlon—R Rackliff~M Spear—
Mrs 8 D -Shaw—L
Spencer—J N Short—Wrs W H
Simmons--A Sawyer—Mrs J A Seekiny—R Sholes—J
A Sutton ~E A Stiles—T N Seward -A W Skinner—A
Strout—C H Smith—M Ulmer—S Sawyer -D A Tucker
—P F Twitchell—AA Smith—Mrs A Vaughan—J D
Waldron—J ¥ Wiggin—W Walker—A P Walcott—D
White~A Wiggin—A H Wade—S H Woedward—J D
Waldron—J H Yeoman—W Walker—L A Waldo.

a

Vol. 53.
Elegantly
Illustrated.

[=F Six beautiful
Carols by the best
writers of Sacred Song.
Better than
ever for Sunday Schools, Choirs and the
Home Circle.

is well

and building

tor, assisted by Brethren Wright and Hull,
has been
holding meetings for some three
weeks and about forty had expressed a desire
to seek salvation when last we heard.
2

The

A correspondent (D, F..8.) writes: “ I have
just attended the Ladies’ Mission meeting held
Farmington.

is stil being

church

upon the Nekimi church.

30, and
Prayer

offered

Money Letters Received.

\AWEEKLY PAPERVOR >

the most attractive writers in the country.

Jas Ashley—A C Agard—W Andrews—M Atwood—
V Adams—J Allbright—J 8 Barton—A Brown—Mrs
A Beacham—A Brown—A T Burroughs—) W Barr—S
D Bates—A H Brown-B F Brown-F H Bubar—J 8
Bush—B Butler ~Geo B Brown—Mrs
M B Carsen—C
H Clark—D M Cole-=C H M Cail-J T Cotterel—R
Clark—( Campbell-Mrs P H Chesley—A 8 Colburn—
8 A Cross—N M Castino—H J Carr—H Cantrell—Mrs
M Durey—dJ L Davis—J I Dimond-C D Douglass—
Mrs H Estes—J Eppley—8 8S Ebert—Mrs L H Fuller—
EJ French —J A Faunce—B F, Fox—A Given—E Garland -A Given—T Gates—G A Green—M Garfield— A
Given—J H Green—A L Gerrish—Mrs 8 Glines—C
Gray-G W Gould—M Grant—Mrs R P Grout—Mrs H
Harrington —Mrs H Hobson—M
E Hilton—P Heck-

large number have been baptized and added to

Eastern.

in connection with the

Nov.

ful conversion of four or five sinners.

REV. ALONZO

churches and are in a prosperous condition.
He was a slave and served his owner until the
close of the war.
Since then, notwithstanding
his having a large family to support, he has
paid for a farm, containing 320 acres, built a

and

‘Wheelock church, comméncing

building

A. G. Brand has left the Q. M. and gone to
Johnstown.
We shall greatly miss him, for in
-his two years’ stay with us he won a large
place in our esteem,
Rev. A. G. Brand has received a call from
the Johnstown church, and entered upon his
work.:i,The Lord is pouring
out his Spirit

the

resulted in reviving the church and in the hope.

neat

Success to the

Vermont.

was the first that was ordained among the colored Freewill Baptists in this conference, and
who in return ordained several others, at the
same meeting in which he, himself, was set
apart.
Bro, D. has charge of four churches,

the

Although weak,

Ist. 1880, and give a full year's
subscription from that date.

It aims to be a favorite in every family—looked for eagerly by the young folks. a
read with interest by the older. Its purpose A to interest While it Sa =
judicious,
ad
practical, sensible, and to have really permanent worth, while it attracts for the hour.
Itis handsomely illustrated by the best artists, and has for its contributors some of

Post-Office. Addresses, *
' Rev.1,Day, Fabins,N, Y.
REV. E. N, FERNALD (to whom all contributions
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
b52t

years, and it is

church, they have organized a mission. society,
introduced the cards,and have secured pledges
to the amount of thirty dollars. This shows
what earnest effort can do, and ought to shame
stronger churches into
systematic
effort.

ning of the new year.
A numberof the friends of Rev.0.J.Pettigrew
and wife met on Tuesday, Dec. 16, and gave
them a donation to the amount ef $25.00.
méeting

church,

Scott & Marcellon church, under the earnest
leadership of its young pagtor, Rev. J. Hull,
is buildinga church. This
“the society much
needs. Its means are limited, but it has gone

of. Mr. Park will commence his duties at
Presque Isle and Fort Fairfield with the begin-

days’

of two weeks’ duration with the Zion

Hortonville church, where he has spent so
mnch of the best part of his life, having labored in that field eighteen or twenty years.
Still there is much to do, Bro. Mitchell....The

and the debt is now less than $4000. This is a
record that any pastor might well feel proud

A three

meeting

the Companion free to January

Increased
in Size.

evidence of conversion. May the good work
go on....Rev. Wm, Mitchell is back with the

month,

purchased

and D. A. Tucker, held a protracted

with regret that the church parts with his
ministrations.
At the lust session of the Waupun Q. M.,
held at Nekimi, a deep religious spirit was felt
which resulted in revival interest. The pastor, Rev. D. B. Coffeen, is continuing the meetings with blessed results.
During the first
week afler the Q. M., between forty and fifty
souls became seekers, and many gave clear

and forty-

every

Tucker

this people for almost nine

and never has he had to wait over three days

his report of visit-

“Sabbath,

The pastor has been

Wm.

Rev. J, Westlake has tendered his resignation as pastor of the Greenbush church, on
account of poor health, He has preached to

The interest on the debt has been raised and
ready for payment every year before it was

Saeed
lp leet
——

hy

1880.

Bos-

ton.
J. MALVERN, Ulerk.
WHITESTOWN Q. M. will be held with the church nt
Ames, commencing Thursday evening, Jan, 8, Teams
willbeat Palentine Bridge to connect with trains
Thursday, Jan.8, at half-past one o'clock, and atthree:
thirty, P. M., 10 convey delegates 10 meeting,
J. M. LANGWORTHY.
FREEDOM (N.Y.) Q. M. with the church at Scottsburgh, commencing on Redat, Jan, 16, ut 2, P. M., and
continuing over the Sabbath. Ministers and others
from other Q. Ms, will receive a hearty welcome.
Come one and all.
WM. WALKER, Pastor.
MIAMI
Q. M. with the Mainville church, commencing Saturday, at 10 o’clock, Jan. 17, and continue over
the Sabbath,
A. M.SIMONTON, Clerk.
BANILAC (Mich) Q, M. with the Newbury chursh,
Jan, 23-25,
:
G.B, CUTLER, Clerk.
EVANGELISTIC,
Ministers or churches desiring thre
labors of Rev. A. M. Simonton, the agent of the Free
Communion Baptist Association,of Ohio. in evapgelistic work within the bounds of the Assoclation should
Adress him at Blanchester, Ohio, as early as possie,
:

‘Wisconsin,

five by baptism and fifty-five by letter. The
arrears for incidental expenses have been paid,
and the sum of $7,175 of the church debt paid.

:
C. A. BICKFORD, Sec.
Farmington, N. H. Dec. 15, 1879.

ing in the Eastern N. C, Freewill

marble

attendance is now above three hundred and
tifty; the Sabbath-school, as reported in the
last Register, numbers three hundred and
twenty; two hundred®accessions have been re-

ceived to the church—one hundred

Address:

ship, reclaiming of some, and addition
of
eleven as candidates for baptism, and two by
relation, making thirteen additions to the
charch, Others are expected to follow soon.

was owing some $300 for incidental §xpenses,
aside from -the debt of $11,000, The average

nation generously assist the Colleges to
do this. What
organization have we
through which these two things can he
done, other than the Education Society?

prosper-

which resulted in the revival ot the member-

Waterman’s pastorate, and the last year a portion of the building debt has been paid. Rev.
F. K. Chase is engaged to supply the church
until the first of April.
Five years ugo, when Rev. G. M. Park assumed
the pastorate of the Merrimac St.
church,” Manchester, the chureh
numbered
forty-five members; the Sabbath-school forty,
and the congregation one hundred. There was
a church debt of $11,000 with accrued interest
from the preceding April, while the society

the denomi-

still

Indiana.

and malachite. A goodly number of additions
have been made to the church during Bro.

Society, and that all who have the denominational welfare at heart, and can
possibly do so, will be present. Two
things seem desirable: (1) That the denomination request our colleges to increase the efficiency of their theological

are

Rev. Asa Pierce, assisted

called

French mantel clock, encased in black

Jan. 21, 22,1880, with the Somerset street church,

all of his time in preaching Christ.
Riley Center, St. Clair Co., Mich,

presented him a purse of money and an elegant

of the Eduestion

Rev. B. F. Fox continues

Dover

Green

with any church desiring his services. As his
health is improving, would he be glad to spend

man last Wednesday evening, and in the midst
of many expressions of esteem and friendship,

of their advan-

departnients, and (2) That

in

Address:

:

others were seeking....Rev.L. C. Kerr is teach
ing this winter, and will be glad to correspond

be-

informally at the residence of Rev. Gi. C. Water-

tages, and great encouragement to our

meeting

I

time

a field of labor.

The meetings at Shapville

Hampshire.

The Washington St. parish

colleges in a time of need.”
It is hoped that the Committee who
have in hand the preparation of the programme for the next session of the N. E.
Convention, will give one whole day to

the special

my

to

SPECIAL
OFFER.~To any
one who subscribes now, and
sends us $1.75, we will send

Notices,

J.B. HARRINGTON, Clerk.

ing gloriously. At. last accounts, Dec. 9, 61
persons had experienced religion, and many

church at this place organized, last August,
with five members, numbers twenty-five now,
with twenty under care of church.
There is
no organization at Kingman, but we hope to
see a good church there before spring.”

special Centennial offering of the Society

schools, fresh

regard

Meeting
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:

NEW DURHAM Q. M, with Charles St. church, Dover, Jannary 13—15,
E. W. RICKER, Clerk.
HARRISBURGQ. M, willhold its next session with
the Calvary church in Harrisburg,
J. A. FAUNCE, Clerk.
MASSACHUSETTS Q, M. will hold its next session,

\

Oak, Mich.

tween this place and Kingman, a smart village twenty miles below on the railroad. Our

their further endowment by the founding
of new

dividing

i

1879.

HILLSDALE Q. M. with the Osseo ‘church; Opening
sermon Friday evening, Jan 9, by Rev. J. H. Walrath,

Rev. J, Rodgers is at liberty to correspond in

church) is laboring with good success with the
field

Quarterly

both pastor and people seem united in working

wick Village church. The faithful labors of
Rev, B. M. Edwards have been successful...
Rev, Josiah Bean (recently from the M. E.

am here in a new

in High-

land met at the parsonage on the evening of
Dee. 4, and left a donation of $35. Bro. S. is
much pleased with his newfield of labor, and

is prospering

24,

Hotices and Bppointments,

Michigan.

The friends of Rev. J. Silvernail

under the ministry of Rev,C.B.Atwood, There

questions in all parts of the denomina-

DECEMBER

{

cussion, touching the matter presented ih
the above resolutions. Whether the Ed-

STAR,
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Poetry,

the day before Christmas, too !”

I
A

OHRISTMAS

OAROL.

“+ Will you let me come over an’ help,
too?” cried little Fritz, who only caught
the last words, and whose mind instantly
reverted to the delightful secret deposited

God rest ye, merry gentlemen ! let nothing you
dismay,
For Jesus Christ, our Saviour, was born on
Christmas day.
The dawn rose réd o’er Bethlehem, the stars
shone through the gray,
‘When Jesus Christ, our Saviour, was born on
Christmas day.
God

rest ye, little
affright,

baby over on the other arm. ** For
mother said you must, so I'm goin' to
make you.”
But the baby, not liking all this confusion in which he had * sustained no active part, now set up a fearful enying,that

great big fellow you—an®’ make mé stay
home, when you know I've engaged to go
over to the store an’ help Mr. Keep, an’

children!

let nothing

with him

the

night

before,

of

took - all ;Corny’s frantie efforts to
pease, and left Fritz triumphantly
sconced, with a most unpleasant smile

Corny’s

great plan. How Mr. Keep, the village
store-keeper, anticipating a great rush of
.

thought, was to pay

For Jesus Christ, your Saviour, was born this

him

in candy

of the

and

“Oh, may I go too!” begged Fritz,
Galilee the white flocks
tambling out of bed, and rushing for his
‘When Christ, the Child of Nazareth, was born clothes, ¢“ say now, Corny may 1?”
on Christmas day.
“I can't go myself,” said Corny, in a
burst
of indignation. ¢* Did’t you hear me
God rest ye, all good Christians! upon this
tell you just now. You little sleepy
blessed morn,
The Lord of all good Christians was of a thing, you!”
woman born:
«[ ain't a little sleepy thing, either!”
Now all your sorrows he doth heal, your sins
cried Fritz in high dudgeon, trying to tie
he takes away;
on his shoes. ~¢* Oh dear, that string ain't
For Jesus Christ, your Saviour, was born on
O-0-0-0-&

ABOUT

MY

FATHER'S

BUSINESS.

Oh, ask me not, my friends, to toy with trifles,
To gaily mingle with the giddy throng;
For “ I must be about my Father’s business; ”
It may not be entrusted to me long.
work is plain: my Father’s poor are
lying
.
In helpless misery beneath the foe;
His message to me is, ‘*“ Go, loose their fetters;
Tell them of Jesus—all his glory show! ”

Yet,

not lightly leave his work neglected;
is too short—eternity too real;
not, can not, pass the hours in folly,
force the laughter that I do not feel.

Lord, perchance

that even

triflers

’mid

:

win!

“It's because you

:

wisdom

*« [don't either!”

those lost sheep to

him,”

said Fritz

little, wee teenty mite.

him

— Charlotte Murray.

CORNY'S CHRISTMAS GIFT.

*‘that's

said

decidedly.

reluctr=tly

good

pay,

“Fourteen,” said Fritz,

It began when he jumped out of bed in
the morning, and notwithstanding that

big

baby’s expressive countenance.

now you wateh for us,
window,

usual, his dismal feelings increased so but tweive, anyway, an’ that’s more’n it's
cat

ran

= « Then I won't stay at all!” cried Fritz

It began in this way:
;
¢ Corny”, called his mother up the little
crooked stairs that led into the loft where
little Fritz and himself slept—¢ wake up
—and be spry about geiling up too—for
Ive got a job of sewing to-day, over to
Miss Bettses’ in the village; an’ I want

3

you to mind the baby.

So hurry up, for

I've got-to start early.”
door to, and

went

She banged

back

into

the

When

worth.”

at his approach, to hide behind the coalskuttle.

i
i

the
little

kitchen,
Corny rolled over on his back, and
stared at the rough, cobwebby beams that
served as a ceiling,

in an independent way, stumping around
the little old room, with one shoe down
at the heel,” £0, an’ you can mind baby

just spoil all my fun, an’ I ba'in’t had any
in 80 Jong. It's mean—it's—it’s.” =

er’s voice again at the foot ofthe stairs,
«] shall lose my job at Miss Bettses’, an’
ifI lose that, woe betide all of us.”
Thus adjured, Corny flew down

:
the

stairs in a trice; took the fat-baby. out of
his mother’s arms, and ‘accepted the
situation that Fate had prepared for him
for the day.
After the breakfast, which by reason of

care of the house, during her absence,
their bebavior in general, but most especially, the care of the baby. =

she

35

strong enough to answer his. purpose,

SE SER

of thinking, senta horrible feeling down
into the depths of his heart, till, as I said

an established

SE

SIR

fact, and one likely to make tro uble.
« Well, I've got to get up, anyway,”

RE

“A

x

i

fellow needn’t expect to have any fun in
THIS house. Get out of the ways will
you!” He kicked his boot half across the
floor as he spoke, after which he felt better. ‘An’ as for stayin’ away from Mis-

- ter Keep's store to-day,” he went on to
fo

favorite dish, in hopes of cheering him up

Corney wisely said nothing. But he
thought nevertheless; and every minute

he grumbled, rolling out of bed.

see

when

up

at the

we come back.”

mutter, meanwhilé buttoning himself in-

his ragged little jacket, “tain’t my

ico to, an’to take care of the baby!
Fritz could do,it well enough, he ’s big
enough if Mammy only thought so. Fritz?"

‘Don't you let him go out of yoursight
a moment,”

she

repeated,

time pulling

her

old shawl

for

the

he reached the end of the lane

whoever chanced

to

be

his

bed-fellow,

so that he was cheerfully left stranded

to

tuck himself in alohe as best he might.
+« I. say, Fritz,” he repeated, shaking

the

httle

counter,

‘tan’ seein’ you dud bring the baby, though
that warn’t very polite in you, as I didn’t
invite him, why you mdy stay. You can
set him in that chair there.”
'He pointed
with his thumb to a big old calico-covered rocking chair that stood by the stove.
‘ He seems quiet enough now, an’ the
you can take hold an’ help me.”
i
‘I had better stay now,” thought Corny, ‘because, then baby can warm up a
bit,

an’

then

I can

run

fast

home, an’

’twont do any hurt at all.”
:
He untied the little brown hood, and
took off the old shawl, and deposited

his

Hnls brother in the depths of the old
chair.
“Be spry, now,” said Mr. Keep, with
a business air, ** I hear people comin’.”

So Corny left baby, staring with big,

last

around her

counter,

in

ed, ‘‘well, we're almost to Mr. Keep's
store. I declare, T'didn't know it was se
near; an’ he always has'a fire.
I guess
I better run fast down there, an’ git baby
warmed up, an’ then go home. Then
’‘twon’t do any hurt.”

Quickening his speed, huddling the big

bundle up close to him, he soon reached
little Mr. Keep’s, the village store.
And
lifting the latch he flew in BbIepiy,
;
«Oh, you're here?” said Mr. Keep, a
brisk, stubby, little man, over by the
‘small counter, with such an important
expression on his rubicund

countenance,

that it would set anybody

in love

with

. She didn’t send him,” said little Fritz,

sturdily, glaring
derneath

at the store-keeper un-

his old woolen

cap,

**he

run,

an’ he’s stole baby, too, an’ I want him.”
““See here, now!” cried the exasperated store-keeper, leaning over and grasping Corny’s collar, ‘ There's mischief
somewhere. Now you hoy, do you just

pack off, and take your baby, an’ your
rother,un’—an’—all the rest of your rela-

tions !” he said, growing more and more excited every moment, “and pu¢!” He pointed
to

things again, and followed by Fritz, who,

scared to death at the turn affairs had
taken, was only too glad to get out; he
tumbied down the little steps, and started
on a dead run for home!
At a curve in the road, their mother
stood before them.
Corny stopped, paralyzed in every muscle, while without
one word, only such a look, as he would

ways told of his whereabouts, and said
plainly that all was well. with him.
Crouched

down

on

the

crooked

little

stairs, Corny could hear his mother stepping quickly back and forth, while at intervals there struck his listening ear, a
strange rattling sound, as if some one
were In great distress to breath, and then

Could that be baby!

Suddenly his mother

stepped to the

“Corny!” The tone was so strangely
unlike her, that it sent a new dread to his
heart,

and

added

terrorilike

weight to his remorse.

a

“Run

heavy

for the

doctor, up in the village, and hurry for
your tife—baby!
~ Corny waited for nothing.more.
Flying down the little lane, onthe wings of
the wind, he struck into the main road,
over which he had gone but a few short
hours before.
The two miles were as
nothing — baby, baby! was his only
thought.
{

A

panting, frightened,

stood before

the

little

figure

doctor's door, while the

doctor's night-bell sent out a peal so imploring, that the good man, who had re-

the window ; its

probably

some nervous

person, who can wait till morning just as
well as not.”
Hag
But the good doctor was already down

“Can't I do nothin’ alone?” grumbled
Fritz, who

looked with

evident

disfavor

on his brother’s pre-eminence, * not get
somethin’ to eat when I wantit. I don’t
want to ask im."
“No,”

not.

said

his

mother,

* you

You're too little to trust yet.

better

Now

stammered

Corny,

“Only now: you have,” laughed Mr.
Keep, in such a jolly frame of mind, that
he was in no situation to notice other

things.

* Ohwell, I've had a capital day

of it so far—a capital,” he repeated, open-

ing the money-drawer
contents,

for

and

rattling its

the mere pleasure of hear-

ing them jingle. ‘Old Miss Stebbins, up
apne End. you know her, with the

tion, “before I'll ask for anythin’,I will I”

“You've
got to,” said Corny, feeling

quite, important at the responsibility, ‘an’

you've got to ask mé about cvery single
thing you do.

‘Whether you can sit down

in chairs, an’ all that.”

:

’stonishing,

thing to-day.

an’ spent

money

like

every-

ed the drawer with

a bal ng, dail” ine

and looked at Corfiy, who

stood

e child

was

either

too

out to answer, “Dll

Its Mrs.

I'll carry you right home,

Hutchins’

igi o eiontu
pe! (Xon's

fog.

that
his big black eyeslooked
as JE they

and

we'll

do

ot Hoe Ended ts 1 rc
hrrubbed
ve
matter with the
++ There's nothin’ the
Corny impatient)
babyat al

ly, and §

wnon the edge of the

** do'walke up !” <le gave his brothbed,
his
er a poke, not calenlated to increase’
pleasant feelings,—and burst out again:

*¢ It’s a shame for you to be so lazy, you
7
-

‘Get right up

from

that one,

Fritz

pe
Fn““<Tts thd baby,”

said

Hutchins, it's cracked, an’ you'll break it. «4 The aby!” repeated the little 8tore-

Get up!”

J

Li

“I won't I" said Fritz stubbornly,squeez-

ing his little fat figure farther than ever
ifito the rickety chair. * An’ you can’t

keeper, in astonishment, And he came
up towards the big bundle, which he Sow

saw: showed

evident,

and turning ey

signs-of

life

within,

Sate sha

which Corny had thrown up over its ho id,

make me, neither,” he added, asserting to prevent further sneezing, he ‘brought
to light the face of his little visitor, too
his independence.
:
| mueh astonished at its unusual ** outing”
“You've got to mind me,”began Corny, to make any noise or remarks whatsoevcrowding up close, while he shifted the er,

Commentator: Being the Precepts and Narratives of the Holy Scriptures presented with

Comments insimple and attractive Language
foy the Young. From the writings of In-

gram Cobbin, M. A., the Rev. Matthew
Henry, and others,
Edited and partly rewritten by the Rev.
George
Alexander
Crooke, D.D.,D.
C. L., of Philadelphia.

Fully illustrated.

ers.

Philadelphia: Roe Broth-

8vo. pp. 584.

The object of this book is to present in simple and attractive form,

of young readers,
Genesis
teachers

suited

the

Bible

to Revelation,
have doubtless

to

the

minds

narrative,

from

Most
parents and
found it difficult, at

times,
to interest children in the concise
formal

language

of the

authorized

and have found that the

reading

and

version,

of the

Bible

was, to such children, a dry and barren form.
The result has been that they have resorted to

various means to stir the

child’s imagination

and excite in him pleasurable emotions while
perusing the Holy Book.
The Bible lessons
thus learned, at the fireside, by the mother's
knee, or from the teaching of some loved
friend, sink most deeply into the mind, and
are the longest retained.
:
This has been the aim of the editor of this
volume,
He has tried to present * in ¢ housebold terms’ the simple narrative of God's
grace.”
He has drawn
freely from
those
writers who have helped to make the Bible a
text-book for children.
The history of the
Old and New Testament is freely given.
Obscure texts are explained, and the meaning of
the more difficult passages made clear. The
body of the work is from the pen of the pious
aud accomplished Ingram Cobbin, whose style
as a writer is both charming and instructive,
It is not meant in any way to supersede the
reading of the received text, but to be used
only as a companion
to that text, and in a

good sense leading up to it.

It is not ¢imply a

collection of Bible stories, bat is much more
comprehensive than that,so that while it is
adapted especially to children it will be found

interesting and helpful ®to older readers. It
is freely illustrated, and has numerous tables
that will help to a readier reading and a clear-

er understanding of the contents.
New England readers may procure the book
directly of the agent, C. A. Page, Portland,
Me.
SR

BELLE AND THE Boys.
By Mrs, Caroline F.
Corbin, author of ** Rebecca, or A Woman's
Secret,” ete. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg &
Co. I2mo, pp. 248. ($1.25).

Mrs. Corbin touched the hearts
dren in just the right

‘her entertaining

place

story

with

Danny and the kitten.

of the chil-

when

she

the

began

exploit

of

Every little girl with

anxiety for the kitten and every boy with interest in Danny’s success, will excitedly read

taught some needful accomplishment which ll

Ports’ HOMES.
Pen and Pencil Sketches of
American Poets and their Homes,
By Arthur Gilman and others.
Boston: D. Loths
rop & Co. Small 4to. pp, 232.
($2.00).
[For sale by E. J. Lane & Co.
One enjoys being admitted behind the curtain which shuts the prying public from the
inner life of one’s favorite authors, and gaining a glimpse of their homes and surroundings.
We are more interested in Avis after we have

here read

the description

of Miss Phelps's

study where it was written, and the next time

we read one of Hayne’s poems we shall study

it %arefully,

wondering

what

portions of it

were inspired by the curious pachwork paper-

ing of combined pictures with which his wife
has adorned his room.

For

these

and

other

ume, and a brief sketch of their

are Oliver

Wendell

Holmes,

lives given,

Walt

Whitman,

cals, Peni
not, well known to the
reudels of the Wide Awake, published by the
same house. These two volumes will be valuable Christmas gifts.
Persons who disbelive that people,apparently
dead,are ever really buried before they are actually dead, should read a paper in the January

were soon on their way,

and

speeding

well
authenticated.
though of a pleasanter

over the two

rate

of a

on * The Moral Sense in the Lower

express.
+
and
the
did

miles at the

fast

There,” said the doctor, leaping out
throwing the reins over the back of
faithful beast, ** thank you, Jack, you
those two miles bravely.”
And he

went in to baby.
Christmas day dawned bright and beautifal. The bell of the little church ig the
village sent out merry, sweet pealg of
holiday everywhere, and many

It was
were the

sounds and ‘sigus of festivity, but Corny
heard nothing of them.
He sat in the

“ I neyer’ll want. no other.

gift,” said

Corny, grasping the. bundle gh
gazing into;

aby’s pale

but

happy

and

little

face,
as he lay contentedly chewing one
end of the old shawl,
$y
4 Corny don’t want no ‘peanuts nor
candy,” put in Fritz, regarding them

and “ Middle-Age

Equally
character,

Spiritualism.”

interesting,
are papers

Animals”
This

wum-

ber opens with an elaborate article by Profes--

sor T.

B.

Maury

on

“The

International

Weather-Service,” ' It is written in a popular
manner, and contains a great deal of fresh in-

formation and miny instructive

ficts'

on 'the

‘laws and predictions of the weuther.
It is
accompanied by chromos, diagrams, and maps

that enhance its interest.
on with his’

Professor Bain goes

study of the charucter and

analy-

:

discusses

the

abounds as usual with

the

latest intelligence

on a great variety of subjects.
\
Appleton & Co.

New York: D.

One gets a weekly compendium

of the

best

current literature in Littell's Living Age. It
has successfully withstood the rivalry of its
thirty-five years of existence, and is to-day
better than ever before. Its frequent issue
and ample space enable it to present, with a
freshness and satisfactory conpleteness attempt-

ed by no other publication,

the ablest essays

and reviews, the choicest serial and short
stories, the most interesting sketches of travel
and discovery, the best poetry, and the most
valuable biographical, historical, scientific and

Ny

political information from the entire body of
foreign periodical literature, and from the
pens of the most eminent writers. Represented in its pages are such distinguished authors
as Prof. Max Muller, Rt. Hon. W, BE. Glagdstone, Jas. A. Froude, Prof. Huxley, Richard
A. Proctor, Edward A. Freeman, Prof. Goldwin Smith, Prof. Tyndall, Dr. W, B, Carpenter, Frances Power Cobbe, J. Norman Lockyer, The Duke of Argyll, Wm. Bik, Miss
Thackeray,
Mrs. Muloch-Craik, Geo.
MacDonald, Mrs. Oliphant, Mrs. Alexander, Jean
Ingelow, Thos, Hardy,
Matthew
Arnoid,
Henry Kingsley, W. W. Story, Turguenief,
Carlyle, Ruskin, Tennyson, Browning, and
many other foremost writers of the time in
science, fiction, poetry, history, biography,
polities, theology, philosophy, criticism and
art. The
magazine
enables the reader, at

trifling expense considering the quantity
quality of the matter furnished, to

of

‘ A

Roguish’ Household Pet.” There is a very

readable and well-posted article, “ On the Migrations

‘of

Racés,” . by

Friedrich

Muller,

whith will be much appreciated by those ¢con-

cerned in ethnology.

In dn article ‘on “ Vac

°

dnd

keep

pace

with the best thought and literary work of our
time. As the multitude of periodicals increases more and more beyond the means

and

leis-

»

ure of readers, the value of such a comprehensive one
as this becomes more and more
apparent. It well deserves the attention of
those who are selecting their

new year.—Littell & Co.,

reading

for

the

Boston.

In the North American Review for Janusry, M. Ferdinand de lesseps examines the
different schemes that have been proposed
the construction of a ship canal across

Isthmus

of Darien,

convecting

and Pacific oceans.

He

the

Atlantic

pronounces the

ragua Cana! project to be inadequate,
sists upon the necessity of a canal

for
the
Nica-

and -in- -

having

one

level of water from ocean to ocean. The
Nicaragua route is in the first place too long,
being two hundred anil ninety-five kilometers;
then, its twenty-one locks would make navigation so slow that there would be practically no
saving of time, and great steamships could
more profitably go round Cape Horn.
Even
were the Nicaragua Canal to be constructed,
M. de Lesseps holds that it could never be
anything else than a channel for inferior navigation; it could never accommodate the large
vessels which now carry the world’s commerce.
The second article is by Francis
Parkman,
who reviews the arguments adduced in favor
of woman-suffrage by five advocates of that
measure
in the
November number of the

“Reévieis.
My, Froade, in the latter hall of his
article ** Romanism and the Irish Race in the

is an article by Prof.

Alexander

Winchell

Rm, Var

on

“ The Metaphysics of Science,” and Mr. Cuth-

bert Mills, in

his closing

paper

on * The

Permanence of Political Forces,” considers the

question

of the

currency,

His

conclusions

are: first, that so long as financial questions
arean issue in national politics, no resting

place will be found till it is finally

determined

whether coin or

paper

cur-

rency isto be the money of the country;
ond, that the Greenback organization

secwill

an

inconvertible

never
be anything but a third party, and as
such will go to pieces; third, that the result of

the agitation will be a decision, either by constitutional amendment or otherwise, that the
national government shall not under uny circumstances issue an inconvertible

paper

money.

The

literary

Richard Henry Stoddard,

who

legal-tender

notices

are

reviews

by

three

volumes, viz.: Arnold’s ¢ Light of Asia,” Dr,
Joyce's
Blanid,”
and
Bayard
Taylor's
¢ Poetical Works.”—The North
American
Review, New York, N. Y.
ER...

The December number of The Baptist
Review is characterized by a judicious selection of contents,the papers having been contrib-

uted by wen who gave care and study to their
preparation. The subjects and authors are as
follows :—** The Transcendent Element in
Theology,” by Rev. Francis W.
Bakeman,
Pastor, Auburn, Me.; * Universities,”
by
Professor W. H. Whitsitt, D. D., Southern
. Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville,Ky.;
“ The Relation of the New Testament Church
to the Preceding Dispensations,”” by Rev. F.

L.t Chapel, Pastor, Junesville, Wis.; “A
Study in Miracles,” by C. B. Crane, D. D.,
Pastor,

Boston, Mass.;

* Herbert

Psychology: Consciousness,”
E. Hicks, A.

M.,

Denison

Spencer’s

/

by Professor L. /
University,

Gran

ville, O.; “ The Temptation of Jesus,” by
Rev. A. J. Rowland, Pastor, Philadelphia,
Penn.; “ A Review of Fords Baptismal Studies,” by Rev. J. Colver Wightman, Pastor,

Taunton,

Mass.;* Literary Notes.”—Cincin-

nati: J. R. Baumes,

The publishers of the Atlantic

Monthly

have prepared for subscribers to any of their
periodieals'a superb life-size portrait of Oliver

Wendell Holmes, uniform:in’ size and style
with ‘the’ portraits of : Longfellow, Bryant,

our

title

Mr. Whittier says of 1t:
1 welcome tomy study the fine
well-beloved

and

portrait
friend,

honored

of

Dr.

It seems to be a very successful
Holmes.
representation of the “ Autocrat of the Breakfast Table” and his friends, ‘who ure everybody
; will be gladito obtain its
ow
Mr. George William Cartis says:
oo
Good as all the! portraits of the ‘Atlantic
Gallery, are, none seems fo me more faithful

cination in New York,” Dr. R.'Osgood “Mason and gailstactory than the last,—the portrait of
gives the result of a ‘careful "analysis of the
experience in that city,” Which demonstrates
the immense benefits of the practice, ‘and explodes

the ‘current objéctions’ ‘to it.

*‘ The

most Powerful Telescope in Existence,” is by

a Fellow of thé Royal ‘Astronomical Society,
Mr. Neison. The great refractor of the United
States Observatoryat ‘Washington was lately
ahead, but now Mr. ‘Neison says it has been
beaten by a new English

instrnment,

the

his

fessor Marsh,

baby!

editor

known as the suricate, under the

he screwed his faceup wistfully.
But Corny ‘smiled gleefully down on

And

The

Whittier, and Lowell, heretofore published.

tory of which he gives. The ‘History of
Paleontology” is vigorously pursued by Pro-

T'd like "em much.”

overflow?’

progress of scientific ¢“ Ethics” and * Railroad
Accidents”; and - the Popular Miscellany

sig of the writings of J. 8. Mill; und Frink
Buckland, the naturalist, gives an “account' ‘of
the tricks’ ‘and adventures of a little animal

from # distance, *** he said so this morn-

ing, but Z.do!

Wells

could approve.
Fred and Danny sometimes
United States,” recounts the history of Engdevise mischief and ways out of it faster than “lish rule in Ireland.
That history is, accordwe are prepared to expect from boys eof their
ing to him, a succession of blunders on the
age, but we presume many mothers older than
part of the successive
English governments.
Belle would affirm that
jin this essential ‘he
Heury James, Jr., contribates an article on
book is true to life, so we join the children in
the life and letters of the eminent
French
pronouncing it an interesting book, which it eritie, Sainte-Beuve, one of the most’ interestcertainly is.
ing figures in the annals of literature.
There

number of The Popular Science Monthly,in
which several painful cases of that kind are

perfectly sunlight, in the little old kitchen, holding

SY low gone
Corny, + and".

Fireside

what we can for the baby.”
i
In less time than it takes to tell it, all
this: was done, and the doctor and Corny

transfixed at the’
vision ‘the
:
a big bundle in his lap. A bundle that
, #40, now J. .won't! ? cridEritz in a - had raised
up in hig nvind." * All “tle ehil- he hugged lovingly, as if he would never
on his years. dren in Barkhampsted hanging up their let it go, and every now and then he bent
and4 ,you've 3 got to, | errible rage at the indignity
ay
to-d
min
!
\
“That's
worse
'n
a
girl!
Ill
sit right stockings that. ight, Ah! there would over and gave it a kiss.
sii
<0 PY
be some, who oh, Rob, Sno
|
“Xou've got your Christmas
gift; Cordown
in
all
of
em,
I
will}
and
he
began:
: « Hey? said Fritz, starting up into
~ + What you got in your el down
said his mother, a peaceful
look that
a ; ny,
the middleof the ‘bed, and staring Fo, to carry his threat into immediate execu- lust usked Mr. Keep, *‘ do set...
was good to see, in the dark eyes, and
you can’ help now you have eome, things there was a tender smile for her boy,
Hom,
dh
:
has got some way tumbled up, an’ you around the thin lips, as she looked down
~
“No,
you
must
n't,”
began
Corny,
gowould pop out his head at once. ‘ What's
on them.
A
the—mafter—with the—baby?’ And then ing after hint, carrying the «fat buby.

little sleepers arm, do stop your snor-

and

“Ob, the baby!” grasped Corny, hug-

ging up tightto the side of the door, and
lifting his white, frightened face.
;
“Hey ?”
said the doctor.
¢¢ Oh well,”

Ish’d think ;all the chil- joy, calling the people to service,

dren in Barkhampsted were goin’ to hang
up their stockings to-night. He cles-

YOUNG

O'Reilly, and Rev, Dr, 8. F. Smith, all of them
famili
he reader through current periodi-

wide open.

boy, arn't y
Wait a minute, and I'll
slip on my coat and get my gig, and then

couldn’t,”

THE

the stairs, and at the door, which he flung

“

«1

FOR

Joaquin
Miller, Elizabeth Stuart. Phelps,
William Cullen Bryant, Nora Perry, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Paul H. Hoyne, J. Boyle

come right aloag.

only—"

BIBLE

tired after a day of cold driving over the insights we are indebted to the book before us.
country to relieve the wants of the sick It is a second series, the first having been isand suffering, sprang at once at the sum- sued last year. Like the other, it is beautifully
mons, with the instinct of a kind heart, bound in green and gold; the paper is heavy
and clear, the typography is distinct and the
unaccustomed to think of self.
«Don’t go,” begged his wife, ‘you ‘pictures well chosen and finely executed. The
are so tired—its cruel.
I'll speak from poets whose homes are described in this vol-

ute, as she was going by to tell me.”

you! an’ you, Fritz, youmind what Corny
bids you in every single thing!”

November “ Monthly,” ** Why do Springs and

Tie

of their comical adventures, and.once having
commenced the story there is no doubt but
to forget, she put out her hands, took her they will finish it. Belle is really an execepbaby, pressed it too her heart, and strode tional character for a girl of sixteen, but we
silently, with swift footsteps, to her home, shall find no fault with the book for holding
followed by the boys, stumbling on in up to other girls of similar age sucha mature,
wretchedness.
unselfish example for imitation.
The contrast
That night baby didn’t cry.
Corny. furnished by too many * girls of the period”
would have given everthing for the sound
makes the book more beneticial in its influence.
of the fretful, steady whimper, that al- “We wish Belie’s school -for the tittle fotks had

Be sure, Corny, now, and do what

tell

is illustrated by instruetive maps; and Dr. J.
J. Skinner replies to Mr. Green’s article in the

have given millions, if he possessed them,

trade at once,j ust to look at him.

I thought you couldn't come, your mother said so. She stopped here just a min-

Biternry Rebieto,

the door in a way not *o be misunder-

stood ; and Corny, glad to run somewhere,
crept out sheepishly, tied on the baby's

thin figure, * he’s awful, you know,about
gettin’ into things, an’ fallin’ down stairs.
1

“Why

state as

Mr. Keep, irritatedly stopping his rubbing of hands, at the delightful prospect
of purchasers, * where else did you suppose he'd he.
What did your mother
send him for I'd like to know, if he can't
stay!"

foot of the stairs.

to return to the safe path of duty!
Once’ on the broad highway, Corny
trudged on-with the delighted baby, only
busy with his own thoughts, until a violent snéezing from the big bundle in his
arms, brought his meditations down to
present surroundings. « Oh, now that's too bad!” he ejaculat-

miserable

* Why, he’s here, of course,” said little

thought resolutely, and then as resolutely

Poor Corny!
It’s the first step, he had
yet to learn, that makes it terribly hard

as

could be imagined.

a sharp cough.

be good boys till mother comes home.” | hooked nose; well, she bought a quarter’s
worth of peppermint drops, an’ she’s as
i
he called loudly over to the other little And she was gone.
as the bark of a tree, an’ never
bed in the corner, where his little brother | “Il starve,” said Fritz, with a tragic tight
spends a cent'if she can help it; an’ a lot
shake
of
his
head
over
in
Corny’s
direcreposeéd alone at night, as he indulged
more of folks have come in’ just about as

largely in the pleasant habit of kicking

shelf that ran along back of the

that ran down in a neighborly way to the
main road, he paused for a few moments,

done the baby good already, he’s stopped
crying, an’ then I'll come home again.”

soon, Cornelius Hutchins,” said his moth-

a bit,—she departed, after leaving the
children with manifold charges as to the

before, the *“ Blues’ were

an’

Fritz,

*¢ There,

«111 just run down a little way on that
yourself!”
road,” he said to himself. “I wont go
«If you don’t come down stairs pretty | clear there, but only a few steps. Its

vocabulary

in his

he

put behind him the chance of being true
to the trust reposed in him by his mother.

*« Mind the baby!” he gasped. * Oh, 1 her boy’s disappointment, Fritz having let
out the secret,—Mrs. Hutchins had made
can't—an’ I won't neither! Now, that 11
unusually elaborate by cooking Corny’s
‘Having ‘no words

terribly

goin’?”

cried
Corny.
And he took up the baby, opened the
« Gracious! an’ then you'd grab twenty door, and went out into the cold, frosty
before you got through. You won’t have | air.

fast, that by noon he was in such a regular fit of ill-humor, that even the

you

down,” said Corny, carelessly, pinning on
a little brown woollen hood over the

*1I

ones too, before I'll stay.”
“No,
you
won't!”

his mother cooked his favorite breakfast
of fried samp; and although the baby had
made up its mind not to ery as much as

‘* Where

found voice to ask as he stood there.
«Oh only a few steps, just to quiet him

a deter-

must have fourteen, Corny—good,

:

** Oh dear,” began little Fritz,

disappointed.

;

with

along some boxes to the end of the

uu

Wen't that be just elegant!” He clasped
his hands in rapture, and ran for his little
well-worn cap which he proceeded to
cram down over his ears with all despatch.
** You've got to mind the house,” said
Corny abruptly, quenching him at one
blow—‘ How'd you spose you could go
too?" he said crossly;his conscience troubling him dreadfully for what he was about
to do. -

con-

mined Jook in his litile black eyes.

an’

Fritz unguardedly,

“Oh do, do—"cried Fritz, tumbling

Yes, you shall have twelve good peanuts,

had had “the Blues” all-day.

somewhere,

said

out of the chair, “an’ I'm a goin’, too.

Fritz,

if you'll stay an’ mind baby.”

SIDNEY.

scream,”

ly alarmed, leaning half out of the chair
in his eagerness,—*¢
that is she tells him
he must stop, an’ he don’t often wait for
her to tell it again. You mustn’t put
him down, Corny. Mammy’ll never forgive you if he has a fit.”
¢ I'll take him out to walk,” said Corny
desperately, as a wild thought flashed
through his mind,—‘‘somethin’s got to be
done to stop him.”

He ought to give

« Well, twelve then,”

ceded Corny,

though,”

*¢ Oh no, she don't,” cried Fritz, intense-

to a bargain. * You must giveme twelve,
Corny, or I won't stay.”

Family Tiree.

stop,

Then I'm goin’ to,” declared Corny,
marching to the bed in the corner, ye
whickets! how my arms ache!”

« Will you do it to-day?” asked Corny
eagerly, his spirits brightening, and ignoring the cooky-question. ** If you will,
I'll give you some candy when I come
howe. An’ some peanuts—eight—no,ten
—T'll give you ten peanuts, Fritz Hutchings, if you'll stay home good.” *“ Twelve,” begged Fritz, with an eye

Lord, do thou lead me, show me what thou
“willest;
:
Help me to go or stay, as best may be;
Make me to live more closely to thy glory,
To study not myself, but simply thee.

who

proud to show he knew.

me some, Corney, for taking care of him.”

Pufed up, that I am not as others are,
Lest I should hinder by my cold demeanor
The glorious gospel, and its beauty mar.

Corny

tease

does

¢“ Puts him down

Mammy

¢¢ At least, I don’t eat ‘em all—only just a

Still, may I go in no self-righteous spirit,

MARGARET

an’

Corney sharply, ‘an’ eat up his cookies,
an’ all that.”

.

BY

dear,

does!”

those

Thou hast some precious souls to gather in;
If so, then give me grace to bear thy message,

Oh, grant me

«It’s busted,” said Fritz,holding up the

“Oh

ambled

he turned back to his counter again.
* Seein’ you are here,” he said
gshoving

said Corn, panting on.
wide open eyes, like a very small bird in
‘He ain't ever again, to stop.” said a very large nest, and ran, with a great
Fritz cheerfully. ‘* You ought to hear him feeling of importance, back of the countholler sometimes, when you're
away er, ready to hand paper and string at a
| moment's notice, to do up the bundles.
days.”
:
:
The door opened, and in came, not a
*“ What does mother do?” asked Corny, troop of the village people with long
feeling he would give a kingdom, if he purses, and minds intent on Christmas
possessed it,for a glimpse of her-old plaid purchases, but a small, sturdy figure, that
shall coming up the path. ¢ What does walked straight into the middle of the
Store, and said, ‘* Where's Corny?”
she do, when he screams so, Fritz?”
® Involuntarily Corny ducked behind the

won't give me another.”
«If you'd got what I've got to fret
over, said Corny lugubriously,*‘you might
ery. Do be still, won’t you! Say, will you
take care of the baby to-day, an’ let me
go?
“I can't,” said Fritz, wiping away his
tears. *‘His finger-nails are awful sharp,
an’ he scratches my face dreadful, he

That

1 dare
Life
I may
Nor

«I will, when he

somethin.”

bits.

Corny

was determined to have it out. ** An’
you can’t put him down to punch me, you
know you can't.”

per dismally.
«What's the matter with it?” snapped
Corny. * You're always a—frettin’ about

ragged

when

along the little creature on his arm,

no good—There,” and Le began to’ whim-

Christmas day.

excursions,

by his resting place, despair flushing his
face to his tow-colored hair, as he tugged

peanuts!

happy night;
Along the hills of
- sleeping lay,

of

victory, in the big old chair.
“So; mother said you were to mind
Baby,” he observed placidly, on one of

business, had asked him to come over and
help him on the morrow, and, delightful

you

apen-

‘“ Well, I never!” ejaculated Mr. Keep;
after which wise statement of his feelings

Here is also the paper on ¢ In

teroceanic Canal Routes,” which was read ‘before the Paris Congress by M. de Fourcy. It
/

r. Holmes.

“Its, in fact, a most

‘‘ speaking

likeness,” forthe alert and clear and

ind

of the Aloe

nce,
and seems

A

portraits compose

incisive

Hinatuce , the hole

The Bve
bocll oil Du. ds, nioseries
of

to be just break

“au’ unequaled

Bends of our master poets; whieh must become
exceedingly valuable,
\
!

Mr. J.T. Trowbridge writes :
Iam charmed:with

your

portrait

of

¢ The

Autocrat,” It is the first worthy representation of this brilliant and admirable genius that
I have ever séen.

:

This excellent portrait, or any one of the
others above named, is furnished to subscrib-

ers, for one dollar, by the publishers, Houghton, Osgood & Co., Boston, Mass.

“

a
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4
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dence and generosity—which would reSult from this species of fair play. We

The true glory of life is not in glory at
all,

*

fo

*

*

site to -the accomplishment of many human enterprises, but not to all. «* Had the

ark,” remarks Robert Hall, * been built
by a committee, it'would never have been
. The other morning as the stars had vanished before the daylight, there was,

however,

Se

one

brilliant

sparkle

in the

wide blue of the heavens. Alittle fellow
of half a dozen summers, seeing it out of
the window, said:

*‘ I don’t see what that

star is there for this time of day. Guess
God had so many he couldn't hide them
all.” And are not the Father's mercies
so many that they can not all be hid from
our eyes ?
*

‘Whatever of use there may be in expe-

getting out of the difficulty.”

special

or thatof their tenants.

sexes.

are not

driven

ate, neither

is it sad, but when

it is en-

shrouded with a subdued restlessness—
then listen all the closer for this perennial hope-song which is none the less immortal because it is hardly to be heard
amid the din of selfish interests.
*

Saadi,

the

Ld

Persian

»

poet, was

born

in

1291, and died at the age of over one hundred years. It would be difficult to put
more into the same number of words than
the American Cyclopedia contains in re-

gardto this historical personage :
He studied at

fifteen

WILLIAMS

Bagdad, became a

pilgrimages on

dervish, made

foot to Mecca, traveled

in

man.

sentence.

How

many

platform,

But

this

on

the

yet which do not reach the sky.- ‘There
is the tree of wealth, which overshadows
wide communities and makes its influence
felt throughout the country, yet it has no
branches which penetrate the sky. Then
there is that

marvelous tree of fame, that

too has an earthly limit. But the tree of
beneficence, a tree which may be planted

in every part of the

world, which will

flourish in all elinmates and in every v.riety of soil, a tree which the poorest and
most obscure as well as the rich and in-

fluential may alike plant—this tree sends
*

*

*

A newspaper clipping has it that a brid-

al couple, from Washoe Valley, at breakfast conversed as follows: He—*¢ Shall I
skin your partater, honey P"” She—*‘ No,
1 thank you, dearie, I have one already
skun.” A serious side of the life which is
to confront ‘“ He ” and *¢She ” is indicated by another item which reads: ¢‘Before marriage a girl frequently calls her
intended ‘her treasure,’ but when he becomes her husband, she looks upon him
as her ¢treasurer.’” It is almost need- less to say that a custom is in vogue, one
which is pretty permanently seated in society, and against which the scattered
voices of the few have availed but little.
The Christian Register calls attention to it,
under the heading ** Fair Play and the Do.
mestic Treasury.” The opening sentence
of its editorial is a good one: ¢* We are
semetimes inclined to believe that half
,the troubles of the family would be avoided if each member could have some share
of the income to spend without control.”

Again +
There are
cept one-half
if they might
nite income,
desires. No

,
many women who would gladly acthat'is freely given them in luxuries,
enjoy the one luxury of taking a defland using it according to their own
one can decide for another in what

proportions the supplies of life can

“vided. The satisfaction of buying an¥t

5 Pro.
der

pends in part upon the timeliness of the purchase.
The desire which incites to possession is the most

important factorin the transaction.
and

mothers

go without

Ofven wives

that which

they

prize

most becaus® so many things which they do not
care for have been bought for them that it would
seem greedy and ungrateful to. ask for more,
This is one aspect of a many-sided question,
which can not be fully considered here; but we
may indicate a few practical advantages which
might be secured’ in most families by a fair parti

tion of'the family income pp
dren.

chil:

)

The article develops each of the four
advantages—frugality, forethought, confi-

never heard of

the

great

original

it was natural that those who
in the army, and others, too,
ainful anxietyto learn the
igence. It seemed a work

battle

few.

TAUGHT
BrOwWN

Any person who can regulate furnace
heat in houses to meet the changes we are
having in the weather may be considered
to have reduced the science to a very fine
point.—Boston Transcript.
>

Horace

around

field,

had friends
should feel a
latest intelof mercy
if

Rev. G. F.

|- 8. NOT A CORRECT STATEMENT.
UNION

=

Schenectady, N. Y,, Dec. 4, 1879.

Dear Sir :—The printed statement

you for-

ward is not a correct statement of the teaching
in this College.
:

Faithfully and fraternally yours,

E. N. POTTER.

9. AN UNVERIFIED HYPOTHESIS.
ROCHESTER, Dec. 4, 1879.
Drar Sir: —We have never taught in our
institution that man is evolved from irrational animals,” for the simple reason that we believe the notion to be an unverified hypothesis.
.
Yours truly,

M. B. ANDERSON.

This is the testimony.
Presidents of nine

We asked these

of our

best

schools,

if the Independent had correctly represented them on this vital point, and they

must be permitted a smile

of contempt

when the editor of the Independent
« We are all taught in

says,

our best schools,”

of

the

Vershire

political schemes have since transpired.

THE

ent says

This is what the Independent says :

¢ We are all taught in our best schools,
with-

out exception, and we, laymen iu science, are, therefore, compelled to believe
that man was, at least so far as his physical structure is concerned, ‘evolved from
irrational animals.’
‘We, therefore, can
not help doubting, as every Hinking and

scholarly young man must and does

whether the story

doubt,

of the fall in the first

Adam is historical.”

:

A writer in the current number of the
North American, writing from the standpoint of unbelief in Christianity, very
truthfully admits :
;
On the theory of evolution’ man was
not created at all in any sense in which
the word has ever been. understood. Indeed there never was any personal Adam,
the human race’ being simply the descendants of an improved race of apes.
In one word, the theory pronounces the

whole theological doctrine of the origin
and fall of man to be a fiction as complete

as anything in pagan mythology.”
| Believing with this writer in the North

American, himself an unbeliever, that the
doctrine is subversive of the gospel, we

etermined to test the truth of the Indeendent's: statement that the doctrine is

ughtin our best schools.

We took the

statement and sent it to the presidents

nine colleges in New York,
sey,

Pennsylvania,

chusetts, and

for

¢“a

line,”

Rhode

Massa-

Island, asking

informing

us

of

New Jer-

Connecticut,

only

as to one}

| point, whether the Independent's statement "of - the teaching ‘in our best

schools ” was correct as applied to theirs.

‘We append the replies:

that

‘in - Adam

from

that

‘every

all

scholarly

man” must doubt whether

IRRATIONAL ANIMALS OF THE
{¢ INDEPENDENT.”

by our scientific authorities, almost

and

died,”

Adam to

Moses,” and
that ‘“ by one man’s offense
death reigned by one.” But the Independ-

WHAT NINE PRESIDENTS BAY
‘ABOUT

death”

young

the fall in Ad-

am is a fact. What infinite self-conceit
is this! And if the ‘‘ thinking and scholarly: young man" of the Independent,
‘taught in our best schools,” **ean not
help doubting,” and many besides his
scholarly self do doubt that
“Tn Adam's
‘We sinned,

Fall
all,”

(N. H.) Methodist pastor, has removed

the Genesee (N.Y.)
of throat troubles.

¢ Xerxes the Great did die,
And so must you and 1.”

The historian Luke traces the lineage
of the Son of Mary from son to father,
step by step, till hé gets back to Seth,
« who was of

who

was of God.”

ment, by which the human

race is traced

This i§ the

Adam,

Biblical history of develop-

to the time when Moses says God made
mun and called him Adam.
Now, will
the *¢ thinking and scholarly young man”
of the Independent tell us in what slahe
of this process of development
the
monkey coraes in?
Which of the persons named in Luke 3: 23-38 was an ape
or ‘an irrational animal”? If the Biblical narrative by Luke is historical, and
the Independent's docirine is scriptural,
there must be some place in this Cata-

logue where

the monkey tribe became

the ancestors of the * thinking and scholarly young man.” In the 25th and 26th
verses we read such names as Esli, Nagge, Maath,and Semei, but these can not be

of the Simian gro, for they were only
ten generations
before the Christian era,
and not time enough
for the development
of the Csesars and Ciceros that preceded

it.

But we

are wasting

rile, mischievous stuff.

time on this puerThe serious . side

of it i§ that such teaching as this of the
Independent misleads the minds of the
young, unsettles Christian faith, incul56)

(\

reason

makes

to

believe

place

alive,” said he
from my

once,

I am getting too old

Jonathan

Wells,

an

your
York
old

gentleman of Brooklyn, by pinching and
scraping, got together about half a million,

when his cousins in New Jersey and elsewhere discovered that he was not fit to be
trusted with his own property.
If they
had succeeded in proving him non compos,
they would have rendered him incapable of

making a will, and all the property would
have fallen to them. Only one person from
the

country

was of

a different mind.

She

appeared at the examination, and declared
that in her opinion ‘the old gentleman
was all right; ” adding that * if he wasn’t
she didn’t want any of his money.”
All
hail

to

this cousin from the country—this

rare, avis of relatives—this magnanimous
and easily-satisfied person! Now that Mr.
Jonathan Wells is officially declared to be
sound and disposing mind and memory, we
shall have some doubts of his gratitude if
he does not put this cousin from the

try down for something
une.

coun-

handsome.—

7vib-

PARTICULAR

NOTICE.

for the

Obituaries

public.

sons who do

For

not patronize

the

18 but just that CASH should
at the
words.

rate

of

FOUR

the

should
excess

It is said

that

Canon

the

dean

of

$9,000

a year, and

Farrar

in-

near the cathedral.

It was by
Priestly by
the defect
brought to
world.

is to be

Y.

Worcester—income

a handsome

Morning
PER

be
over

LINE

Star,

:

Mahore

was

Tuesday

elected United States senator from Virginia to succeed Mr. Withers, whose term expires in March,

The

late

1881.

Robert

Agyle,

of

Gold

Hill,

Nev., one of the first settlers of Comstock,

has left $10,000 to the City

of San

Fran-

out in England, bears this motto from
temas Ward: ‘He asked what was
prinserpuls:

‘T ain't got any,’ I said,

Army
‘not

Nancy Lincoln, mother of the late President Lincoln, near Lincoln City, a station
on the Rockport & Jasper Railroad, in
Carter township, Spencer County, Ind.,

twenty miles north of Rockport.

:

Mr. Edmund Lyon, an aged member of
Rev. Dr. Shaw’s church in Rochester, N.
eighty-seventh

birthday by sending a check for $25,000

to

the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions.
Rev.

Dr.

Van. Dyke, of

one day taking a friend
see the Bloomingdale
but, passing the Stock

Brooklyn,

was

from Scotland to
Lunatic Asylum;
Exchange

in

Wall

street on their way, he took him to the
door to look in. The man, who thought
they had got to their destination, stood behind the Doctor, and startng eagerly over
his shoulder at the brokers, exclaimed,
with

surprise,

¢« Is't safe, mon?

not

The ordination

unmingled with

They're all loose!”

awe:

of Rev. B. F. Thompson

ag a missionary, to labor at Pernambuco,

Brazil, took place in the Eirst Presbyterian church, Nashville, Tenn., lately. Rev.
Mr. Thompson is the first who has ever
gone to a foreign field from Nashville
Presbytery ; and, with one exception, probably the first from Nashville Synod.
President Lincoln would have made a
splendid editor, so adroit was he in disposing of bores. After a manuscript had
been read to him on a certain occasion, its
author

inquired:

¢ What - do you

think of

it? How will it take?” 'The President reflected a little and then answered: ** Well
for people who like that kind of a thing, I
think it is just about the kind of a thing
they’d like.”— Yonker's Gazette.
Mrs. Amanda Smith, colored
formerlya slave, and afterward

woman

in

a New

York

evangelist,
a

washer-

attic: latterly a

successful Christian and temperance work-

er. in this country, has recently been conducting meetings acceptably among the

But

died

prepared to go and only

a

mysterious

and

took

in

Essex,

waited

affairs after her decease.

Clinton

her Master's

She leaves

an aged

J. W. BURGIN.

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE MARKThe Great En TRADE MARK
.

glish

Reme=-

dy, will promptly and radically
A* cure
any
and

~8

every

the copy

case

and

Nal

Indis-

cretion, excess or
overwork of the

“=

H
YSN

BEFORE TAKING. brain and nerv-AFTER
ous system;

and has

been

TAKING.

is perfectly harmless, acts like magic,

extensively

used

for

over thirty

ears with great success.
Aw~Full particulars
in our pamphlet, which we desire to send free by

mail to every one.
4a The Specific Medicine is sold by all druggists at $1. per package, or six
packages for $5, or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money by addressing
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
.
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich.

Aw~Sold in Dover, by W. H. Vickery, Lothrops
& Pinkham and by druggists everywhere. George
C. Goodwin

& Co., wholesale agents, Bostod,

a
Y

Casewll’s

Melinda

Pills

a Sure

Cure

for

CONSTIPATION.
Thege pills are’ purely vegetable, being madeof
the resinoids, or

active

principles

plants whiclr investigation has proved

of

those

to be the

most reliable and specific for all, diseases of the
iver and Biliary organs, Kor family use they are

nsurpassed ; safe
their work, with

and
out

pain or uneasiness

in the

or interfering with
diet. They areof
tance to every

&

suré
in
causing
bowels,

"0X travel, labor or
vital impor

in-§

& dividual who is

subject to Head-

gach e,

Dizzi-

ness, Piles, Rhens
matic and Nen
ralgic Pains, Disagreeable Breath,
Pains and Sore:
ness in all parts ofthe body, Sallow and Ertytive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Biliousness,
Colds,
Suppressions, etc. Send 25 cents by mail and
a box. Forsale by all druggists. CASWELL
Co., Boston, Proprietors.
1y3

she had

TEIIS

IEW

ELASTIC

TRUSS

|

AN

ENLARGED VIEW
THE PAD.

OF

FINGER.

With

light

pressure the Hernia is
held securely day and night, and a radical cure is certain. It is easy, durable

and cheap. Sent by mail, postage paid.
Circulars free.
Address, Eggleston Truss Co., Manfrs,

Or ¢, H. EGGLESTON CO., Chicago, lL

JOHN GREEN died in Randolph, Vt., Nov.
12, aged
64 years. Bro. G. experienced religjon when
a boy, and united with the I, B.
church in East Randolph, maintaining his
Christian
standing till
his departure.
He

always fult an interest in all the enterprises

of

Weakness,

result of
SN

Her numerous friends whom

;

Nervous Debility

of eight

F. M. WASHBURN.

|

in

[HALF A’ CENTURY. OLD,

Al

Doms

:

the denomination,
and gave according to his
means.
He has taken the Morning Star fora
good many years. His last illness was short,
but to himself
pleasant in anticipation ofa
bright mangion in glory.
He made all arrangements for his funeral, advising his dear wife
.and ehildren calmly and deliberately as though
he were going a journey.
This dear brother

(Coughs, Colds, Whooping

their loss, but are comforted by the strong assurance concerning him, that ** to die is gain.”

eases, when used in season.

LORENZO Dow, of Burlington, Vt., died at
Moors Forks, N. Y., June 7, 1878, aged 6d
years. Bro. D.was in poor health, and was
advised by his physicianto spend a time with

physicians, to die with Con-

Is a sure

leaves a wife and several children, who mourn

Cough,

remedy

and all Lung

for
dis-

Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his

. C.O,

his son at M. Forks.

him

father, brother and sisters, two children and
other relatives who mourn their loss, hut not
without hope.
May they likewise be ready to
depart “ whether it be at morning,
noon or

WILLIE A.,only child of Andrew A. and
Hattie Duffy, died in Rockland, Me., Dec, 10,
1879, aged "two months and four days. Thus
has this rose of promise been taken in its bud
from earth to heaven, that it may blossom in a
purer clime.
And may this new light thus
‘placed in heaven’s
window,
he effectual,
through God's saving grace. of leading both
parents to prepare to meet the little one, who
hus passed over the river.
E. G. EASTMAN.

a prinserpul; I'm in the show bizness.’”
On Thanksgiving Day a fine marble
monument was set up over the grave of

his

JaQuisH

it

won during this quarter of a century will be
pained to hear of her death and: yet we trust
will see some cause for resignation in her hope
of rest after her patient bearing of suffering.
The last twelve-years of her life were a continuous struggle against nervous prostration and
debility. Bro. Hoag’s patient ministration to
her wants during this time has won for him
the love of his people: A short time before
her decease she requested her husband to pray
aloud at ber bedside, he acceded to her request, and she followed in an earnest last appeal for help and peace.
Her last words to a
friend, ‘Jesus is Precious” left a lasting influence. The crowded church and tears of sympathy at her obsequies, testify to the love of
the people for Bro. Hoag and their helpfulness
in affliction. Sister Hoag leaves one child, a
daughter, Mrs. Straight, whose assistance is
very preciousto her father in his affliction.
‘“ Precious in the sight of the Lord is the
death of his saints.”
A. T. WORDEN.

residence

a lettér addressed to Joseph
John Huddust, in 1777, that
of color-blindness was first
the attention of th
entific
3

General William

live,

it not best,

call to come up higher. She made the most
complete arrangements for her funeral and ber

MARTHA A., wife of Rev. I. J. Hoag, died
at Johnsburg, N. Y., Dee. 4, 1879, “aged 59
years and 10 months.
Sister Hoag became a
member
of the first church of which Bro.
Hoag became pastor, at Poestenkill, N. Y.,
about
twenty-eight years ago.
Since that
time, though suffering from
impaired health,
she has been a consistent Christian helpmeet
to her husband in his arduous labors among
the following charges:
Chesterfield, = Mass.,
Veteran, N. Y., Parma, N. Y., Odessa, N. Y.,
Fllington, Hamlin, Odessa a.second time, and
his present charge Johnsburg, Warren, Co.,

Mr. L. G. Heilmer, a convert from Catholicism, has been ordained to the pastorate of the first German Baptist church
of Pittsburg.
made

might

MRS. SARAH, widow of James Hill, daughter
of Eben Clifford
of Starksbore’,died in Warren,
Vt.,Nov,b.aged 60 years. Sister H. wasthesub-;
jectof converting grace when quite young. She
united with the 2d F. B. church of Starksboro’, and afterwards by letter with the 1st
church of S., of which she remained a worthy
member until death, when we trust she went
hameto the church trivmphant,
She gave
evidence to her surviving friends that she was

VERSES are inadmissible.

realities.

his

Co., Mich., Sept. 15, in the 85th year of his
age
The subject of this notice was born in
Chelsea, Vt., and at the tender age of 18, at
his country’s call in 1813, he enlisted for one
vear in the service of the United States. At
the close of his service he received an honorable
discharge.
At the age of 23, he was married
to Emily Downing, and moved to York State,
where he endured the hardships of a new
country. In 1855,he moved to Mich. For about
six or eight months before his death, a portion
of his time was spent in singing
and prayer
and praise. He was sick about four days, then
passed away to the spirit land in hope of a
blessed immortality.
He leaves three sons
and one daughter, and other friends to mourn
their loss.
A. E. JaQuisH,

sent by per-

accompany

CENTS

During

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those

to

annual

HazeEN

@brtnaries.

Lord Derby is one of the wealthiest men
in England, and as his income steadily increases, it is reckoned that his
come will soon be $3,750,000.

he

night.”

BRIEF and

of

B. 8. Moopy.

now

eccentric

child

Limington,

away.
During his short sickness the writer
sought frequent opportunities to converse with
him in regard to his future prospects, but none
presented itself. And when we committed
him to the dust, it wus with the belief that
when Jesus shall come to collect his jewels,
Jimmie will be among the saved.

dividends:

as long as I lived.”
¢ Who was
son?”
‘Theodore Tilton.”—New
Letter.
Mr.

8.

looked on. with anxious eyes, hoping und

praying

providence saw

Greeley was

in

sickness, while his parents, Sek Whigs
8ister with deep anxiety devoted their time and
money to save him, the good people of this

to work, and I need the money.
I own
one share of the stock, which my son paid
$10,000 for.
He gave it to me to live off

conference, because
x

Y., recently celebrated

let us hope he still believes that

a millionaire
is

loved so

and .youngest

Sept. 29, aged not quite 15 vears,

Isl-

ALBERT L., son of :Mr. and Mrs. Loring
Winslow,of Hillsborough, Wis,, died at his
home, Oct. 31, 1879,
Bertie, in his departure,
Ohio by his daughter.
leaves his affectionate parents,
a younger
1 brother and sister, his fond
grandparents,
A portrait of Anne Boleyn, painted by Deacon A. Field and wife, and Dr.
and Mrs.
Holbein, is said to be in the possession of Winslow to mourn their
present loss, which
Gen. Salisbury, of Catskill, N. Y.
we hope will prove both his and their eternal
in the great hereafter.
Many
other
Rev. Dr. Hepworth has been very seri- gain
friends and associates mourn their loss. As, in
ously injured by being thrown from a his affectionate disposition and cheerful indushorse in Heidelberg.
He is slowly recov- try, he contributed so much tothe present enering.
:
joyment and anticipated pleaswres
of
his
friends, so miay he be to them in his
‘hildhood
Rev. 8. C. Farnham, a South Newmarket
life in heaven, an important factor of heaven's

and that *¢ death reigned

murders, and

Manhattan

son

Israel and Ann Blake; died

An c¢legant painting of Chief Justice
Waite has been presented to the State of

know what

and

JAMES, third

very

so unlooked

there

he

Pe-

are

When

to support me.

(Vt.)

day. But war measures should cease
now . that. peace has returned. After
reading
a Saturday evening paper, we
can well afford to wait until Monday to
robberies

on

either

Our

Lenoxes

“I used to get enough

.|

and again, ‘We can not help doubting cisco, to build a fountain,
as every thinking and scholarly young
When Artemas Ward was exhibiting his
man must,” &e.
. show in Salt Lake City, his complimentary
We suppose that ‘ every thinking and Fim to the city officers read as follows :
scholarly young man” will a
at tlie ¥* 8 Admit bearer and one wife.”
Apostle Paul affirms that *‘ by man came 4+| A new memoir of Lord Beaconstield, just

Sun-

need

Baptist church, has resigned.

|

COLLEGE,

Pay,

James

in

They

hills

J.

died. in
month.

well, death came suddenly; but it had no terrors. Although he had never made a public
profession of Christ, yet his heart had acnowledged the truths of the gospel, and with
his hope * in high heaven,” he peasefull
fell
asleep in Jesus, giving to his friends the
strongest evidence of the Christian’s faith.

une counting-room now and then, with
Jersey mud upon his boots, and asks if
there is not enough money on hand to allow him a little as stockholder.
¢ When

years of age,in soldier’s blue on our streets

4, 1879.

Away from home and the

————;°

29, 1879.

Dec.

FRANK B. SANDERS, only son of Daniel
and Eliza A. Sanders, of
Ossipee.,
Boston, Dec. 5, aged 27 years and 1

that he is not a New Yorker.—N.Y. Times.

It is an affecting sight to see two young
men, only about twenty .or twenty-five

Dear Sir: —We do not teach the doctrine
stated in the enclosed ips
[ours truly,
E. G. ROBINSON.

;

wonder,

endowments,

considera-

PERSONALS.

UNIVERSITY,

maunificent

Their benevolence was

No

HERE.

are

generosity.

for, and is so singular

turning a hand organ and collecting nickels on this gala day. It ig all the sadder
My Dear Dr. Prime :—The doctrine of the when it is remembered th&t the war ‘closed
‘“ Evolution of man from irrational animals”
fifteen years a
d that at the time
has never to my knowledge been taught in
when those veter
uffered and bled for
Hamilton College. I trust it never will
be till their country they could not have been
it is proved to be true,as in joy judgment it. more than five or ten years of agé.—Boshas not been, and I do not think
it ever will
ton Transcript.
be.
Very truly yours,
O-o-B--b
/
A. G. BROWN.
+o
7. NOT

re-

she

and, that their nativity has been doubted.

Flinging an old shoe after the bride is a
ly the infidel trend of thie views
generally held | very pretty custom, says an exchange.
by evolutionists. It is a great relief to me to Yes; there is nothing objectionable in it.
know that among all my colleagues there is But this practice of flinging a heavy boot
such a cordial acceptance of the old Faith
containing the foot of the girl's father aftwhich it has been the tendency or the avowed
er a would-be-bridegroom is a despicable
aim of these Materialistic teachers to destroy.
fashion.
It should be frowned down.—
:
Faithfully yours,
:
Norristown Herald.
W. C. CATTELL.

Nov.

New York

their

ter Coopers and

bly myself.”

6. HAMILTON NEVER\TAUGHT IT, AND NEVER WILL.
. HAMILTON COLLEGE,

of

by vital or sepulchral liberality.

A lady in a horse-car was asked why she
rang the bell at both ends.
¢ Because I
want both ends to stop, sir,” she quickly
responded.—New York Express.
‘Single man, sir?” asked the lawyer, as
the witness took his place.
¢ Yes, sir,”
was the reply. ‘Lawyer: ‘ Wife living?”
confusion and rapid explanations.
:

reckon likely I'd gawk

We

not fear making themselves common

We are keenly

Boston Advertiser: ‘Mormonism is all answer No. What becomes
then of
doomed, of course ; but the country owes
the Independent's intelligence or its canit to itself not to waste too much time be- dor? Where are the schools, ‘‘our best
fore it cleans out the Augean stables of schools,” in which its vile doctrine is
| taught? Degrading as the doctrine is, opUtah.”
posed to the common sense of mankind,
contradicted by science and history and
The Christian Intelligencer deems the the Holy Scriptures, what reckless audaciSunday newspuper as ‘‘one of the sad ty there is in asserting that it is taught in
our best schools!
legacies of the war:”
. It would not be strange if some of our
During those years of painful excite- schools had become infected, as the Indement, when the telegraph brought news pendent is, with rationalism.
But we
on Saturday night from

repressing

alive here to the danger from what is manifest-

dethe
acthe
to

not of neeassity to issue ¥. paper on

forth branches beyond the sky.

TO THE

LAFAYETTE COLLEGE,
EASTON; Pa, Nov. 28, 1879.

to in the slip you send me.

rich men

Nine out of every ten women in America
buy their hair instead of raising it. Such
a state of affairs should not exist in a
country that annually spends thousands of
dollars for the support of an agricultural
bureau.— Philadelphia Chronicle-Herald.
A stage-driver in the White mountains
when asked what he thought of the Notch,
replied : *“ Well, I was born around here,
you know, and I don’t mind it so much.
But if I should go down to New York, I

any of my colleagues expressing, either in private or in the class-room, the opinion referred

Century, a force which some people outside of Boston deem to be even greater
than the Monday lecturer, placed its
boot

26, 1879.

IS SOUND

My Dear Doctor :—I1 have

trees

there are that are proud and magnificent
in the expansiveness of their branches,

COLLEGE

x

»

India and Egypt, and fought against the crusaders 1 paper as soon as-it— fell from the papal
in Syria, where he was taken prisoner. A merpen.” It is of the opinion that in the batchant of Aleppo ransomed him and gave him his
daughter in marriage, with whom he led
an un.
tles awaiting
the twentieth
century
Happy life. After thirty years waoderin,
he re*‘ Rowan Catholicism will be but one eleturned,to Shirage [place of his birth] and bailt
himself a hermitage where
he passed his remain- ment of disturbance,” and that the real
ing years. He possessed great scientific knowl danger to the cause of Christianity is to
edge, and was famillar with the principal langua- be infillelity : “Pope Bob, as he is someges and Latin:
times called, is a more dangerous force
We repeat that it would be difficult to than Pope Leo the Tenth. The revolt
find a better example of condensation, against superstition is a far greater menBut the chief purpose in calling attention ance to society and the integrity of our
to this character at present is to, puta institutions than - dormant superstition itman behind the following two or three self. But God
reigns. His Spiritis
words attributed to Saadi: ‘“ Wherever abroad in the world and the good and
the tree of beneficence takes root, it sends true is more puissant than the bad and
forth branches beyond the sky.” This is false.”

a fruitful

Nov.

heart.

thrilling power

The rich men of other cities are frequently munificent in their bequests.
The

statements of the

¢t Jeannie, did you divide your paper of
chocolate with your brother?”
¢ Yes,
certaiuly, mamma; I ate the chocolate,
and
gave him the motto—he is so fond of reading, you know.”

Yours truly,
P. A. CHADBOURNE.

b. LAFAYETTE

AT THE PAPERS.

nineteen

COLLEGE,

CLINTON,

The Alliance has the boldness to
clare that the times are greater than
man : * Mr. Cook with melodramatic
tion placed his heel upon the copy of
papal syllabus, which lie happened

does

Sir: ~The doctrine is not
man, even in his physical

:

CORE.

Se
» Sp

number

College

admits that its principles fail when applied to

by a life of shame.

upon'the

MASS., Nov. 27, 1879. {

nature, was evolved from one of the lower animals. Wallace, who claims with Darwin the
honor of the Doctrine known as ¢ Darwinism,”

hanging over them of being reduced to
eke out au existence by unskilled labor,
un-business-like habits—and sometimes

have

COLLEGE,

Prime: —This

Rev, and Dear
taught here that

Hence, it is a refinement of cruel-

GLANCES

ON, SAYS

. 4. ITS SUPPORTERS ADMIT IT TO BE A FAILURE, SAYS WILLIAMS,

before the hearth-light of ty to call womén angels with the liability

- home fires; when the heart is not desper-

REST

Very truly yours,
JuLius H. SEELYE.

almost indiscriminately sown and reaped

cares

Dr.

TO

the sciolists.

poverty are

night is not #11&d with music; when the

the

with what

She

the faith.
SoITH Dow, wife of Alonzo Sweet, died in
Nashua, N. H., March 31, 1879, aged 63 geal,

sang ‘‘ The Gates Ajar,” when it first came
out, and how it lifted us, and all who
heardit to the very gates of the Celestial
City.~Morning.

PARAGRAPHS.

irrational animal has not a single fact to rest
upon, and is in flat contradiction to all the
facts of history, I think we may leave it with

The quickly suc-

among us, Those in competence to-day
are apt to be thrown on their own resources at any time; and this alike to both

like shadows

My Dear

care

draw their slow length along and the

reigns supreme in a human

member

>ro-+e

not yet teach groundiess
guesses for ascertain.
ed truths of science. So long as the notion that
man is evolved from the monkey or from any

there are no unbrok-

ceeding crops of wealth and

A FACT

AMHERST,

that his family shall not be unprovided
for in case of his death. Not the least of
provision in this respect would be an experience on the part of the wife in the
economy of investing and spending money. Andall that is said in referring to
the wife can with more force be said of
the daughter, and of the latter equally
whether she does or does not become a
wife. This is especially true of a republican country where

NOT
.

AMHERST

en lines of aristocratic families to look after the unprovided of their own numbers

%

The song of hope is perennial. It keeps
itself singing, now heard and now unheard
put always tobe heard by ‘those
who have an ear for it. When the days

©

takes

oracles of

to your

JAMES McCosH.

8, IT HAS
AMHERST.

lot to endure. A widow with children
to look out for as well as that of her own

husband

Dear Dr. Prime :—In answer

the dust of the ground.
I do not oppose development, but an atheistic development.
Yours ever,

income would be a great help to the wife
in circumstances to which she is liable
and which in many cases must fall to her

thoughtful

we have disproved

which the church and earth have too few.

kept

for missionary work.
She is a remarkable
illustration of what God can do when he

divine truth. To hold the one is to despise the other, If the irrational animal
gospel is true, Christ's gospel isa humu
We have therefore accomplished two
good things by this collation of forces;

N. PORTER.

\

higher classes in England and Scotland.
In October she started for Bombay, India,

Independent, and we have presented the
testimony of some of our greatest and
inquiries, I have to state that we do not teach
in this College
that man is * evolved from irra- ‘best schools and teachers on the side of
the everlasting trach of God's Holy Word.
tional animals.”
I teach that man’s soul wus
made in the image of God, and his body out of —N. Y. Observer.
My

way of looking at this subject, but it is eminently a practical way. The kind and

diency and compromise, this spirit has
_ often led good men into trouble. Thomas Jefferson's advice to his children and
nephews is fitting for grown-up folks to
consider if they desire to live a life of
simplicity and righteousness: “If you ever find yourself in any difficulty, and doubt
how tg extricate yourself, do what is right,
and you will find it the easiest way of

that infest the day

Cy

same time be a believer in the

in this

2. THE
THEORY
18 ATHEISTIC, SAYS
PRINCETON,
:
COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY,
PRINCETON, N. J., Nov. 21, 1879. !

support is in special need of experience
of this kind., This is not the pleasantest

*

NE

annoyance anda humiliation to women who love

ter worthy of being counted in. It is that
the discipline of having an associate management in the expenditure of the family

*

29, 1879.

College by our scientific authorities.
/
Very respectfully yours,

to

No young person whose mind receives
the views of the Independent can at the

Sur: ~The enclosed does not give

a correct representation of the teaching

There is yet another phate of this mat-

:
*

My Dear

their husbands, and do not doubt their generosity.
The attitude of a mendicant may be graceful; to
the giver, it may seem beautiful; but, to the beggar, it is always associated with other forms of dependence which are degrading. And what a serious loss to the family 1ifé must result from impairing the self-respect of the wife and mother !

3

Associated labor.and capital ave requi-

finished.”

Nov.

In many ways, there may come out of this plan
an easing of the burdens of life of which most
men are ignorant. To ask for money is often an

for the Bible, tends

make rationalists; and then infidels.

YALE COLLEGE, NEW HAVEN, CONX.,

also clip the closing paragraph :

DECEMBER 24, 1879.

cates contempt

1. IT 18 NOT A CORRECT REPRESENTATION

AS TO YALE COLLEGE,

415

®

I

He went, but lived only

four weeks after his arrival. He experienced
religion when twenty Foals age, under the
labors of Eld, Samuel
Keniston, and united
with the F. B. church in Hinesburgh, Vt.
was a faithful and highly esteemed member,
and for many years was an
active deacon of

the church.

He was a mdn

tegrity and strong faith.

of Christian in-

In his last sickness

he often expressed the joy and hope of a victorious faith in Christ.
BARTON KENYON died at Winooskie Falls,
Vt., Aug. 81, 1878, aged 79 years. Bro. K.
was converted in 1818, and joined the F. B.
church in Hinesburg, Vt., of which he remain-

ed a faithful member until

called up

confinement to the
companion an:

house, he often said to his

others, that

to

with Christ would be far better.

depart

Teloaraphy Tanght!

higher;

was one of the first deacons of that church,
und by his faithfulness honored his office for
many
years.
During his three years
of
and

|.

Skilled operators graduate from the Tel
ph
Department, New Hampton Commercial College,
New Hampton, N. H.

be

to'die in the Lord.
;
~
MARIA 8. Dow, wife of Miller Kenyon, died
in Hinesburgh, Vt., Nov. 29, 1878, aged 71
years,
She embraced religion in early life,
united with the F. B. church in Hinesburgh,
and until death lived to honor her profession
by duty and deeds of Christian benevolence
and faithfulness.
All mourn the loss of one of

Send for circulars.
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Summary.

CHAN-

THOUGHT.

that the occasion is one that demands

determined

action to prevent the consommation of the plot of
the conspirators. They declare that the Republi
cans of that State have a plain duty before them,
namely, to insist on their rights at all hazards, to
¢laim and take the geats in the legislature which
belong to them, and to hold them, refusing to allow any business to be transacted until those who

Congressional.

I viously, and include some 18,800 bbls by the Grand
Junction
Railroad,
mostly for distribution
in
neighboring markets.
The sales of Wisconsin
and Minnesota spring wheat Patents have been at
R775 @ 8925
¢ bbl, with a few favorite brands
held at 89 50, Winter wheat Patents range from
$750 @ $9 @ bbl, rhe latter price for favorite
brands. Winter wheat St Louis ranges from $7 25

You know, and I know, that what we have
Beyond the introduction of a number of bills
to settle with is the very Nature of things.
on financixl and other subjects, no business of were elected are Fecognized, or yielding only to & $8, and a lew favorite brands are held at $8 25;
Lilinois and Indiana at #726 @ $7 756; and Ohio
If our souls can not come to peace here, when
physical force, which it is doubted that the con.
public
importance was transacted in either
and Michigan at $7 @
$750
bbl.
Min. extrrs
all our faculties are allowed free action, unless
apirators weuld undertake to employ. The meet.
range
from $650 @ $750 ¥ bbl, the latter price
branch of Congress, Monday,
In the" Senate,
we have both holiness and pardon, we have no
ing of the Legislawure is looked
forwara to with
for choice bukers
brands; Wisconsin extras at $6
increasing
concern,
and
the
opinion
is
expressed
reason to believe that in any other state of exMr. Butler, of South Carolina, introduced a
@ $6 75; and Western common extras at $6 @ $6
that, with right obviously on
their side; the reistence we can be at peace with the Nature of resolution identical with the Bayard financial
50
bbl, the latter price for choice bakers brands;
publicans of that State will secure the respect and
‘things, unless we are rid both of the love of
Wisconsin extras at $6 @ $675: and
Western
approbation of all honest men by a courageous
proposition, amended, however, soas to prosin and of the guilt of sin.
common
extras at $6 @ 6 50% bbl.
Western suand defiant course of action.
The more fully the
per fine is scarce and prices are nominally $35 25
vide that/the legal-tender power of greenbacks
1. Personal responsibility is a commanding
proportions and significance of the
attempted
@ $5 75 ¥ bbl,
reality in the relations of person to person
fraud are understood the more common
is this
shall cease after the year 1885. In the House,
CORN MEAL. The demand is moderate for Corn
kind of talk; and it is argued that the example of
swont men.
Mr.
Morse,
of
Massachusetts,
introduced
a
bill
Meal and sales at $2 70 @ $2 80 ¥ bDhI.
its success would be a portentous calamity.
2. It is self-evident that merit, and demerit,
RYE FLOUR. The sales of Rye Flour have been
for the encouragement of American ship-buildand responsibility, can be quulities of only
in small lots at $525 @ $5 756 ¥ bbl.
voluntary action.
ing, and a joint resolution providing for the
OAT MEAL. There is a steady demand for Oat
3. The commanding reality of personal reMeal, with sales at $650 @ 8700 for good and
appointment of commissioners to ascertain
choice.
4
sponsibility, and of merit and demerit in the
and report upon a basis for the reciprocity
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.
The sales have been at
relations of person to person among men,
treaty
between
the
United
States
and
the
Brit$250 @ $2 6240¥ 100 bs.
proves the freedom of the human will.
ish
provinces.——In
the
Senate,
Tuesday,
a
CORN.
The market for Corn has been rather
4. It is an entirely undisputed fact of uniquiet.since our last and prices are a shade easier.
versal human
experience that when evil is bill was introduced to relieve the Treasurer of
Pineapples in the South and pie an’ apples in the
‘the sales of old mixed and yellow have been at 65
willfully done by one. .person against.
an- | the United States from the amounts now charg@ 67¢ ¥ bu, and new #62 @ 64c ¥ bu.
North.—
Cincinnati
Commercial.
:
ed to him and deposited with the several
other person among men, conscience, if allowed
OATS. In prices no material change has taken
During the year ending December 12, 454,321
It appears that this money accumuplace, but recent extreme vates can not be realizfree action, inexorably requires that atone-- States.
lated
in
the
Treasury
from
excess
of
receipts
hogs
were
shipped
from
Atchison,
Kan.,
to
St.
ed, and the demand for some days past has been
ment should be made to the person injured.
over expenditures in 1835 to the amount of Louis and Chicago.
light.
We quote No 1 and extra white at 51 @ Hic:
5. Until this atonement is made, great natur$30,000,000, and by_act of Congress it was disNo 2 white at 50 @ 50%c, but buyers are not dis.
The
sugar
crop
inthe
Cardenas
and
Colon
disal laws prevent the person who has committed
posed
to
pay over 50c; and No 3 white and No 2
tributed among the States as a loan. An
the injury from having peace in the presence
tricts of Cuba will probably fall short on account
mixed at 48 @ 40¢ # bu.
amendment was proposed to Mr. Voorhees’s
and fellowship of the person injured.
of the smallness of the cane.
RYE. The market is quiet and we quote prices
6. The harmonization demanded consists of negro-exodus resolution, requiring the comThe largest cranberry marsh in the world is be- nominally at 93¢ @ $1 ¥ bu.
mittee to report what action should be taken
FEED. There is a firmer feeling for Feed of all
several distinet parts:
lieved to be that known as Sacket’s marsh, near
in case it found the exodus was caused by
kinds with a better demand. Considerable sales
(a) The conscience requires that confession
cruel or unjust treatment. © A bill was passed
Berlin, Wisconsin.
It consists of 750 acres, though
ot Shorts at $1775; and now held at 13; Fine
should be made to the person injured, but this
for remitting taxes on spirits lost through
but about one-fourth of it is under cultivation, and | Feed is scarce and nominally $18 @ $1850; and
is not enough to give peace.
:
Middlings at $19 @ $20 ¥ ton.
leakage from packages in transit for exportathat yields fully 35,000 bushels of cranberries an(2.) The conscience requires that restitution
BUTTER.
The tendency of the market continued
tion.
A resolution was adopted in the House,
nually.
be made. as far as possible, but it is a fact of providing for the appointment of a select comin favor of buyers most of the week, with a light
demand
from
the trade.
Prices are quoted a little
experience that confession und restitution are
It
is
held
that
England
will
eventually
become
mittee of eleven to whom all matters, papers
lower, but it is still difficult to give reliable selling
not enough to give peace.
one of the best costomers for oir mutton sheep.
and propositions regarding the proposed interrates, as buyers are not inclined to take lots ex(3.) The conscience demands punishment
oceanic ship canal shall be referred.—A resoTo accomplish this, however, our stock of mutton
cept at concessions which holders are not willing
for the offending j-erson, but confession, restilution was introduced in the Senate, Wednesto make. Fine creameries have been sellinz in
sheep must not only be increased, but especial
tution and punishment are not enough to give
lots as wanted at 33 @ 34c ¥ Bb, but 1t would be
day, favoring the maintenance of the present
care must be taken in breeding, and special pains
peace.
bard to get 34c for a large lot, and some preity
volume and legul-tender quality of yreenbacks,
used in fattening. In beef cattle, what consumers
(4.) The conscience demands and produces
good brands can not be sold at over33c # bh, For
and providing that the coinage of silver shall
on the part of the offender alienation from the
be equal to that of gold. Mr. Morgan, of want now-a-days is ‘superior flesh, not masses of the best fallmade dairy lots, 30¢ is an extreme
price,
and very little on the market is worth over
tallow.—
Prairie
Farmer.
good, or shame, but it is a fact of experiAlabama, spoke at length in favor of fhe re28c # 1b, Littlejwinter is
good enough to command
ence that confession, restitution, punishment,
It is of no use to ignore roots, for good stock
solve.
A joint resolution was intreduced for
over
22¢.
New York and
Vermont straight choice
and shame do not produce peace, when the
revoking the land grants to a large number of . farming can not be conducted without growing and
dairies can not be sold at over 25¢, and common to
conscience, at its best, is allowed free course.
railroad and telegraph companies whe bave
good range from 18 @ 22¢ ¥ Bb. Very little ladle
feeding them. Sheep will not thrive and produce
. (5.) The conscience produces remorse, but
packed Western will command over 22¢, and comnot complied with the terms of their grants,
the best quality of wool and mutton without roots.
confession, restitution, punishment, shame and
mon to good range from 14 @ 18¢ # Ib. Eastern
A bill was also introduced for the establishIn a few years it will be a matter of surprise that and P, E. Island moves of slowly at 18 @ 22¢c ¥ th.
remorse sre not enough to give peace.
ment of a tariff commission, which shail inAt the close there is atlitle steadier tone, but we
roots were not sooner appreciated here.
Any
(6.) The conscience requires of the offender
vestigate all questions relating te the agriculdo not look for much improvement in trade until
the full, uuforeed and glad purpose of a better
tural, manufacturing and mining interests of farmer's intelligence and capability can be esti- after the holidays.
mated
by
seeing
his
root
crop,
and
his
standing
life and the execution of that purpose, but it is the United States, with a view to frammg a
CHEESE. Thereis no change to report in the
and good sense may be known by the importance
found by experience that confession, restitu- judicious tariff law. The House passed the
market for Cheese. The demand continues quite
he attaches to growing the best of this nutritious
tion, punishment, shame. remorse and a betmilitary academy appropriation biill.—A de- and bealth-giving food.—@. G. in Country Gentle. moderate, with sales in lots ag wanted for immed.
ter life are not enough to give any such peace
iate use at 12 @ 13¢ for choice factory, and 10 @ 11
bate occurred in the Senate,Thursday, on Mr.
man.
Xo
# Bb for fair to good. Some common stock
in presence of the person injured. as would
Voorhees’s resolution for an investigation of
There
are
volumes
written
on
the
subject
of
makranges downto 7 @ 9c, but there is not muca offerhave existed if the wrong had never been comthe causes of the negro emigration from the
ing
under 9c ¥ Bb.
ing
and
utilizing
manure
on
the
farm,
but
how
mitted.
South. The discussion was participated in by seldom do we see a word said about the value of
SGGS. There has heen a dull and very unsatis(7.) The great natural operations of confactory market for Eggs, owing to the stacy of
Messrs, Voorhees, Hill of Georgia. Windom,
science are such that harmony between the Hoar, Dawes, Ingalls and others, and the reso- sunshine on the crops, and in the stables and "fresh stock. Most
of
the receipts are stale an un
offending and the offended person can be relution was finally adopted. The resolution in- sties. In fact, we believe most of the houses, sta- merchantable. Strictly fresh lots ®f Eastern readily
command
24¢
¥
dozen,
but a large portion of
stored only when, in addition to the six parts
bles and pens for stock are built’ without a thought
structing the agricultural committees of both
as Western
of harmonization already named, mercy and Houses to consider the subject of agriculture, of the need of sunlight, or of the means of letting the Eastern receipts are not so
and
range
lower.
Most
of
the ales rangd from 20
forgiveness on the part of the injured peritin. How to shut it out is more thought of than @22¢ ¥ Jdoz, but after p: ssing the best quality no
and report what ought to be done by the govson are, by some emphatic act, unmistakhow to let it in. This comes of a want of appreciernment to promote agricultural interests, was
reliable price can be given. Limed move offslowably exhibited to the person committing the adopted, and the pension appropriation bill ation of the value of sunlight as a tonic and lv at 15 @ 17c ¥ dozen. Ice-house stock unsalehealth-giver
and
preserver.—
Cincinnati
Commer.
injury.
passed.
In the louse, the Senate
bill proposable.
cial.
7. Such being the facts of experience as to
BEANS. Recelpts continue Jir@e and prices
ing negotintions with the Ute Indians for a reThe
Prussian
Government,
which
always
keeps
have
further declined. Northern hitnd picked Pea
the commanding reality of personal responsilinquishing of their Colorado reservation and
bility in the relation
of person to person among
a large amount of. grain on hand in readiness for have heen selling at $1.85 @ £1 0, and at the close
settlement elsewhere, was reported with an
$1
90
price.
estern have settled
men, we are forced by self-evident truth and amendment providing that no agreement shall any emergency, has determined with great accu- down isto an81 extreme
75 @ $1 £0, with a slow sale. Sales of
the argument from analegy to conclude that
be valid unless assented to by three-fourths of racy the loss occurring from storage. The officials Media _have been at 160 for choice hand pickwherever and whenever the soul stands in reall the male adults of the tribe who have not
in Charge of the State grainaries report that on ed. an 8 50 @ $155 @ ¥ bu for choice screened.
lation to a person not among men, but above
Yellow Eyes have eased off to $210@ $320 for
forfeited their treaty rights. A long debate
first-class grain, free from dust and foreign seeds,
men, this personal responsibility continues to
choice and $225 @ $2 30 # bu for improved.
Red
ensued.——Very brief sessions of both branchthe loss in wheat, rye, and barley is, during the
Kidneys are quiet at $1 75 @ $1 5 ¥ bu.
be an indisputable reality.
es of Congress
were held Friday. In the
first year; only three per cent., and about one per
POTATOES,
There is a very large supply of Po8. God is a person,
Senate, no business of importance was transcent. annually thereafter.
The loss in oats is tatoes on the market apd
prices rule low. It is
The consequences of Concord theism which
acted, and after the appointment of Messrs.
slightly more, but altogether much less than is
hard to sell best Houlton
Rose at over ile, and
asserts God’s personality; the consequences ofy Voorhees, Vance, Pendleton, Windom and
generally supposed to occur in stored grain.—N.
sales of Maine Central Rose have been at 45 a Hoe.
+ Sun.
the doctrines of the theistic wing of HegelianBlair as a special committee to investigate the
‘Jacksons rule about the same as Rose.
Several
ism in Germany—it is on these that 1 insist.
cargoes of Provincial «tock are at the wharves unFlesh-producing birds, after they have accumu.
negro exodus, an adjournment was taken until
sold.
Sales
of
Chenangoes
have
been
at40
@ 45¢
9, Tn the soul’s relations to God as a person
the 6th of January.
In the House, the report
lated a certain amount of flesh, should be dispos¥ bu, but 40c is all that most buyers arewilling to
all the natural operations of conscience have
of the committee on the revision of the rules
ed of, for they gain no more and will commence
give,
their place, whenever conscience is allowed
governing that body was submitted and speto lose. Beyond a certain extent of fatness disHAY AND STRAW.
There has been a good dofull growth and free action.
cially assigned for consideration on the 6th
demand for Hay with sales of choice Eastern and
ease is created.
There are some breeds so consti10. In the personal relation of the soul to
proximo, to which time the House adjournNsrthern at $16 @ $'7 # ton, and extra quality at a
tuted that they can not endure a continual feed of
God
as in any other personal relation, all
ed.
higher range. Good fine Hay is in demand at 813
whole corn.
It produces too much fat, which rethe demands of conscience as to confession,
@ $14 ¥ ton. Poor grades moveofl at £11 @ $12.
tards
the
production
of
ezgs,
and,
beyond
a
cerRye Straw readily commands $24 @ £25, and some
restitution, punishment, shame, remorse, a
tain extent; injures the
fowl,
eng
———me
Mf
jmctHaneonr—————————
“disease:
[fancy
lols sold at $26 ¥ ton.
new life, and an Emphatic act 6f mercy
and |
The feed runs too much to one ibing, avd the other
DRRSSED POULTRY AND GAME.
There is a bet
forgiveness will be made in case sin is comMiss Edmonia Lewis, the sculptor, has sailorgans fall into decline from disuse, and the bird
ter feeling in the market for Poultry.
Large fresh
mitted by the human person against the Divine
ed for Europe.
’
is profitless, except as meat. To avoid this a varie.
killed Nortrern Turkeys are in lizht supply, and
Person.
:
.
t¥
of
food
must
be
given.—C.
B.
in
Country
Gentlesold
yesterday
at
16
@
17¢
¥
Bb.
Choice
Western
A Chinaman has registered for the city elecman.
Turkeys command 13 @ 15¢. Choice Northern
11. Sach sin is a fact of wniversal human extion at Augusta, Ga.
Chickens
commard
15 @ )7¢ but few choice
perience.
‘Dairy-farming is the stronghold for New EngThe London Gazette announces that Parliago over 13¢ ¥ Ih. Mixed lots Chickens and Fowls
12. It follows inexorebly,
that if conscienceis
land. The foreign demand for dairy products is command 8 @ 12¢. + Nice Geese have been selling
ment meets February 5.
:
. allowed free course, and if, after the commission
sure to far exceed the supply:
It has been said
at 8 @ 10¢, and fancy may bring a little more. ParGeneral Grant is to be invited to the Nashof such sin, peace is to be brought to the soul
without exaggeration, that our dairymen have it tridges have advanced to Sic @ $1 ¥ pair. Quail
ville centennial celebration next April.
in its relations to God as a person, there must
in their power to increase the demand abroad for command £2 @ $2 50 ¥ do.
be made an atonement.
PORK. Tbere has been a very ligt t trade and
Rev. Dr. John Hall of New York is said to
their chosen products to an illimitable extent. So prices are nominally nochanged. Sales. of extra
13. This must consist of, or imply and prohave received over $10,000 in wedding fees
prime
have been at 812 @ $13; mess at $14 @ 1450,
far,
we
have
barely
touched
the
edge
of
the
Euro
duce, all the several results which experience
this year.
tisar at $1550 ¢ $16; and backs at $16 @ $1650 ¥
pean markets only. We have all South America
proves to be requisite to the peace of an offendThe
population
of
Greece,
1,547,894
in
1870,
and Mexico at our command, besides other couner in the relations of person to person among
79,775.
In 1833 it was
tries where dairying is not at present carried on.
BEEF. In moderate
demand
at unchanged
men, that is of confession, restitution, punish- ‘850,000.
.
Now let us consider that nature has specially fa- prices. Sales of Western mess and extra mess at
ment, shame, remorse, a new life, and an emvored
certain
sections
of
this
country
for
dairying
211 @ 812; and extra plate at £1250 @ $13 #, bbl.
A Boston-private detective claims that Rey.
‘phatic act of mercy and forgiveness. '.
:
purposes, and that no single section or locality is
SMOKED HAMS.
The market has been” quiet,
E. D. Winslow, the forger, is publishing a
14. No one of these can be enough to produce
more highly favored than our own. Here is the with eales of City and Western at 9-@ 94 ¥ hh.
paper at Buenos Ayres, South America.
peace without the others.
LARD.
There has been a light demand. with
simple key that unlocks a very great secret for
New England farming.
It shows us where our ad.
sales of Boston and Western at 8% @ 8c ¥ hb.
15. It is, however, a familiar and indisputThe Afghan hill tribes attacked the British
DRESSED
HOGS.
There
has ‘been an easier
vantage positively lies, and we shall be wise to aable truth that the
d of conscience for
forces under General - Gough on the 16th »
vail
ourselves
speedily
of
the
knowledge.—
Mas.
tendency, with sales of City dressed at 6% @ 6c
confession, restitution and the other neces- stant, and compelled his brigade to seek refuge
sachusetts Ploughman.
# 1b.
Western have not yet arrived in good order
sary means of peace, including especially the inghe fort of Jugdulluk.
The horses of the German army are now fed and prices are nominal.
emphatic act of mercy
and forgiveness, iw is-charged that Governor Emery, of Utah
with biscuits. These consist of thirty parts of rye
are hightened vastly in emphasis whenever,
rritory bas for a long time past been aiding
in the relations of persons to persons among
‘NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.
the Mormous in their defiance of the laws of flour, and ten parts of linseed flour; soinetimes of
men, the person injured is a benefactor, father,
wheat flour, twenty parts of corm meal, twenty
the country against the crime of polygamy.
ruler or judge of the person committing the
It is considered as a significant fact that parts of rye flour, ten parts grated bread, and ten
injury.
many if not most of the school-teachers who parts of linseed flour. The ingredients are made
oY
strict application
of the scientific
on Tuesday last opposed the election of into biscuits. The first named mixture is the best,
method shows that this same principle governs voted upon
Only $2.00 a Year.
the school commitiee.~Boston
Those biscuits are made with a hole in the middle
the relations of mau as a person to God as a ladies
Transcript.
:
of each, so they can be strung on a string and Enlarged and More Beautiful than Ever!
person.
;
:
hang
to
the
saddle
bow
or
be
carried
by
the
roopThe Pacific national bank of Boston will in17. This principle’ acquires
unspeakable
er around his waist. Each biscuit weighs, when
Two Brilliant Serials : “ Five Little Peppers, and
crease its capital from $250,000 to $500,000.
weight from the inevitable natural operations
baked dry and hard, about two ounces. Seven bisof" conscience, as soon as-the latter allows itself
It is said the new torpedo boat built at Bris- euits are broken up and given to the horses in the How they Grew,” by Margaret Sidney, illustrated
if convenient, oth- by Jessie Curtis;and “Two Young Homsteaders,"”
free action, and is brought face to face with tol, R. I., by the Herreschoffs, is for the Peru- morning, moistened with water,
erwise dry—twelve at noon and seven at night. by Theodora R. Jenness, illustrated by Robert
Ged as Creator, Ruler,
Father, and infinitely
vian navy.
.
After careful experiment in camp, on the march
Holy Judge.
;
There is at Bombay, a double girl baby of and campaigning, they are reported by all the Lewis. Four Two-part Stories : I. “Billy’s Hound ;”.
T
at Swiss historian, Jobn Von Muller, six months, as wonderful as the pamous Sia- cavalry
ana artillery officers to be better than 11. “The Boy that was too beautifal;"” III. “Our
gives the result of his life-long labors, extractoats. A trooper can easily carry thirty pounds of Store;” IV. “At Plymouth Oak Farm.” Finely Il:
ed, he rays, from seventeen hundred and mese twins.
these biscuits, which will furnish his horse with
The Indianapolis clearing-house did a busithirty-three authors, in seventeen thousand
full rations for eight days, or will serve, with for- lustrated Papers on “Our American Artists,” by S.
ness of $2,500,000 the other day, the largest
age, or twelve days’ hard] marching.— Wallace's
folio
es, in- this striking
confession,—E. W. Benjamin; “Concord Picnic Days,” by G. B.
ever done in one day.
y.
“ Christ is the key to the history of the
Bartlett; “Prof. M. P. Paul,and his Marvelous DisA very large part of the elements which comThe East Indian government
has asked
world.
Not only
does all harmonize with
coveries in the Starry Heavens,” by John Brown.
England for a re-inforcement of 5000 men to be
pose plants of all kinds is derived from the air and john. Humorous Stories; Stories of Adventure
the mission of Christ: all is subordinated to
sent out forthwith.
it”?
;
.a very small part from the soil. On an average
and Travel; Charming IMNustrated Poems; Origi18. The soul’s environment in this world and
The receipts of the Suez canal fell off over about 5 per cent. of air-dried plants is derived nal Exercise Songs for Public Schools, &c.
the next consists unalterably of its own nat$300,000 during 1878 and have still further
from the air, and the remaining 5 per cent. from
A&-Specimen, 10 cts. Agents wanted.
ure, God, and its record.
aiminished this year.
the soil. For instance a block of dry white ash,
19. It is self-evident that man an be harAddress
Two
English
travelers
are
reported
to
have
weighing
100
pounds
when
burned,
leaves
about
monized with his environment only by the been captured by Greek brigands in the
D. LOTHROP & CO, Boston, Mass.
two pounds of ashes, which were derived from the
harmonization of the soul with the three things Epirus,
soil, while the ‘other ninety-eight pounds which
and $20,000 is demanded for their ranfrom which it can not flee—its own nature,
have disappeared in the air, were mostly derived
som,
God, and its record.
from the air. By
pestoring to the goil the mineral
A Bedouin tramp lately sold to the Louvre
20. The past is irreversible.
elements contained
in the ash of plants removed
in
Paris,
for
9000
trancs,
some
Greek,
Parisian
together
with
suitable
amounts of Biogen, the
21, Harmonization of the soul with an inerasable record of sin in the relations of the and Arabian papyrus manuscripts worth, at feriiity of the soil will be maintained.— Lewiston
TO SUNDAY-SCHOOL WORKERS.
ournal.
i
soul to God as a person, can be obtained only least, 50,000 francs.
From 20 to 100 sample copies of the NORTHERN
by some arrangement harmonizing itself with
St. Petersburg coachmen are ordered never
MESSENGER and SABBATH-SCHOOL COMPANION
ENTIRELY RECOVERED.
the
great natural operations of conscience to leave their sledges, to keep to the right, and
(assorted numbers) will be sent free to any Sab--bath-school making application ‘through one of its
which govern the relations of personto person, obey all orders of the police, the same as in
NEw YORK C1TY, June 16, 1879.
officials
by Postal Card
or in other manver; the
and which demand, at least, the seven remeNew York.
.
:
/
H. H. WARNER & C0o.—Gentlemen—I here- number to be asked for corresponding to the numdies already named.
:
;
The new Pullman palace cars are very luxber
of
families
in
the
scheol.
99. It has just been proved that man can him- urious, costing each $15,000.
by certify that my wife has been using Warner’s
Ordinary pas
JOHN DOUGALL & SON,
self, under the laws of conscience, provide no senger cars cost $4000; drawing-room cars, Safe Kidney and Liver Cure for Bright’s Dis452
Montreal.
screen for an irreversible record of sin in his
8000; mail and baggage cars, $2000; box
ease, and she is now entirely recovered. When
relations to God as a person.
cars, $400.
.
all physicians’ remedies failed, she was induc23. He must, nevertheless, face that record
Mrs. Charles Wise, daughter of Edward
forever, and God will face it.
ed to try your remedy, and received beneficial
Everett,
and
widow
of
Lieutenant
Wise
of
94. The
scientific necessity of similarity of
results from the first bottle. = After taking four
the navy, died at ber residence in Washington,
feeling with God, or the new birth, results
D. C., Tuesday morning.
bottles she was entirely cured. Yours truly,
from the necessity of man’s harmonization
The remainsof John Harris, the Winsted
4
ROBERT B. FITZGERALD,
- with his own nature and with God.
:
(Conn.) suicide, have been refused admission
25. The scientific necessity of the atonement
to the Joeal Catholic cemetery because he had
results from the necessity of the harmonization
CURE FOR COUGH OR COLD.—AS soon as
of the soul with its eternal environment been a Knight of Pythias.
there is the slightest uneasiness of the Chest,
by its record of sin in its relation to God as a
American missionaries at Ooroomiah, Perwith difficulty of breathing, or indications of
person.
sia, appeal for aid for the starving population
Cough, take during the day a few * Brown’s
126. The atonement, of which reason can thus of that district and 2'urkish Kurdistan. The
show the scientific necessity, is proclaimed by
Bronchial Troches.”
;
wheat and raisin crops have partially failed,
po
~~
revelation, and by it only, to be an historic re- and poverty bas prevented more than oneLet that cough continue and die of consumption,
tenth of the usual importation of food, which
. To those who do not accept this histori- has now ceused entirely.
At the old price, $4 per 100, by Mail,
or bs hod cents and be cured by Adamson’s BotanThe government
ic
am: Free sample bottle at the druggist’s.
reality, the only possible outcome of a stern. does little or nothing, winter increases the
of the principles of science to the distress and relief is urgently needed.
Large bottles, 75 cts.
A
Fel
a assion of man’s relation to his environment
Becéause the women candidates were de~
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WHAT A POSTAL CARD WILL BUY.
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‘as a person, and

harmonizes

the soul with its entire environment in itself,
in God, and in a record of sin,
bed to Jan,
30, Alone mong EL i
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loctrines of
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perfect
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both the love of sin und the guilt of sin,

feated in the Boston election, the Albany Ar

gus thinks that nobody cares to open: political
offices to women, and that now is a good time
to ¢nd the agitation for female suffrage. © This
is an intelligent opinion:
The Argus must
bave forgotten its own defeats. : Bless you,
this campaign can only end in swinging wide!
the door t0 women voters in all issues: taken
to the pollsi— Springfield Republican:
SUB
:
Latest News.
Special dis patch to Boston Advertiser.

PROMPTLY
Pain

WASHINGTON, Dec, 21.—The situation in Maine
is still the theme of comment and speculation
among politicians, and the interest.in it shows no
signs of dying out. What will the Maine. Republicans do about it, is the inquiry. While some
appear to think that there is nothing to be done
but to protest and submit, others, and among them

some of the most sagacious and
that would be a cowardly and

cool-heaied, say
mistaken policy,

Boston

Produce Report. 'f

Reported by HILTON BROS ' &
erchants

and

|.

dealers.

in

CO., Commission

butter,

cheese

and

opus, beans, dried apples, &c, Cellar’ No 8
Quincy Market, Boston,
©:
v5
‘
‘+
BOSTON, Saturday, December 20:
FLOUR. The market Has been very quiet since
our last, but all kinds of Flour are held quite; firm
and holders decline to make any
coun

Sales, however, could only be forced
cesgion,as the trade decline

were also

& MAIN,

73 Randolph Street,

peg CHICAGO.

examine

contracted

pre-

/

This Family Balsam is composed of Barks,

Roots and Resinous (Gums from the trees of
our Native Forests,
Each one of these ingre-4
dients is good for the complains for which
FAMILINE is recommended, but when ¢ém-

pounded

together

they

make

a

ing

the past two years, every one using saying,

“1 would not be without it.” Every Family
should have it in their house, ready Jor use.
Numerous testimonials have been received,

which will

be published,

from

persons

who

have used the Familine Balsam for the past
two years, showing the surprising efficacy,
value and success of this Familine Balsam.
For its quick and sure healing properties, it
has no equal; for its relieving and allaying
inflammation, no medicine has
ever
been
compounded equal to it. It is perfectly safe to
use at any and all times, and
a quick and
thorough cure for such complaints as
Painsin the Chest, Shoulders, Back and
Bly. Burns
and
Scalds,
Sprains,
Strdins, Bruises, Rheumatic and Neu™ ralgia Pains, Swelling of the Joints
Stiff’ Joints, Stiff Neck, Contracted
Muscles, Spinal Affections, White
Swellings,
Chafes,
Calluses,
Galls,
Bunions,
Chilblains,
Corns,
Frost-bites, Poisoning
by Dogwood, or Ivy, Stings of
Insects,Chapped Hands, Lips,
Ringworms,
Salt Rheum,
Tetter,
Pimples,
Itching,

Dry

Scaly

Eruptions

|

Publishers.

kind, for

Lung ard Throat Affections.

DIRHTHERIA!!
. . Johnson's Anodyne Liniment will posi-

tively prevent this terrible disease,
will positively
cure nine cases inten. Information that will save many
lives, sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment. Prevention is better than cure. Sold Everywhere.
I. S. JONNSON & CO., Banger, Maine.

of

hoids, Piles, Numb=
ness, Worms, Ague

The Best and Only

in the Face, Earache,Hoarseness,

WASHING COMPOUND

Sore
Throat,
Coughs, Croup.
This Family Balsam Familine surpasaés any and
-all other known remedies recommended for such
complaints.
In each package will be found a
pamphlet SORtaBing

a

short

treatise

on

all

the

complaints for which this Balsam is recommend.
ed, with full and simple directions how to use
the Balsam

That Abolishes Toll and Drudgery in washIng without injury to the fabrie or hands, ‘and
makes hard water soft. Every woman in the
land should test its wonderful utility in the
Laundry and for House-cleaning,

SOLD BY GROCERS

for each complaint.

EVERYWHERE.

But Beware of Vile Emitations!
Gt40eow

Price 25 and 50 Cents per Bottle.
Fifly-cent size contains three times the

One bottle warranted a perfect’

quantity

cure for all kinds of PILES.
to four in the worst cases of
LEPROSY,
SCROFULA,
SALT

of twenty-five-cent size.
PREPARED

RHEUM,

BY

FAMILINE

KID-

Vegetable. Internal
and external

P

Proprietor of Vegetine,
BOSTON; MASS:

- ROEUMATISM,

NEYS, DYSPEPSIA; CANCER, Cas
HTARRIl and all diseases of the
SKIN
ond
Broop.
Entirely

HRSTEVENS
aha

please return

-Send--for-

use, -In case of failure, dealers
the money and charge it back to me,

ot

HP

LE;

Boston.

Price $1 a bottle.

6m22eow

is sold by all Draggists.
2USeoar

THE SEVEN YEARS,
By DR. J. H. VINCENT.
A Concert Service for the Sunday School, giv.
ing in one hour a glimpse, as from a mountain
of the
:

Seven

Years of
International

with Voices, Banners, Sengs,
and Recitations.
instructive.

Brilliant,

top,

This number is uniform ith the Series, a

J
Study,

Chants,
strong,

other

HUNDRED splendi

Responses

popular and
EEE

Every Sunday School in the land should use this

:

Priee by Mail, 10 cts.; $7.50 per 100 coples.

BICLOW & MAIN,

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.
.

AGENTS WANTED

H

OMPLETE
Nothing like

4105

Church & House
DECORATIONS

My

J.C.

Xmas

CO. Pu a

Ld

114 Nassau 8r., N.Y

NOM

The

Send for d

DYE

For Christmas
and Schoo! Festivals. Paper Letters
in Velvet, Gold, Green or Red, All sizes
used in Holiday Dressings of Churches or homes.
Prices low; desi
re
and
ect. Try them,
you wiil like them,
md for Circulars, with refer.
ences and prices,
JOHN CORREIA, Jr,

FOR THE

it. Information for garybody.

great book

Ings.

Whole Sete Club zaves. and Full List of Contents
Fre

uniform Lesson system.

1y52e0w

Hendt an-

an

0,
30 ota.,
mailed
Sold by Booksellers.
h
aces,
I Daa Ney. oe noabef
of 8 Lyceum

useful and entertaining Review Service. It is also
valuable as a memente of the introduction of the

Pifiaaetphia, Pa.

Wonder-Box.

Contains: 12 shits. Pink Letter
2 Pens, 2¢. 3 1 Penholder,
5c. ;

Rl,
12 Em
2 wn Gt vg
Comic
Pic, 5c. 1 Xmas Banner,8c. ; 10 Soldiers,
2c. ; 6 Dolls’
3

Beads; go. ; 2 shin

A

Pic.,

15c;

.

p
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pers

5 Tablets, be. ; Cupldn
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y Card, i

Faney Ornamente
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a
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St. Booton: Mass.

Brome

| CHRISTMAS CAROLS.
§ I,§ CHRISTMAS

|

Li

Annual

kan
or

re,
on
80,
¥
5;

Am

d for pamphlet
Lan
n
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ATE ==

he

LP

HE DEAF HEAR

2 P)

4

AR

Lectures, Concerts,

: Throweh

©

etc.,

PRESENT

log in 2 minutes,

nary
ly

Conversation,
hanncls,

New ts

sto the nerves of hearin

Bi arecent wonder{ul scientificinvention—T E
ENT AP ONE, Forremarkablepublio tests
e Deaf—also on the Deaf and Dum
0
t. 98; Christian Standard,
all Ear-trumpets,
Scnd for Free pamphlet to
one Up, 287 Vine St. C
i, Ohin,

$100

can “aw as much in the old way, as one man.
can with this machine. Circulars sent free..
W, GiLEs, T41 W. Lake St., Chicago, IIL

Boys & Girls.
A GOLD

WATCH!

AND FINE BOOKS!
ALL FOR NOTHING!
The

9

publisher of a book

{

called‘

Know

Thyself,” 12mo, 64 pag r=, cloth bound, 50.illus-

trations, written by "Jane Taylor for Little
Folks, telling them all about themsejves; best

ways to cat, sleep, sit, walk, d vss, bathe; all
about thie:
hair, teeth, mail-, md: a thousand
other things Rocsssary to know to promote

long life, health and happiness, hus printed on
the back page of this book, a Jhite Rebus,
which is pretty hard, it is true, but it ts a fair
one, and can be readily solved.

The

boys and

irls who solve it by the 5th of December or
fore, will

receive a handsome
- Gold

Wateh’

and hooks as New Yenr prescuts, ' The hesty
written and expressed solution will git the
watch.

All

others will receive

ha

me.

books such as usually eel fot $1.50.
Send24 cents (8 three-cent stamps will
do) and get the book containing
the Rebus,
Address RB, W.
SHOPPELL, Bible House,

ew York,

THE

SAWING THE LOG.

A

will be given totwo men who

for

YHOWANTS
A FARM T
WHERE FARMING PAYS
v

Our latest improved sawing machine cuts
off a 2-foot

1879

Single Copy 6 Cts.
$4 per hundred postpaid,
Address, ASA HULL; 240 FOURTH AVENUE.
NEW YORK CITY.
4t45thenfteow:

,

MORNING

STAR

TrrMS: $2.50 per year; or if paid. within
the first two months, $2.20; and for: $2.00 re-

| ceived we will send the Star one year,

or 25 cents received
we will'send the Star
hree months on triul.
Each subgeriber will please notice the date
| of payment on the label of his paper; and not
allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not discontinued when. the time _.
expires for which jt is paid unless
persons re-

quest it; and it is
when it bas
been more than one pour in arrears; after due
notice and time shall ‘have been given,
»

THE GREAT SUCCESS

THIS

© man

can saw more

Itsaws Logs

of any size.

logs
or cord wood

jn one

erms,

WW.
CK
& CO,
178 Eim St., Cincinnati, O.
\

proven JF

———

1y27

horBaving G
|
NG
SAW MACHINE
is fully demonstrated by the number in yse and the

dr in SR

NG

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

Head,Qutward Humors
of any kind, Hemorr=

NEW YORK.

on it in bi
a Pile
Dr. J. P. Miller's signature, Phila, $1
bottl
iste, ‘Sent by
mail b;
¥ P.M

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

the skin, Old Sores,Scald

present demand for them.

per on

~— FOR —

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

Balsam

which is a positive cure for the complaints.
This balsam takes the place of salves, ointments and liniments.
It has been tried dur-

'I'here has

for

ELIXIR

the

70 East Ninth St.,

at some con-

immediate wants at the current rates.

PULMONARY

FOR EXTERNAL
AND INTERNAL USE.

!

to purchase beyond

has been a slight decline in Wheat, but this article is till higher at the West than current rates
of Flour on the seaboard. Both high and low
grades have meet witha very slow sale for
some days past. Our exports, it will be seen, are
quite large, which leaves the quantity for home
consumption comparatively small, and stocks
haae not accumulated to any extent. A good portion of our receipts

BIGLOW

should

Nowspapersent Free.

(DR. N. 6, WHITE'S

Inflammation.

By Dr.J, H, VINCENT,

Chrigtmas Time,
ath]
£3

8

Address Daniel F, Beatty, Washington, New Jersey, |

Sent on receipt of 10 gents; $7.50 per 100,
by Mail,
:
4
Ever Sunday, Schoo] proposing an . Entertain.
ment
at
above.

Pianos, $1458 to $2ESE,

Res &

RELIEVING

and

CHRISTMAS SERVICE No. 2.

THE MARKETS.

New

PIANO

pegs

A Safe and Effectual Remedy,

DOUBLE THE USUAL QUANTITY,

is despair.

BEATTY

EW URGANS
set Gold
Knee Swells, Walnut Case, OTD

FAMILINE.

SEND 5 GENTS FOR
BIGLOW & MAIN'S

Caenis Amis No

ORGAN

a3

Heo

BOSTON MONDAY LECTURES.

-™

1)

—

416

A

able

ents o;
La

R

— Beware of all imitators and

infringers, We are an old reli-

house, and own and control five Jerfecs patthese Giant Riding Saw Machines.
© warrant every machine. .

REMITTANCES

must be made in mon-

ey-orders or bank-chécks if possible, or in a
registered letter ‘and at our risk and expense.
In writing to this office, persons will please
lesignate their STATE, as: well as town, and
zive both the old and new address when they
irder a ehange in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to
press Tuesday maning, nd communications
for insertion ought to be
nere on Saturday
previous.
Address,.
ve Xo Ds STEWA
™
DOVER.

N.

Hv

